
2013-06-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6763852#post6763852
The graph of any currency pair follows the same principle governing the path of lighting from
source to ground, river from source to sea, etc. Flow from point of highest gradient to point(s) of
lowest gradient. That is why,anyone with a very powerful super-computer and the right algorithm
can work out with relative high-precision where price will flow to. It is a race of super-computers
and sharp-brains because unlike rivers, sources are dynamic and appear quite randomly.

This principle underlies my trading strategy. Instead of chasing price everywhere on the chart, you
LET PRICE COME TO YOU!!!
At every moment there is one major source and one major terminal point. Price will try to move
toward that terminal point until a new source is created. Details later. 

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777742#post6777742
One of the best ways to trade EURUSD or forex in general is to use the Blackhole/window method.
This is an entire package but I will share the least of the components of this system with you.
The SIMILARITY-PRINCIPLE!
Even though it is the least of the tools I use, It can bring you high-probability trade whenever there
is a window/blackhole in the market. The basic idea is explained in the picture below.

Notice that the 1min and 5min chart look VERY similar! That is the trick. Whatever indicator(s)
you use, make sure you pick two time-frames and force similarities. All you have to do now is wait
for dis-similarities between the charts. That is you window to a high-probability trade. I cannot
explain it all since I am still a junior member. Maybe - when I post enough, I will have the right to
start a thread. You can follow my trade-explorer EURUSDPIPS in the demo-section and see real
pips grow!!! 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6763852#post6763852
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777742#post6777742


2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777859#post6777859

Do you see  how the  dis-similarity  (circled)  precisely lead  to  a  high-probability  SELL??? This
happened in real time and I traded that move in EURUSDpips 

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777943#post6777943
There is a problem at 1.30555. Eurusd will test the number again. In fact, she is heading there

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778078#post6778078
vankola
„Morning! WTF happened with this EUR USD? Spiking down and going up?“

There is a problem at 1.30555. she will go there. Be patient!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778078#post6778078
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777943#post6777943
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6777859#post6777859


2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778118#post6778118

Key reason why I said we should watch 1.30555. Dis-similarity. You need to be careful!!! 

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778130#post6778130
EURUSD  Crashing  to  1.30555  exactly  like  i  said  it  would.  High-probability  due  to  the
blackhole/window principle! When everyone expected a rise, the window said NO!!!

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=434603

This thread is set up in such a way that you have to read it to get the GOLD
within. No single post contains all the jewels. All those who spent time reading it
are happy today!

For  the  theory  of  transient  zones,  go  to http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?
t=434603&page=286

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=434603&page=286
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=434603&page=286
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=434603
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778130#post6778130
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6778118#post6778118


Hello People:
I don't know if I can call this a system but there is a deep-mathematical support for what you are



about to read. I will not 'bore' you will a lot of things you already know and initially I opened a
demo-account for the EXPLORER section but I may not have the time to trade it daily at this time.
Therefore, I waNT all of you to have a basic idea of the principle underlying this thread. The demo-
account(EXPLORER) EURUSDpips that  I  opened grew from $3,000 to $21,302 within 5 days
before I closed it today! I also traded heavy lots (8 lots) on such a little account in order to prove to
you that the principle is sound. 23 trades, 1 loss, 20 wins.

The are many parts to my trading strategy, however there is one part that everyone can test and
master. The SIMILARITY-TRICK!
There are two ways to apply/use the trick.

1: Across brokers, same time-frame, same currency pair
2: same broker, same currency pair, compatible time frames.

Best Compatible time-frames are 1: 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr, 1hr-4hr,
4hr-1day, 1day-1week. For day-traders, 1min-5min, 5min-15min, 15min-30min, 30min-1hr will be
sufficient!

Once  you  have  chosen  your  currency  pair,  and  compatible  time-frames  you  need  to  chosen
indicators  that  alert  you  on  important  patterns  on  the  chart.  IT  DOES  NOT MATTER  if  the
indicators you chose repaint or not!

For the purpose of the thread, I will use 1min-5min and indicators that everyone can get!

There are very good ways to spot loop-holes in the market but a crude way is the use the cycle-
identifier indicator. You can easily get it online. You may have to tweAK the code a little so that the
indicator  does  not  'clear-itself'  like  it  usually  does  when  new  data  point  comes  in.
Then you need to make sure your 1min and 5min charts look VERY SIMILAR like the one below.

Do you see the cycle indicators on the 1min and 5min charts agreed?



Since the indicators are set in such a way that they should agree >90% of the time, as soon as you
spot  a  difference,  like  the  case  below,  you  are  in  for  a  high-probability  trade!
Furthermore, since both chart must agree >90% of the time, once the cycle on the 1min/5min chart
is telling you something and the cycle on the 5min/1min chart does not show the same stuff, you
need to pay attention to you chart!
Another example of aggreement

Look at this difference!!! Since both chart must AGREE within a maximum interval of 5 minutes,
any time the 5min bar closes and the cycles do not agree, the chart showing the difference gives you
the trade signal. In the example below, the 1min chart gave the trade signal after the 5min candle
closed without a similarity! Details later.



The cycle-identifier is a repainting indicator and the least used in the similarity system! The next
indicator is the stochastic indicator! This one is SUPER but you need to watch your chart cause
once you get the signal, you are in for a big ,,,,,,,,,,

lOOK at the two reading in the indicator window! I will explain this approach next week!



2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779948#post6779948

This is the last example for 30min/1hr . spot the difference!!!

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779954#post6779954
tarrini65
„why don't you share your modified indi? that will help to discuss about it ... “

Hi. If you are not using a wireless connection and you don't experience cuts then the original cycle-
identifier should be ok! Otherwise, when you lose connection, and regain it the indicator can reset
itself!
To be save use 30min/1hr and higher time-frame pairs!!!

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779990#post6779990
Any indicator should do. Each one has it own analysis. Therefore, I decided to stick to one: Cycle
identifier.  I  am sure  most  traders  already  have  it.  If  you  don't  you  can  get  the  code  online.
As for the settings, you need to decide that yourself since the idea is to make the charts look very
similar. There are different degrees of similarities. Each one has its own probability of similarity.
For example, if you tweet you chart so that the cycle indicator agree in the past 97/100 of the time
then you have a high-probability setup!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779990#post6779990
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779954#post6779954
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6779948#post6779948


For the cycle identifier, the two parameters you have to tweet are shown below.

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780541#post6780541
Now, try the settings 1-6-4 for the 30min chart and 1-3-4 for the 1hr chart. That should get you a
fairly good chart! We will then go through the analysis later after you have study it a little while
yourself!

2013-06-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780549#post6780549
Redsunfx
„you are king's of trading ... how to trade with an indicator that repaint so much ? signal appears
disappears appear disappear how to manage ..... or may be i didn't understand the way to use it ... “

Hi there. repainting indicators work well with this approach since at the end of the day, you need the
charts to be similar. For the 30min/1hr pair, you only have to wait for the 1hr bar to close to figure
out what is going on!!!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780674#post6780674
Redsunfx
„ok i start to see the light ..... thank's ... what setup should i use for 1 mn 5 mn ? thank's for your
patience“

The default settings are 5X-Y-4 for 1min and X-Y-4 for 5min chart or X-5Y-4 for 1min and X-Y-4
for 5min. The first is responsive to moving averages and so you will not catch tops and bottoms
exactly. However, it is quite good too!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780680#post6780680
There is a hint on the 30min/1hr combination! EURUSD

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780680#post6780680
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780674#post6780674
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780549#post6780549
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780541#post6780541


The Blue Cycle-identifier are responsive to MA so, we should expect EURUSD to push up soon.
We have to wait a little while for the 1HR bar to close or manage our entry now!

The History of the 30min/1hr combination is given below.
Spot the missing points!

IMPORTANT: The charts  MUST always agree before a new trend (minor/major)  begins.



Therefore, if they do not agree after a certain time, the trend is expected to continue!!!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780769#post6780769
Ok, Let me explain this; the settings!!

if you are using the 30min/1hr template the whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the
1hr, it must me 2X for the 30min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!!

if you are using the 1min/5min template the whenever your PRICEACTIONFILTER is X for the
5min, it must me 5X for the 1min. The same idea applies to the LENGTH!!!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780777#post6780777
forexzak
„Question: for cycle indicator you said price action filter to set 25 and length to 1 In post 12, you
mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H“

This setting is what I am using for my 30min/1hr template!!!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780780#post6780780
hoss
„Can you explain how to enter  the  5x-y-4 settings?  I  am not  seeing that  when I  click on the
indicator properties. Thank you.“

1min chart

PriceAcqtionFilter = 5X
Length = Y
MajorCycleLength = 4

5min chart

PriceAcqtionFilter = X
Length = Y
MajorCycleLength = 4

OR -OR -OR

1min chart

PriceAcqtionFilter = X
Length = 5Y
MajorCycleLength = 4

5min chart

PriceAcqtionFilter = X
Length = Y
MajorCycleLength = 4

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780780#post6780780
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780777#post6780777
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780769#post6780769


2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780852#post6780852
whoareyou
„In post 12, you mentioned to use setting 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 for 30M and 1H. In this post you say the
price action filter (where you have said in post 12 to use 1 in both time frames) should be x'd.
Which is correct?“

I understand you. the parameters 1-6-4 and 1-3-4 are for those who want to modify the Length and
not the PriceActionFilter.

Notice that the 30min/1hr now agree. Compare this to the chart above.!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6780852#post6780852


2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6782852#post6782852

What is pulling EURUSD down? A hint is on the chart below! However, I have already traded this
move and the window is closing!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6782889#post6782889
I have seen that most people cannot get the settings right or do not understand how to use the cycle-
identifier in order to get the kind of similarity I have. Therefore I will propose another indicator
soon. The problem with the cycle identifier is that, the way your chart looks depends on the number
of bars in  your  chart.  Therefore,  we may have different  charts  even though we used the same
settings!!!

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783050#post6783050
whoareyou
„6 trades, 17 pips profit. Is that about normal for this tactic?“

Hi. I believe you don't understand the fundamental principle behind this approach or you did not
read the first post! This approach is radical and different from others because you are not required to
second-guess your decision to buy/sell. In other words, if a window appears, you don't have to ask
yourslef whether buy/sell really makes sense considering all the other information you have access
to. That is why we refer to these windows as wormholes or blackholes. They do not last long and
depending on the time-frame pair you are using, they can last less than 20secs and guarantee you
less than 5 pips.

One thing is sure though, you will get your pips!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783050#post6783050
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6782889#post6782889
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6782852#post6782852


That  is  why I  traded  8lots  because  I  was  sure  of  my  pips,  1pip,  2pips  or  whatever!  I  chose
1min/5min because of this thread and so the windows I see on my chart are very small. If you
choose 30min/1hr you will get 10pips-20pips sure but you will have to wait 1hr-3hrs to identify a
window.
Finally, since these windows can appear randomly, you have to start at your chart or design a way or
alerting you on their occurrence!

So, if you want 30pips or more per-trade then you will have to use 4hr/1day, 1day/2days etc. The
problem with that choice is that you could miss a window when it appears or see it late -- when it is
closing!!!!
All the best! 

2013-06-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783078#post6783078
Why is EURUSD heading back uup? I posted this chart earlier and said that I traded the move but
the window was closing(check post 47)! This is what I meant!!! I expected a similarity at A after
the 1hr bar closed but none appeared, so that means price had to go up before it can come down
again in order to get similarity!!!

Because this is a 30min/1hr pair, you make your decision when the 1hr bar closes!!!

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783995#post6783995
This system is not good for many people because they will second-guess what they see and never
make the trade!!!
Furthermore, the indicator I chose for the thread will appear different on different charts due to the
number of bars you have. But take a moment and understand what is going on! When you finally
get the WOW feeling, you will forever look at forex differently. Later

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784033#post6784033
Therefore, I will use Two indicators that should give us a better deal. Working on the package!
Maybe Monday!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784033#post6784033
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783995#post6783995
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6783078#post6783078


2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784126#post6784126
Madmoney
„Give Eurusdd a chance before succumbing narrow-mindedness and sarcasm. There is more to it.“

Good. I simply presented the basic underlying principle and already people are asking for exact
trading ideas. You can't use the system effectively, if you don't understand the underlying concept!

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784163#post6784163

EURUSD is falling back down now just like it is suppose to do. That will lead to the similarity I
talked about in post #54.

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784262#post6784262
The WINDOW on the sell  will  close in  20mins!!!  Take profit  and get out within that  time. If
EURUSD continues to go down, it will be a bonus(very risky though) but the window will close!

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784428#post6784428
Remember, there can never be a change in TREND without similarity!!! That is the reason for this
fallllllllllllllll!!!!!!!!
We needed similarity, check post #47 and #54. Take care everyone! Try and master this and you will
never have to second-guess....

You don't even need to folow fundamentals. Everything is already discounted and reflected in the
windows you see!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784428#post6784428
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784262#post6784262
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784163#post6784163
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784126#post6784126


2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784691#post6784691
sakthiqm
„YOUR COMMENT? TNX, Sakthi“

Nice chart!!! Please note that the trick is not to trade when both cycles agree. The trick is to trade
when they do not agree! When they do not agree, the trend will continue in such a way that you
finally get similarity! For example, the two green arrows do not signal buy! That is a signal that the
window is closing, assuming you used LENGTH as your main parameter.

YOUR CHARTS DO NOT LOOK SIMILAR!!! 

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784928#post6784928
Madmoney
„Guys it's quite simple, just take so time to break down what eurusdd explained. If you would have
traded gbpjpy yesterday like I,  you would of had a field day.  What is  circled in yellow is  the
buy/sell  opportunities  that  were  available,  the  difference  is  the  key!  First  chart  is  GBPJPY 30
minute, second is GBPJPY 1hr. The settings are 1-10-4 and 1-5-4  (you might have to tweak it
cause brokers differ) Later on I'll post today's opportunities. (excuse the lateness of these posts I've
got a lot on)

 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784928#post6784928
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784691#post6784691


“

Madmoney, you are very very serious! I love your spirit! I love your chart. I hope your cycles are
stable though. You have got the first trick right! When You get the remaining 3, you will have a
tight system! Good!

From your settings, you are using LENGTH!!! Good, now - we will discuss how to analyze the
cycles next week. Happy weekend! 

2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784945#post6784945
The cycle-identifier is a repainting indicator and the least used in the similarity system! The next
indicator is the stochastic indicator! This one is SUPER but you need to watch your chart cause
once you get the signal, you are in for a big ,,,,,,,,,,

LOOK at the two reading in the indicator window! I will explain this approach next week!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6784945#post6784945


2013-06-28
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785115#post6785115
Forex Lion
„Hi Eurusdd, interesting way of trading...the Stoch looks quit the same on both charts, so we are
looking for a difference too? Thanks. Regards, FL“

The stochastic setup is very good.
Choose your time-frame pair and make sure the stochastics have the same reading! >90% of the
time, they should read the same. Whenever they give different readings, mark the price. If price was
in an uptrend/downtrend, that price is will be returned to when the trend reverses reverses. This is
what will happen.
On rare occasions, there will be different readings, then after a while the two readings will be equal
again! MARK THAT PRICE and get ready for a good trade!

The more price continues away from that price, the faster it will return there. Below is a perfect
example. The first difference in reading occurred at A, and the second and third at B and C. See
what happened later. The fourth happened at D and price returned to D later.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785115#post6785115


Since they must AGREE more than 98% of the time, different readings at any given time means one
stoch will have to catch up with the other. So, once you know the one that will have to do the catch
up, you know what to do. On the other hand, different readings means, there is a turn-around and
price will return to the level where the first difference was recorded! Test it yourselves!The picture
below shows that you can create this for any pair of time-frames.
It is good!!!



Settings should be X-1-1 AND gX-1-1, WHERE gX-1-1 is for the smaller time frame. For example
if you use 10min/30min then your settings will be 3x-1-1/x-1-1 where x is any positive integer.

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785286#post6785286
Doboy408
„75% in two days...wow maybe make rule to self...only take 1-2 losing trades a day“

Hi there. It does not matter how many times you trade per day. Your (true) probability of success is
the unknown to you and constant! For example, if your probability of success is 50%; win, win,
win,  win,  win,  loss  may give  you  a  false  sense  of  security  but  it  does  not  change  the  50%.
So,  unless,  you  develop a  sound method of  trading,  you  can  trade  once  per  year  and still  go
RED!!!!!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785877#post6785877
ecneralc
„This is my interpretation:   the marked prices where the differences in stochs occur will have a
"gravity" effect. So entry would be placed some distance away from these marked prices with
the target of reaching back to the marked prices. ie. difference in stochs happen at price A. Price
moves away from A. We take enter a position once it has move far enough to let us earn our desired
pips (say 20 pips), with the target at price A. SL can be adjusted to one's risk reward appetite. As to
when and where to place the entry we... “

You  are  EXCEPTIONAL.!!!!!!  Where  you  place  entry  above/below  the  marked  price  is  your
choice!!!
WELL-DONE!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785881#post6785881
Madmoney
„Can't really see a blatant difference, but I will be testing.“

MADMONEY, the stochs will differ at some point! As long at the difference has not occurred the
current trend will continue -generally -.
You spot a difference everyday, if you are watching multiple time-frame pairs!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785885#post6785885
billbss
„I think I understand it. If I'm wrong eurusdd will correct me. You have to be looking at the actual
values of the stochastics to see the difference. It's impossible to show that on an uploaded chart. The
readings you see on the blowup are for the current bars only.“

THANK YOU!!! YOU GOT IT!!!! You summarized it nicely!!!!!

YOU NEED TO WATCH YOUR CHART TO SPOT IT!!! ONCE YOU DO, MARK THAT
PRICE AND target it. As long as you have not seen a difference, have faith that the current
trend will generally continue!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785885#post6785885
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785881#post6785881
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785877#post6785877
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785286#post6785286


2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785888#post6785888
billbss
„Let me see if I understand this- I probably don't. At A,B and C there is a difference in stochastics.
One lags the other. Since price is heading up at those points the lagging TF will have to go up to
catch up. You would buy at those points. At D price is headed down. You would sell. When price
reverses, you would enter a trade in the direction of the reversal and exit at these points. Am I
close?“

Yes you are right but you missed one little point! The point where you spotted the difference will be
returned to after the move is done!!! So, it should be a price to MARK!!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785895#post6785895
BECAUSE OF THE SIMILARITY OF YOUR CHARTS, whenever there is a difference in
your stochs, that is a window into PRICING! MARK that price! The stochs must agree >90%
of  the  time,  very  rarely  will  they  differ.  When  they  do,  one  will  have  to  catch  up!
I  have back-tested  this  for long  and stochs  differ ----->  if  price  continues  in  the  current
direction, it will return to the spot where you spotted the difference. This is good, but you have
to watch your charts to spot it. That is why it is called a window. It opens and closes very
fast!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785910#post6785910
People have to understand that the similarity principle is a good way to spot mis-pricing in the
market. However, the indicators you used also matters. For example, the stochs-method is 50%
more efficient than the cycle-identifier method! However, it is 10% less efficient that the bollinger
method. This method requires only one time-frame! Look at the red&white lines in the top and
bottom windows in the chart below!!!!

Do you see that both are similar????
Now, the top window is real-price and so,  whenever  the down window differs YOU HAVE A
TRADE! The down will always play catch-up with the top!!!!
In the first there are no major difference!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785910#post6785910
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785895#post6785895
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785888#post6785888


Spot the difference in the chart below (YELLOW), Both lines agreed really for the first time at
BLUE and beyond!!!



2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785918#post6785918
Madmoney
„Nice! what's the MA? 5?“

EMA 1!!!!!! The period must be one!!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785919#post6785919
billbss
„What is the red line in the bottom window?“

Stochastics. So you can put this on your stoch-similarity system.

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785922#post6785922

Notice that we spotted a difference for the first time at A, price went up and we got similarity for
the first time at B. Price that went back to the level of A!!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785942#post6785942
jurn_e
„This  is  pretty  interesting.  Finding  irregularities  in  the  market  and  trade  it  back  to  balance.
#Follow“

Use the similarity principle to develop super-trading systems. It is the best way to spot mis-pricing
without using super-computers and arbitrage arguments.
Look at this Monthly chart!!!!

First difference spotted at A, first similarity occurred at B. price started to drop back to A from that
point! 2,000+ pips IN A SHORT TIME!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785942#post6785942
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785922#post6785922
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785919#post6785919
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785918#post6785918


So, mis-pricing started at A, and the correction started at B. Notice that similarity is place from B
onward!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785949#post6785949
winterfell
„is this quite right? comment please 30m = 4-1-4 1hr = 2-1-4“

Hi WINTERFELL.,

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785949#post6785949


Using the across brokers, same time-frame pairs, it is clear that my chart and yours agree at the
places I circled!!! You are OK!!! Note the across brokers dis-similarities at the places I did not
circle.
One this is clear though, EURUSD will aim for the low for our charts to finally agree. Therefore,
don't be surprised if she opens DOWN!!!!

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785951#post6785951
Madmoney
„How long have you ben trading live with this?“

Demo-trading since 2003, Live trading since 2004. I am comfortable in that respect and so, I am
here to share the idea freely. But every interested person will have to tweet it to suit his/her own ......

2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785953#post6785953
winterfell
„and another question: when is the exact time for a spike up/down (on CI) occurs? do i have to wait
every 30min or 1hr every time a candle close? or there is another way to know it please enlighten
me ps:sorry for bad english“

You cannot  predict  the exact  time from your setting,  since you are using the PriceActionFilter
which is subject to the value of the MA. If you want to know the exact time for the spike to occur,
you must use Length instead and set PriceActionFilter to 1.
Remember, you are not supposed to predict the spike. You must only trade dis-similarities!!! This
system, does not predict when or where the spike will occur. It works on the fact the both charts
must agree and so when they do not, there is a problem!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785953#post6785953
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785951#post6785951


2013-06-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785984#post6785984
ecneralc
„Hi Eurusdd many thx for sharing the template. am i right to say that the area highlighted in blue is
a difference..and we shld expect price to rise up violently in the near future?“

My dear, there is one mistake. This template is OPTIMIZED for the 1MONTH chart!!!! you are
using 1HOUR. The similarity-probability is 10% effective in this case! However, since we now
have similarity at the bottom, don't be surprised when she races back up there.

Keep your eyes on that top level and watch the similarity at the bottom.
I suspect that when she hits the LOW, she will start to race up there!!! There is no major difference
on the 1MONTH chart though.

2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786076#post6786076

This one has already been corrected. Similarity started at X and price fell the A!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786076#post6786076
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6785984#post6785984


2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786077#post6786077

This one too has been corrected in a way. Similarity started at X and Price rose up to A!!!

2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786078#post6786078

This ONE is still VALID!!! But since it is a monthly chart, you will have to be very patient looking
for the first similarity!!! When it occurs, price may drop fast to A or slide gradually to A. Normally
the movement is fast!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786078#post6786078
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786077#post6786077


2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786080#post6786080

In this particular example, notice the correction earlier on!!!!

2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786480#post6786480
mex2000
„thank you eur! other question: if you trade 1/5 min, how many signals do you have, when you are
trading let's say 4hrs per day? thats what i do, i have 4hrs per day to trade, how many signals can i
expect? thanks a lot!“

If you are using the CI-method please note that you are not supposed to predict when/where a spike
on the CI will occur. You job is to trade difference. For 1min/5min, that can happen 3 times per day.
I cannot say - the exact period. When a difference happens, it will exists until a similarity occurs.
Sometimes, it can disappear quickly.

2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786757#post6786757
Slim Buffett
„I'm  guessing  then,  that  you've  never  heard  of  over  trading  ???  {quote}  You  seem  to  be
contradicting yourself here. If my probability of success is unknown and constant, why would, or
how could I, develop a sound method of trading ?? Or maybe I missed something.... I'm good at
that“

You can agree to take only 1-2 losing trades per day. What if those losing trades took away 30% of
your account on average?
The point is: unless you have a sound system - a sound money management system - to counter the
fact that you will never know your true-probability-of-success, you will still go red!!!!

2013-06-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786811#post6786811
MAs work. You probably haven't figured out how to use them properly.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786811#post6786811
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786757#post6786757
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786480#post6786480
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6786080#post6786080


2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787200#post6787200
Low Profile
„i'm  thinking  the  same  thing  you  described  on  your  charts.  I  hope  this  is  correct.  From  my
understanding, we look for deviation between the 2 charts we trade. We trigger the trade once the
2 charts are back to align again by giving same cycle direction RIGHT AFTER the deviation. LP“

No!!!!!!!
When the charts are in sync, that means the window is closed!!!! For example, on Friday I told this
forum that EURUSD will fall sharply even though she rose earlier on. That is due to the difference
on the charts below.

That window is still opened! So, EURUSD will go up but her eyes are on the LOW! A new trend
can only begin when these two charts agree!!! Till then any up will end up turning into a sharp
down!!!!
--------------------

The cycle-identifier is not the best indicator for the similarity-system. Use the bollinger-band or
stochastic-method! There are others but these two rest among the first 5.

The current UP for EURUSD is restricted to around 1.30474.

2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787220#post6787220
Another way to trade the Bollinger-band stochastic system is to use the similarity to place trades
since the 1EMA and the Stochastic have the same shape almost surely.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787220#post6787220
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787200#post6787200


2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787428#post6787428
rezky
„I'm interested in stochastic system“

The one where the readings are equal? You can only use it if yo can watch your chart

2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787437#post6787437
rezky
„Yes ... based on readings are equal“

Then  it  is  easy:  If  you  choose  the  1min/5min  time-frame  pair,  use  the  settings
stoch(5X,1,1)/stoch(X,1,1) where X is any positive integer.
This method is GOOD but yo have to watch your chart well-well!

DON'T USE THE custom indicator stoch...
Also use high/low setting.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787437#post6787437
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787428#post6787428


2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787561#post6787561

EURUSD is approaching the number I stated. 1.30474. watch that number!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787561#post6787561


2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787622#post6787622

See the reason at 1.30474??? lol. There are Black-holes in the market: Trading is not supposed to be
a game of chance!
You can do it!!! 

2013-07-01
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787900#post6787900
Hennessy
„Eurusdd, Please see the chart below and tell me if I understood the strategy wrongly. This is what I
have understood so far from reading post 1 till now.“

Friend, you are 50% right! However, please note that the cycle identifier method is the least of the
methods you can use! This is because, the cycle can be unstable at times!!!! It is the force behind

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787900#post6787900
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6787622#post6787622


the trades for the explorer above but you need experience. 

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6789957#post6789957
Those interested in the STOCH-bollinger system should not wait for a difference to occur in order
to trigger a trade. You can trade the similarities you see. Note that the 1EMA and the stoch lines
should 95% of the time take the same shape. So, you can trade expecting that they will end up the
same with money-management of course!

For example EURUSD just dropped, why???

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6789957#post6789957


2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790026#post6790026

EURUSD can shoot up this month. A case in point is on this monthly chart! The sections circled are
important. WATCH THE WAY THEY DEVELOP.

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790040#post6790040
HOWEVER SINCE stoch must follow price and we expect similarity in the future, the stoch may
be forced to drop to meet price just like the case above!!!! TRADE WITH PURPOSE!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790040#post6790040
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790026#post6790026


2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790055#post6790055

LOOK FOR stoch to follow price hence be able to make trades like this one!!!

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790136#post6790136
Tok
„Can you tell us what settings to set bollinger bands and stochs for 15 and 30 min charts?“

TEMPLATE for 15min chart. Optimized. Similarity-probability is 97.6578% So, <3% of the time
will 1EMA and Stoch look different. That is GOOD!!!!!

ALWAYS remember that price LEADSSSSSSSSS!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790136#post6790136
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790055#post6790055


So like the case below; YOU SELLLLLL!!!!

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790178#post6790178
Tok
„So we need both  15  min  AND 30 min  charts  open,  correct?  If  so,  can  you  please  make  an
optimized template for 30 min chart too? thank you.“

NO, YOU NEED JUST ONE CHART!!!! you are watching the TWO RED line in the chart and
how they react the the bollinger-bands

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790219#post6790219
Tok
„I see. I understand that we are looking for similarities in the stochs, but what are we looking for in
the bollinger bands? similarity compared to the direction of the stochs?“

I don't know but I think you are mixing the three methods I presented here.
The 15 min template i gave you is for the stoch-bollinger-band method. You need only one chart in
this case. The shape of the stoch(below) and the 1EMA (above) will be the same 97% of the time.
They are expected to react to the bands in a similar fashion. When stoch lags or leads price,you
have a chance for a trade. Also since the band below is tighter than the one above,you can use the
stoch to guage resistance/support for price.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790219#post6790219
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6790178#post6790178


The other way is the MARKED-PRICE approach. doesnot happen often.

The first approach is responsible for this trade - sell of eurusd recently.

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791002#post6791002
FibFork
„Eurusdd , the Stochastic do not show on the 15 min template, because it is a custom indicator. The
Meta "Stochastic Oscillator" setting for %K Period =300,%D Period =1, Slowing = 1, Price Field
high/Low and method Simple“

Method -= exponential.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791002#post6791002


2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791025#post6791025
Tok
„The stoch-bollinger band method seems very inaccurate,  compared to the stochastic difference
method, which is much more accurate. Or I'm just doing it wrong... We need more pics/explanation
to do this properly.“

There are reasons people fail a lot in forex-trading.

1: The market is not mechanical.  You see X-Y-Z-Q today and X-Y-Z tomorrow means Q must
follow.
2:  They use  setups  -  templates  -  indicators  without  first  checking  the  instructions,  settings  or
principle behind .....
3: Poor money-management.

You are almost guilty of 2.

The price field template setting for the stoch is CLOSE - I guess. Therefore, you can only make
your decision after the bar has closed. That is the only time you can compare the two lines and
know exactly what to do!!!
You cannot do that while the bar is still alive! during the life of a bar - stoch may lead price and
then lose the lead. The state of the lines after the bar closes is final!

I have given you a great setup, I will not get into the details again. Study it yourself and adapt to it
the way you want or move on!!!!
----- As far as I know, it is magic and I have results to prove that. 100+ consecutive wins!!!!

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791039#post6791039
You don't even have to pay attention to the individual bars. Just look at the lines generally and if
you see difference, work out where (up/down) the two will have to go to meet again! It is quite
easy!!!

2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791244#post6791244
Tok
„Correct me if i'm wrong, but wouldn't some of these trades have FAILED using this method? Price
did not lead stochs; It was the other way around.“

The problem with you is this: You don't understand the reason for the thread.
I am presenting a concept, not a signal-system. I then stated one or two ways to trade it. It is up to
you to understand the concept and figure out how to use it to your benefit!
The idea of similarity is simple.
The curves/lines must be similar >90% of the time. so when you see differences there is a chance to
analyze the chart and LOOK forward to where the next similarity will occur.
I will not talk about this again!
Furthermore, since the stoch is an oscillator and it has the same shape as the 1EMA, DON'T you see
a chance to make money???

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791244#post6791244
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791039#post6791039
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791025#post6791025


2013-07-02
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791268#post6791268
angelofx
„Price is the master. It tells stoch "move in my direction cos i'm the master, the leading indicator".
BUT stoch is sometimes forgetful or ambitious and will want to act as a leading indicator, then it
tries to play catch up. The set-ups are visible on the upper, middle and lower band of the Bbands.
No precise SL and TP.“

I am not concerned about SL and TP because that is not the reason for the thread. Each trader can
decide that for himself/herself based on the bands, stoch etc. What i did for you is to get you two
lines that will react to a similar-band >90% of the time!!! I see a chance for $$$$.
I hope people can see the chance too!

I am done with the thread!!!! 

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794732#post6794732
Baillie
„This is the Post to look at to trade the 15 Min Stoch and Band method, from the creator of the
thread. Lirbig Nubee said it best, most traders are looking for a quick fix and really are not paying
attention to instructions. Take your time to look at the charts and see what the two indicators are
doing then make your trade using the similarity method: ***"""Since the lines will look exactly the
same >97% of the time, TRADE WITH THAT EXPECTATION!!!! When the stoch is ahead of or
behind the main price - Place your trade expecting stoch to agree with price eventually. You will get
many trades that way."""***“

THANK YOU BUDDY! You summarized this nicely! My job is done! I am also glad knowing that
there are people here who can see something good in this stuff!

Thank you all for trying the idea! I cannot show you exactly my rules for trading but I believe you
will find your own .....
Thank you once again!!!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794790#post6794790
I am adding a modified template with a new zigzag line.  It will  help you avoid wrong trades.
This is 15mins template. I will explain it later!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794806#post6794806
The yellow zigzag line you see on the chart plays a very important role! It is designed to appear
when the red 1EMA touches the upper/lower BB. Therefore, if the 1EMA is on the outer-band and
there is no ZIGZAG line, that direction is highly false( study it and if the ZZ does not appear - get
ready to continue in the previous direction). You can trade against it with a tight stop. In other
words, the last leg of the ZZ is still valid!
Every leg of the zigzag is suppose to appear - >97% of the time - when the 1EMA is on the outer
band (top/bottom).

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794806#post6794806
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794790#post6794790
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794732#post6794732
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6791268#post6791268




 

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794816#post6794816
angelofx
„Nubee,  baillie  and  madmoney  please  clarify  this:  I  highlighted  the  area  where  the  lines  are
different on the chart. EURUSDD said to trade with the expectation that the lines are going to be
similar and price leads so we go short. The other alternative is to mark the area where they disagree
and then trade back to that area. My question is at what point do you trade back up to the area where
they disagreed? Do you wait for the price to hit the lower end of the bband and then wait for the
lines to be similar before trading back up to where they disagreed?...“

That is not sufficient difference. You must also remember that the stoch is an oscillator therefore,
the value of the stoch should be taken into consideration.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794816#post6794816


2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794830#post6794830

 

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794835#post6794835
>97.345% of the time the ZZ line will appear after price/1EMA hits one of the outer band!!!

Therefore,  when  ZZ appears  and  the  1EMA has  not  hit  an  outer  band,  you  have  97%
guarantee that price will continue in that direction until it hits the band! With right money-
management you should be good and avoid wrong trades!!!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794844#post6794844
angelofx
„Repainting issue notwithstanding?“

Yeah, it does not matter anymore!!!! The ZZ will end on/outside one of the bands and this should
happen when the red 1EMA is there! Do you see a window for $$$ here?

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794848#post6794848
Madmoney
„Basically the zigzag puts the odds in you favour by predicting the next directional move?“

Sure, and repainting is good for you too!

This blue-print is OK. If you study it, you will develop a way to get good trades! From this point we

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794848#post6794848
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794844#post6794844
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794835#post6794835
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794830#post6794830


can discuss possible trade setups! I will not discuss the system again. Any discussion for me must
be connected to the decision to buy/sell!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794931#post6794931
How can a blind man, climbing Mt Everest, know that he is approaching the top of the mountain?
Assume that there is a straight road from the bottom to the top of the mountain, and the man is
walking on this road. Since he cannot see the mountain itself - he has to rely on "indicators" (other
variables that are directly related to different heights).

Yes, the values of indicators depend on price but I can show you that with the right approach - you
can use indicators to put the odds on your side!!!

I will begin with the ZZ indicator! I am preparing something and will post it soon!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794945#post6794945
xixi
„Very very intelligent way of using indicators! THANK YOU BUDDY“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794945#post6794945
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794931#post6794931


2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794957#post6794957
nightstocher
„Everest doesn't repaint. “

You don't get it. The height of EVEREST is price which the blind man cannot directly see or predict
where it is exactly!! How will he know that he is getting closer to the top?

It is always possible to use indicators to know when something has to give!!!! When data comes out
in the news - it will simply conform what price has already told you -all things been equal!

EVEN BIG banks watch CHARTs before they move money around!!!

-------------------

Indicators are unless to those who do know how to use them properly!!

2013-07-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6795643#post6795643
Madmoney
„Buy trade.

“

The red 1EMA is not on the lower band yet and so, not a very good condition for rebound! But it is
still possible.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6795643#post6795643
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6794957#post6794957


2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797197#post6797197

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797220#post6797220
Madmoney
„Yea still holding out. yea it did, but very late.“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797220#post6797220
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797197#post6797197


Across broker platform. Mine has not appeared yet. Is your chart similar to mine? Does it mean we
should expect similarity across brokers?

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797228#post6797228
Madmoney
„What's your parameters for your zigzag (just in case)?“

24-5-3. That is what i recommended as optimal for the template!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797228#post6797228


ZOOM out similar to this and paste. WE want to compare ZZ.

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797271#post6797271
Madmoney
„Yet another dimension to your method, still learning!“

In #1 There are two way to use similarity.

Now, you bought because the red line hit the outer band but remember that there is a probability
attached to it. So, sometimes you have to go across time-frames or across platforms to make up
your mind!!!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797290#post6797290
Madmoney
„Yet another dimension to your method, still learning!“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797290#post6797290
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797271#post6797271


I think ALPARI allows you to hedge! That is a big plus! I am out.

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797392#post6797392
Madmoney
„Where would YOU trade?“

I presented the idea of similarity and expected people to develop their own system around this core
idea! I have a full-package I can never share with anyone. However, similarity is one idea I felt
people could adapt to!!!

So before I place a trade, I have to check 5 components and the similarity component is just one of
them!!!!

The concept is powerful. You have to figure out how to use it to compliment what you already have.
Ask yourself the following basic question.

"If i have two line that agree 97% of the time, and I just spotted a difference, how can I use this to
my advantage?"

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797439#post6797439
Across  brokers  similarity  established  for  AUDUSD.  Tha  ZZ  is  now  on  the  chart!!  See  that
Madmoney?

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797439#post6797439
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6797392#post6797392


This is for FXPRO. Your ZZ came earlier. 

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798055#post6798055
oconnor365
„Hi Shiva.....When the ema hit the lower Bollinger and the zig zag did not print we can assume that
the price will move up in line with the current zig zag...( which it did)“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798055#post6798055


NOT EVERY TIME. There are other things to check. But it depends on how the ZZ touched the
line. Sometimes, you need it to strike through first!!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798147#post6798147
oconnor365
„Hi Nubee The ema has to hit the band or go beyond even ...not just candle... Eurusdd can correct
me if I'm wrong“

You are right! The 1EMA is important. Nubee, outer band, not the inner one!!!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798174#post6798174
chrissfx
„Hi fellow members, great thread Eurusdd! Is it possible to optimize the bb-stoch-method for H4-
timeframe. Or if you don't like to do it, may be you can explain how you are doing it? I would like
to adapt it to my trading, but i trade higher timeframes than M15... mainly H4 only... Is it possible
Eurusdd? Regards Chriss“

The 15min template - modified version - is optimal for 4hr too. 92%

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799005#post6799005
How I traded the NFP. Across-brokers-similarity.

AWESOME!!!!!

SEE THAT?

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799005#post6799005
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798174#post6798174
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6798147#post6798147


2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799010#post6799010
whoareyou
„would it be correct to assume it would also work on every chart in between m15 and h4?“

15min = 97%
4hr = 92%
30min = 90%
5min = 95%
1min= 84%
1hr = 86% 

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799176#post6799176
Madmoney
„Eurusdd, your killing them the TRADE EXPLORER!!“

Lol. I have not traded much today ooh. No NFP trading on the explorer. I did real-trading all day.
Furthermore, I don't thhink about PIPS! I think in terms of money!!!!!
Any positive value is good for me!!!

MORE DANGEROUSLY, I am trading without stop-loss!
Don't try this at home::::

Unless you are good at DETECTING BLACKHOLES!!!!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799426#post6799426
khallas
„Bingo !!! Hit the Target & as Eurusdd mention the fall was very sharp“

I said that when you spot a "good" difference,  you have to manage your trade from that point
onward because usually the return can be sharp!!!!

The further price moves away from the price, the faster it will return there!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799464#post6799464
Things to note about the zigzag indicator:::

1: It repaints because -by definition - it has to. Therefore, the length of a leg can increase with time!

2: It is possible to know where a leg of the ZZ must be drawn - relative to another indicator. So,
those who say it is impossible to determine where/when a new leg will be drawn are a little behind
time!

3: ZZ is directly connected to the stoch indicator and there is a way to know how far price will

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799464#post6799464
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799426#post6799426
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799176#post6799176
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799010#post6799010


retrace, using both indicators.

4: The ZZ is time-dependent. It is possible to know When a leg will stop growing with precision!!!
These are the four things you need to know.

Everybody knows 1. We will discuss the rest!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799562#post6799562
it is not good to expose the precise means by which you buy/sell. Big eyes are watching out for such
things! So, I will never tell you exactly what makes me buy/sell but I can give you the general
idea!!!

2013-07-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800042#post6800042
You have to note that these "windows" are not created by small players in the market ooh. So,    if
you are not using anything else, you will have to manage up to 500pips - away from the marked
price. If your broker allows you to hedge, then there are ways around this.
But you can also find other ways to use the similarity principle. It is up to you to find them! Enjoy
your weekend!!!

2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800473#post6800473
cfdtaleong
„Hello everyone. Very interesting thread. I am trying very hard to understand but having problems. I
need some help to see if my understanding is correct but first please let me apologize because I am
a very slow learner. Question A Would it be correct for me to phrase trading principle of this system
in the following steps? 1)Look for dis-similarity and the point of the dis-similarity will be the profit
target.  2)After  spotting  dis-similarity  we  wait  for  next  similarity  to  happen  again.  3a)If  next
similarity happen above dis-similarity point we...“

For the 15min chart. period for band is 24, optimally. This number was obtained after processing all
past data I could get my hands on for the 15min chart!!!! So unless we go very far into the future,
period 24 is optimal.

2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800507#post6800507
Consider stoch with the following settings; %k =X, slowing = 1, %d = 1, Close/Close, where X is
any positive integer.
Consider the last X bars - including the current one. Let the High/Low value of price be A/B resp..

This stoch =0 <=> the current price = lowest over the period.
This stoch =100 <=> the current price = highest over the period.
This stoch =50 <=> the current price = mid-way between the highest and the lowest price over the
period.
Other values of stoch can be calculated in this way.

[[[[Let this sink into your head: THE STOCH = 0/100 => A LEG OF THE ZZ MUST APPEAR . A
LEG OF THE ZZ APPEARS => stoch is at 0/100 almost surely. probability here = 90%+]]]]

Therefore, the ZZ repaints because the stoch repaints. (That is the stoch above can stay at 0/100 for

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800507#post6800507
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800473#post6800473
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800042#post6800042
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6799562#post6799562


a while or leave 0/100 and return there without first going to 100/0.
So, the last time stoch is at 0/100 before going to 100/0 is the end of the current ZZ leg!!!

 

2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800567#post6800567
ZZ was at your yellow but repainted upward because stoch when back to 100!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800567#post6800567


2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800616#post6800616
Because in cases where stoch got to 0/100 and the current candle closed with stoch = 0/100 and no
ZZ, then the chance that the previous ZZ will repaint is very high.

 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800616#post6800616


2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800623#post6800623
spufuz
„@Eurusdd: What settings are you using on ZZ and especially the stoch? I cant get the stochastic to
look like in your charts.“

setting for stoch in #42 and zigzag period =24.

2013-07-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800705#post6800705
hanover
„@Eurusdd:  Sorry to  rain  on your  parade,  but:  1.  Stochastic  Close/Close with %K=X, %D=1,
Slowing=1 gives a value of 100 whenever the current close is the highest of the last X candle
closes, and a value of 0 whenever the current close is the lowest of the last X candle closes. Hence,
if for example, its value is 100, and then the next candle closes even higher still, then its value
remains at 100. The attached screenshot below (EURAUD,D1, with X=20) illustrates what happens
when the market trends strongly. If you're using Stoch(20,1,1)=0 to signal...“

I don't think you understand the reason for the post! It was meant to show that zigzag repaints
because stoch does and also the end of the a leg of ZZ is directly connected to values of stoch!
A lot of people like stoch/instead of ZZ. I wanted to show that the two represent the same thing!
CHILL! I can use this to my advantage. If you can't, ask and you will know.

2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800725#post6800725
hanover
„Why do you  say that  Stoch repaints?  The formula  for  Close/Close  Stoch for  %K=X,  %D=1,
Slowing=1 is: Stoch = (Current close — Lowest close in last X periods) / (Highest close in last X
periods — Lowest close in last X periods) x 100 Immediately a candle closes, all of these values
(current and past) relating to that candle are fixed. Hence the only Stoch value that ‘repaints’ is that
for the currently forming candle, as its closing price changes. Of course all this assumes you’re
using MT4’s factory supplied Stochastic. When I watch the values...“

re-paint in the sense that stoch can take the same value on consecutive bars. This is because price
can go below/above the low/high of the last bar before the current one. So, if you bought now
because stoch was 0 on the last bar, you could lose money because stoch can take 0 on the current
bar. That is exactly the reason for the repainting of ZZ.

If we modify ZZ to show all previous values, the line graph will look just like the stoch line! In the
ZZ code, we do erase those values that is why you don't see ZZ doing the same thing stoch does!
I will give you a ZZ which does not erase past values and you will see what I am talking about!!

--------------------------------------------------

You can only use indicators WELL when you understand what they represent!!!

For example - is there a difference between the stoch and williams percetage range indicators?
Not really. The williams percentage range is just a special case of the stoch!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800725#post6800725
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800705#post6800705
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800623#post6800623


2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800727#post6800727
This chart should convince you that the WIlliam percentage range is just a special stoch.

So, we don't need the WPR.

 

2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800731#post6800731
hanover
„Fair  enough,  your  definition  of  'repaint'  differs  from  the  one  that  I've  previously  come  to
understand. {quote} Agreed, exactly the point I was attempting to make in point (1) of post #58.
{quote} Please proceed. If you can demonstrate how either ZZ or Stoch could be used to signal a
top in an uptrend similar to the green box in my screenshot, without all of the false signals along the
way, I'll be seriously impressed! “

This thread is supposed to help people use popular indicators in unpopular ways. A lot of people
lose money because they don't use indicators well.

I will not show you how to spot tops/bottoms exactly because no one who knows how to do that
will let you know! I need the rest of the flock to keep making mistakes so I can profit! However, I
can give you some of the ideas behind my strategy and leave you to figure out how to apply them!

That is exactly what I am doing with the similarity thread!!!! the idea is good and I believe a few
guys/gals will figure out how to use it!

The easiest way to know where price is going is to : control the brain of every trader!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800731#post6800731
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800727#post6800727


2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800735#post6800735
Madmoney
„Sorry for switching, but you just opened my eyes to something else. Semafor are bascially zz's?
And if so they are linked to stoch's?“

YES!!!

2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800743#post6800743
Madmoney
„I have the semafor indicator code.“

Send it to me or post it here and I will find optimal settings for you!
Simply set period1, period2, period3 to the periods of the stochastics/ZZs you are using!

2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800747#post6800747
LIKE THIS!!!!!!!!! 

2013-07-07
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800755#post6800755
Madmoney
„For example, stochastics 5,3,3, - Would be - Period1-5 -Period2- 3 - Period3- 3?“

If  you  are  using  stoch(60-1-1),  stoch(30-1-1)  and  stoch(15-1-1)  then  your  semafor  will  be
period1=60, period2=30, period3=15!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800755#post6800755
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800747#post6800747
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800743#post6800743
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6800735#post6800735


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802457#post6802457
Eurusd is falling back because of the delay-principle. Works 100% of the time and better than the
similarity principle. It is built on a very serious algorithm.

Marked prices  are  always  respected  and the  time to  wait  is  shorter  that  the  one  given by the
similarity principle.
As this picture shows!!! I will prove this by supporting the similarity principle on my EXPLORER.
I will produce more than 100 trades without a loss and close every trade before the end of the
day!!!!

I am on a break! But you will see the result on my explorer whenever i get the time to trade.

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802500#post6802500
monokor
„Can you share a core of that principle“

No!!! Even the similarity principle is knocking brains!!!

Just want people to understand what is behind the 200+ winning streak they will see soon!!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802534#post6802534
Madmoney
„Anything to do with a combination stoch and CI? “

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802534#post6802534
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802500#post6802500
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802457#post6802457


The delay-principle extends the similarity-principle to all possible time frames and is time-based!!
So when a white arrow appears and price goes above it without a green arrow, price will fall back
below the white arrow 100% of the time - at least based on the data i used.

Most important: It uses cross-brokers price action.

NOTE THESE SETUPS ARE ON THE 1MIN CHART!!!



2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802557#post6802557
Madmoney
„Ok you have an algorithm, Is there a manual way?“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802557#post6802557


The algorithm produces the arrow but MADMONEY I am not going to share this with this forum!
sorry.

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802711#post6802711
The buy-trade we mentioned earlier on will collapse when the move is done.

Trigger price is 1.2864. Watching a certain condition there. If it is satisfied, EURUSD will start
heading back down!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802789#post6802789
Neio
„This is what I am thinking... You have two brokers. At certain times the slow broker lags behind
the fast broker? So you always follow the direction of the fast broker but execute the trade on the
slower broker?“

No. That will only last a candle and on smaller time frames.

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802799#post6802799

Look at the delay-principle in action currently:

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802805#post6802805
khallas
„Sure, That is your privacy & contain your years & years of hard work. I understand the reason for

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802805#post6802805
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802799#post6802799
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802789#post6802789
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6802711#post6802711


not sharing with us, still very thankful too you for Sharing the precious knowledge & provided us
an amazing view for looking into the market“

Thank you and I hope you will  benefit  from it  someday.  I  stated in post #1 that the similarity
principle is the only idea I will share here!

See that trade completed?

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803061#post6803061

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803061#post6803061


EURUSD is almost done correcting the dis-similarity here!!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803091#post6803091
renanc93
„EURJPY dis-similarity starting, lets mark this area to take profit:

“

The price where the dis-similarity started is very close! So, you have to pray that price moves away
from that point a little bit in order for you to get a good trade! I don't trade that pair - so good
luck!!!
Manage your trade well.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803091#post6803091


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803148#post6803148

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803148#post6803148


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803160#post6803160
jurn_e
„Any replacement indicators for the Arrow that you have for delay principle?“

That  is  a  100% guarantee  system(based  on  all  available  forex  data)  I  can  never  release.  The
similarity system is ok for now. I ill post setups whenever I can.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803160#post6803160


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803167#post6803167

EURUSD just hit the number!!! Signal by the delay-system

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803185#post6803185
This is beautiful.
It is said that real-time trading is the best proof of a system's efficiency!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803185#post6803185
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803167#post6803167


EURUSD may continue downward from that point!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803219#post6803219
normtold
„Looks like you have a license to print money. Have you ever have a problem with Brokers using
this method on your live accounts? Do they mind you winning 100% of the time? Are you still
expecting to see re post 572 or was that certain condition not satisfied?“

Yeah twice but I got the idea later. You never go for 100% wins, once in a while you put a loss in
there!!! Lol
But I am with ECN Dukascopy right now, so......

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803311#post6803311
That problem at 1.2859!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803311#post6803311
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803219#post6803219


EURUSD will hang around there, but she will touch the number!!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803332#post6803332
still doubting?????

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803332#post6803332


1.2859

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803357#post6803357
When we hit 1.2859 this will be the 270th time the delay-principle WORKED!!! 270 wins, 0 losses.
Notice that the delay-principle works faster than the similarity principle.
The revolution-principle is GOD-LIKE!!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803357#post6803357


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803375#post6803375

mission accomplished!!! 

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803424#post6803424
I leave you with THIS.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803424#post6803424
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803375#post6803375


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803682#post6803682

Notice that the delay-principle agrees with the similarity principle here: 1.2859... 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803682#post6803682


2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803694#post6803694
sirwolf
„Actually the BEST you can do is share your system with the masses. You are CHOOSING to just
share set-ups. There is a difference...“

I will never do that: I have given you the similarity principle: That is enough!!!

In fact, the delay system does not run on mt4 alone: so how are you going to use it??? You have not
even mastered the similarity yet and you want another?
Lol.
Someone mentioned "COMPLEXITY"...... Good systems are kept secret.
The least of the components : similarity : I have given you and even that one is good enough if you
know how to use it!!!

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803703#post6803703

2013-07-08
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803745#post6803745
metta87
„hey eurusdd can  you  predict  tops  and bottoms ?  also  are  you  still  gonna  post  in  your  other
threads ? Thanks.“

NO!! I killed that thread!!!

Why predict tops and bottoms when you have REVOLUTION?

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803745#post6803745
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803703#post6803703
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803694#post6803694


It is silly trying to do so. NO one can precisely predict top/bottom correct to 4 decimal places.

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803764#post6803764
~bull.bear~
„Hey! I take some time to read your thread. I have noticed this pattern before, but i didn't figure out
eventually the price would come back to the dissimilarity point..  So i want to know the reason
behind this dissimilarity to similarity. Can you tell about this? Thanks.“

The key: the code of stoch: Understand how it works! Then you will understand why, together with
the 1EMA and the BB, we are roughly able to identify price levels where the big-boys started to
offload ......

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803773#post6803773
metta87
„how often do you lose and what is the longest losing streak you ve ever went through ?“

Since, 2010 my longest is 2!!!! real/demo.
If I am trading just for the fun of it, then I will not care much. But if I want to prove a point. 2
should be max!!!
There can be technical issues too. "losing connection to broker etc"
There is nothing you can do in that case!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803786#post6803786
DON'T CHASE PRICE: Let price come to you!!!!

Price is like people/girls

dON'T CHASE A GIRL, get money - results, change yourself and SHE WILL COME TO
YOU!!!

If you chase price down/up, she will turn around and leave you HANGING!!!

----
Draw your line in the sand and stand your ground: She will get tired and run to you!!!

But do not go drawing red-lines everywhere. Know the levels. Price will try to tease you a little, run
away from you; but when she finds out that you are not moving - chasing her - she will stop and
start to run back to you!!!

That is my trading-philosophy... 

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803809#post6803809
Forex Lion
„Hi Eurusdd, very interesting, just one question, if price goes above the white arrow, when do you
know you have to sell, immediatly after crossing, or do you wait for a higher level? thx and regards,
Forex Lion“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803809#post6803809
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803786#post6803786
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803773#post6803773
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803764#post6803764


The similarity principle can leave you hanging for a while since price can move away from the
marked-price for about 400 pips on higher-time frames. But the delay-principle is sharp!! Check
these : www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=434603&page=29 Note the gaps!!!

The similarity principle is for patient and big-boys - if you intend to use it on higher time-frames!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803833#post6803833
oconnor365
„Hi Eurussd you mentioned a hedging 'twist' a little earlier in the thread....could you elaborate a
lilittle many thanks T“

A lot of people like to use stop-loss but I am not one of them!!!
I don't use stop-loss and in fact, I am not hedging or using stop-loss on my explorer. It is better to
hedge than use stop-loss for the following simple reason!!!

2013-07-09

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803837#post6803837
Suppose you set a SL of 20 pips and the spread is 2pips. It is better to set a hedge with gap 18 pips.
You can always recover that $2*18.
For instant, if you get 3 wins in every 5 trades then I believe you can see the picture! If I hedge, I
can  go  500  trades  without  a  loss,  because  on  average  I  will  be  right  almost  surely.

If your broker allows you to hedge, then you can use the similarity principle to the max!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6803874#post6803874
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271 wins, 0 loss! 

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804479#post6804479
Stinky
„100 consecutive wins is extraordinary. Do you mind saying what kind of damage 1 loss does to
your account, i.e. percentage wise? What kind of risk:reward ratio? This is important for getting so
many straight wins, no?“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804479#post6804479


2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804579#post6804579

Do you see how eurusd dropped to my number   1.2877? 

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804641#post6804641
Remember the principle: we are not supposed to chase price. She must come to us!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804641#post6804641
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804579#post6804579


2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804852#post6804852

There is a problem at 1.2865/8. True!! 

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804976#post6804976
juhanimi
„it is impossible to do that in this case, because indicator has to work like it is planned to do, and
when there is failure, or dis-similarity, or window of opportunity, it just have to correct itself“

Not  true:  Suppose  95% of  traders  are  using  this  approach.  At  one  point  in  time,  they are  all
expecting a certain dis-similarity to correct. Now, a group a players will enough power to move the
market can rally against that position and take out many traders!!! So, that is why - that 3% error
term is there!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804996#post6804996
juhanimi
„okey, that can happen, but unlikely, retail traders are not so big in forex and big money do not care
what indicators we use, they see, where the money is“

Big MONEY needs MORE-MONEY to become BIGGER money! SO, just don't let the
3% HIT YOU!!!

Hit you in the sense that, by the time the dis-similarity is corrected you may have lost your ability to
keep going!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804996#post6804996
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2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804695#post6804695
shiva
„I guess you are trading ony EUROUSD and USDCHF? How? There were no dissimilarity today in
either of these two?“

You don't always need to wait for dis-similarity before you trade! That method is slow! There are
other ways to use the similarity method!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804717#post6804717
dare123
„Eurusdd, Thank you for the response. Really Its not clear to me what makes similarity different;is
it because in similarity system what we trade is the dis-similarity or what? Kindly respond.“

There are different versions to the similarity-concept. Each one depends on the indicator you are
using!!! Furthermore, most versions - ie the BB, STOCH, 1EMA - rely on at most two time-frames.
Furthermore, if you are trading dis-similarities then there is NO guarantee that you will close your
trade before you leave your seat.
The DELAY principle is
1: similarity - processed using all time-frames
2: fractal dimension analysis
3: cross-brokers platforms
4: Time-dependent.

Therefore, every signal DELAY gives you will work almost surely! The past 270 signals on the
1min time frame worked!!
You don't have to wait long before you close your trade!

DELAY is 60% more efficient than trading dis-similarities.

because of the cross-border analysis, part of DELAY does not run on MT4!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804724#post6804724
xixi
„Hi Eurusdd, How do you define a dis-similarity has been corrected 100%? Thanks“

Price hits the number, the price where the dis-similarity started and there is no dis-similarity at the
current price.
However, the template I gave you is optimal. It is the best we can get. There is a 3% chance for
error/failure.

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805049#post6805049
juhanimi
„3. Governments and Central Banks Governments and central banks, such as the European Central
Bank (www.babypips.com/forexpedia/ECB), the Bank of England (www.babypips.com/forexpedia/
BOE), and the Federal Reserve (www.babypips.com/forexpedia/Fed), are regularly involved in the
forex market too. Just like companies, national governments participate in the forex market for their

http://www.babypips.com/forexpedia/
http://www.babypips.com/forexpedia/
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805049#post6805049
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http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804717#post6804717
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6804695#post6804695


operations, international trade payments, and handling their foreign exchange reserves. Meanwhile,
central banks affect the...“

You are supporting my position, Bro.
What/who govern central banks and big financial institutions? Humans - like you and me. They
need to meet targets and any INFORMATION that can help them is valuable!!!

Remember, I said the similarity principle was designed to capture the moves of BIG-MONEY! So,
yes, dis-similarities will be corrected but SIMILARITY is the least efficient for traders like you and
me.

CHECK MY SIGNATURE!!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805416#post6805416
jackprobe
„Hi Eurusdd, Can you give a clue? For a beginner, which one is better: using cycle indicator or
Stoch+BB ? Thanks -jack-“

STOCH-BB. Under the similarity umbrella, cycle-identifier ranks below stoch-bb.

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805558#post6805558
normtold
„ZZ appeared without 1EMA touching outer Bband. 97% possibility of hitting 1.2851?“

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805594#post6805594
normtold
„OK thanks, I did wonder if that previous touch of the outer BBand would negate or make it less
likely even though the ZZ has repainted.“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805594#post6805594
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Once ZZ and 1EMA have already met on the BB, the condition is done. anything further is bonus!!

2013-07-09
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6805963#post6805963

$5,000  to  $24,654  for  5  days  -  including
weekends.

69 trades, 67 wins, 0 losses, 2 even trades. That
is the story!!! I am DONE!!! 

Next  time  I  come  around,  you  will  have
another window!!!

THANK  YOU  all,  especially  those  who
vouched  for  me  and  my  main-man
MADMONEY!!!
Make money and spend/enjoy it too!

Off to spend some of mine!!! 

WILL be back in September 

2013-07-10
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6809774#post6809774
maxysexy4x
„I noticed that this thread has grown exponentially fast.“

If you want to make pips, it will be the place to be in the near future when I return!!!

I trade ONLY EURUSD, but the main idea of the thread is "QUITE" applicable to other charts as
well.

2013-07-10
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810038#post6810038
Do you see eurusd is still hugging 1.2894. That is a swing price, attraction point and it will play the
role of 1.2857, this time with upswing.

If you can hedge, buy at 1.2894 and place a sell-stop at 1.2870 (24 pips). If you can't hedge, place a

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810038#post6810038
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6809774#post6809774
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stop loss there!!!

2013-07-10
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810099#post6810099
normtold
„Damn I was a few seconds too late.“

@ normtold and Madmoney : just trying to prove a point ooh.
Precision!!!

Can you see 1.2894 caused the UPSWING: just like i said it would!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810099#post6810099


2013-07-10
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810191#post6810191

$543,554 real with this move. This is not demo and I have shown it here in real-time. So, those
doubting should take time and learn a thing or two. 

2013-07-10
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6810246#post6810246
Few things about blackholes. No one has ever seen a black-hole -in the universe - but we can know
where  one  is  located because of  the  effect  it  has  on neighboring  stars.  I  cannot  show/tell  you
where/what the black-hole is. That is my little secret!
However, similarity is a step in the right direction.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812286#post6812286
Madmoney
„There are many ways to trade the similarity CI, but I don't trade it like that, I trade in a certain
sequence. Here's the post with some illustrations, also if you can find more of my posts with charts
on, it will help.“

There is no unique way to trade this stuff because
1: different account sizes
2: different broker's feeds
3: maturity
4: greed

I  believe  everyone should  understand the  basic  concept  and then  chose  the  method(indicators)
he/she wants to use. Do not ask Madmoney or another person if this is a buy/sell trade. How is
he/she suppose to know - instantly -.
Madmoney is a learner just like you so please do not turn him into your oracle and then turn around
days later and accuse him of leading you astray!!!

---------

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812286#post6812286
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If I give a signal - it will work, almost surely! That is because I have more than 5 years under my
belt. However, there is always that 3% percent out there.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812335#post6812335
Neio
„Hi Eurusdd, Are we still heading down to 1.2955/57 on EU? You had an interesting thread going
on proper use of indicators. Have you ever analysed the TMA indicator? Regards Neio PS: My
demo account is still growing!!! Thanks for your insights!“

My trading style is different. I look for levels that should checkmate price, attract price, trap price,
swing price. Therefore, news or no news - it should work!
TMA is not the indicator for me and I have never studied it deeply enough because the first time i
saw it, I forgot about it the next minute.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812357#post6812357
Yeah I think the next leg of the 12 ZZ on the daily chart should end below 1.2955/7

This is based on similarity from the daily chart: probability of success here is 86.5% 

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812384#post6812384
Neio
„Hi All, Is anyone using the BB method on EU/JPY? I wonder if anyone is seeing the same dis-
similarity that has not been closed at around 128.31? Wondering if it is a big enough difference.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812384#post6812384
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812357#post6812357
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812335#post6812335


“

I don't think it is a big difference. I said many times :
"MANAGE YOUR TRADE".
Similarity is for the big boys: you should not expect dis-similarities to be resolved before you leave
your seat!!!

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812415#post6812415
shiva
„Red news in 19 mins. Careful USD Unemployment Claims“

TRUE BUT IN THIS GAME, price is kind and similarities/dis-similarities should give you a hint
where NEWS will send price. So just master the technique and NEWS won't matter much.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812425#post6812425
Neio
„hmmm...... Are you saying I should follow the big boys? So trade similarity not dis-similarity?
BTW, I do not have any trades open at the moment.“

A dis-similarity can take days to be corrected - depending on the time-frame you are using. That is
why I said - it is for the big-boys. They give you a hint but they can drag you for a long time too.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812425#post6812425
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812415#post6812415


2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812444#post6812444
Neio
„Thanks for the clarification. So the hints the big boys give (not willing) are the dis-similarities that
we see. This tells us were price will end up at some point. Problem is that we have to manage our
account until it gets back there as you say it could take days!!!“

PERFECT: That is the entire story!!!!

If you are looking for dis-similarities then this is what you should master. When you spot one, a
good one, you have to track it, manage it because those guys can pull you along for a while and then
run back to correct the problem!!!!

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812445#post6812445
Neio
„So it seems like it is better to trade away from dis-similarities. Not to them.“

That is another good way. Very good observation!!!!

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812608#post6812608
Pardy
„Hi guys, I'm using MM's template. Thing I notice is that I have far fewer spikes than pics from
others I see. Any help appreciated. Settings are 1,10,4 and 1,50,4. Thanks“

You don't need too many spike to be successful. Furthermore, the number of spikes you have is
directing related to your settings and the number of bars you have in you history and chart.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6812618#post6812618
break-point 1.3005. why is eurusd heading down despite these red numbers?

That should keep you thinking for a while?

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813107#post6813107
Do you guys really believe that the flow of price on your chart is random??? Do you really believe
there is no set target(moving/fixed) for price at any given time and whoever knows the set-price can
ride price there?

Think about it this way! Look at the path of water from the top of a mountain to the very moment it
gets to the sea.
If you look at the path, it can sometimes be unpredictable.
However,  the  ground  on  which  the  water  flows  already has  its  shape.  Water  is  simply taking
advantage of the gradients of the terrain. In other words, water is LOOKING FOR THE shortest-
path TO THE SEA!
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THAT IS THE SAME WITH this business. The trick is best applied to EURUSD because it has a
high drive-ratio( won't explain that).

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813151#post6813151
Therefore, those who use resistance and support levels to trade are not further from the truth. The
only problem is that they do not have a good way of measuring the actual strength of a particular
level and they also do not know the pre-determined set-prices (moving/fixed).

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813168#post6813168
Every news that comes out and the reactions that follow will only take price nearer to the next pre-
determined point! So, if you can spot these you are a "master" in this business.
The more price moves away from the next point, the FASTER she will return there!!!
That is why you should NEVER CHASE PRICE!!!!

that is my 2-cents:

Make this your trading philosophy and see the light.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813248#post6813248
Price is king! even if eurusd will jump 400 pips in one min, the signs will be on your chart! She will
hug, swing levels and then at the exact time, she will MOVE!!!!
Just like the last trade we took at 1.2894!!!!

I posted the signal 2mins to the move.
The last one was 1.2840. 3 mins to the fall, I said "1.2840 is about to LOSE POTENCY" meaning
eurusd is about to fall big - You know what it means to be potent and lose it - - -FALL/DECREASE
IN VALUE/DEPRECIATION .....

The ground is FIXED!!!! The slopes, gradients are fixed!
Even some bankers and big-financial institutions do not know these things. They are just players!!!

The best way to prove what I am saying is :give you precise trades and let you judge me.
-------------------

These are well-guarded secrets!!!!

------------------- 

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813300#post6813300
Someone said -if I knew all this then I should be making trillions-.
No! I just need to make enough to live a good-life. you have an atomic bomb is not enough reason
to use it to prove you have one. When you have to you it, you will.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813300#post6813300
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1.2955/7 is still favoured!!!! Let's see what happens - TOMORROW. 

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813422#post6813422
burnssss
„Eursdd you ask if I can use neural networks to predict the value of the price?“

I am not an expert in that area. When it comes to EURUSD, we can talk!!!

The similarity idea is optimized for the forex market ONLY and EURUSD in particular!!! Don't
count on it when trading stocks, .etc. . . . .

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813433#post6813433
condor666
„I think i stop trading everything else to focus on EURUSD only cause i've too many bad signals on
EURJPY or other JPY based currency, cycle indi repaints too much on these pairs.“

I stated in post #1, that the CI code must be tweaked before you use it. You need to make it stable
first!!!
Anyway, CI is the least used in the system.

--------
If you can change the code, experiment with settings that give you some degree of stability.

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813778#post6813778
crodzilla
„Are we going to revisit 1.3165?“

I don't know but I will advise you to remember this picture I posted in post #1,303.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813778#post6813778
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Do you see that EURUSD is following the paths I drew?

2013-07-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813867#post6813867
almo
„I'm right there with you - I see it sometimes, and then I lose it. My gut is saying I am too greedy - I
keep shooting for 10 pips or more. But I am constantly seeing 3- 5 pips at any time.“

It depends on which method you are using. My EXPLORER was based on the CI-similarity method
and that is why I could get 3-10 pips almost surely. I was also trading on the 1min time-frame.
But most guys here combine the CI-method with the STOCH-BB method and that allows them to
avoid tricky setups.

SOME have even design variations of the concept and they are doing fine.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6813942#post6813942
DURING THE WEEKEND, i will post a series of pictures showing you a much simpler and
powerful way to use the stoch-bb similarity technique. I will HELP you pick tops/bottoms
within the accuracy of 10-20 pips stop-loss. I hope I will have the time. I want you to turn you
red into green.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6814935#post6814935
Anusragger
„My entry with the CI method is  @ the spike of the 1 min CI,  after  5 min CI spike in  same
direction. Just like madmoney and some others. But isn't this just the same as waiting for a swing
and then entry @ a retrace? If so, couldn't we just use 2 zigzags or the semafor (wait for a 3, then an
opposite 2 and then enter @ the 2 in the direction of the 3)? I'm thinking in this direction because
what we call a dissimilarity here, isn't that just a swing in a smaller timeframe that doesn't show up
on a larger timeframe because it's enclosed in 1 or more...“

You are not far from the truth. However, you missed an important point!
The CI-similarity method is the LEAST, and I repeat - THE LEAST, under the similarity umbrella.
I give two more methods that are at least 30% more efficient the the CI-method!!
The TWO most powerful techniques, I did not release.
From similarity, you upgrade to DELAY and Then REVOLUTION.
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So, the CI-method is just for illustration purposes.

------
In fact, similarity is very powerful - if you really know how to use it. There are variations. I am
trying to let people think of trading like chess.
When you have a very good similarity SETUP, you can checkmate price and know exactly where
she is supposed to go!

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815452#post6815452
Bomi
„Hi Bro, As far as my understanding "Stoc" has to follow PA. So if MA is above middle bollinger
line and stoc is below middle Bollinger line then we have to buy and if it other way then sell. Please
correct me if I am wrong.“

Not always the case - if you really understand the CODE.
It depends also on the period you chose and the candle that is just about to leave the period range.
Stoch depends on price-action but it does not have to follow price all the time!

This is one of the reason why this thing works! More later

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815473#post6815473
stoch leading price sometimes contributed to the error term in the analysis. However, if the period is
very large, ie >= 300, then the probablity that stoch will lead price at any given time is less than 5%.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815525#post6815525
burnssss
„the stoc must be >=300? i dont understand EURUSDD“

In order to reduce the cases when stoch "leads price". But the more you increase the period, the
more you will lose uniformity over DAYS, MONTHS, AND YEARS. So, 300 is optimal for 15min
EURUSD.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815547#post6815547
Bomi
„Hi EUR, Can u please explain "period you chose and the candle that is just about to leave the
period range" Bomi“

LET US SUPPOSE YOU CHOSE 10 AS PERIOD. So the value of stoch depends on the past 10
bars, including the current one. Bar number 10 is the one that is going to leave the period-range
when the current bar closes.
If the high/low over the 10-period is on bar number 10, then when that bar leaves the period-range
stoch will most likely lead price - simply because 10 is so small.
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2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815586#post6815586
xixi
„Could you elaborate on "lose uniformity over DAYS, MONTHS, AND YEARS"? Thanks“

I am not sure you want to change the default settings every week, month or year. You want a setting
that will still be stable ten years into the future. The one I gave is the best we could get - given the
information we have!!! Other settings will become unstable over time and that can get you into
trouble. The default setting you have successfully captured most of the important - behind the scene
transactions - and we believe it will continue to do so over the next ten years.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6815798#post6815798
cfdtaleong
„Managed 4 in row only to screw up because of repainting issues with CI. Any ideas on that? Really
having issues replicated the results of others here“

Try  different  settings  in  order  to  get  stability.  If  LENGTH  is  giving  you  problem,  then  use
PRICEACTIONFILTER.  However,  this  will  not  give  you  tops/bottoms.  It  is  related  to  price
crossing an MA.

2013-07-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6816492#post6816492
Ralome
„Here's something new I've come up with, hope you can use it. It's pretty straightforward I believe,
but here's the gist: 1. Pink dot: dissimilarity starts, green dot: dissimilarity stops. 2. The zones will
start  at  a  green  dot.  3.  show_first_dissimilarity_zone:  the  zone's  high/low  will  be  the  first
dissimilarity  candle's  high/low  (=the  candle  at  the  previous  pink  dot).  4.
show_biggest_dissimilarity_zone:  the  zone's  high/low  will  be  the  largest  dissimilarity  candle's
high/low (=the candle where the dissimilarity was the largest between a green and...“

DAMN, I just vouched for you.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817037#post6817037
Price  is  aware  of  where  all  the  dis-similarity  points/zones  are  and  JUST LIKE  a  river
meandering
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Its way from the source to sea, price will correct each dis-similarity depending on how close
each one is and the ease of correction.
Therefore, you have a chess-board and if you stare at it you can determine possible options for
price in order to avoid a check-mate.

The basic principle is simple: PRICE has to move in such a way that it corrects as many dis-
similarities as possible and also create VERY FEW NEW ONES. That is why some-times price
can just move in way, that no one expected.
Because  there  are  so  many  dis-similarity  points  -  taking  into  consideration  all  possible
computable time-frames, you need a powerful algorithm to track these things. Most traders
don't have that luxury.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817047#post6817047
The problem now is: find the best settings that are close to the true one. The true one is the one that
will eventually happen at a point-at-infinity.
That is not an easy thing to do event though it is possible to estimate the true settings.

So, for you -the ordinary trader - try and consider as many time-frames as possible and keep the
template simple: You need to mark those point and do your chess-board analysis.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817047#post6817047


2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817087#post6817087
xixi
„Yeah, you're right. It's like playing chess, like how you can decide which one is the best move
next. It seems simple but not easy. You must have the view of the whole context in mind and the
best move next is usually based on your experience or "eyes" or how far you can evaluate. To
evaluate  exactly  the  best  move  you  must  see  as  far  as  to  the  infinity  and  that  needs  a  huge
computations...“

BAAAM. That is the KEY!!!!

One way around that is to identify NODES. Have the mind of the chess-player. Price does not move
any-how.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817185#post6817185
Ralome
„Hi everyone, here is StochDifZones v1.2 with two optional extras, which are disabled by default:
1. You can change the bottom dot markers into line markers. 2. You can have markers on the chart
where dissimilarity was bigger than X. The settings_are_self_explanatory“

Ralome: Well done!!!! You have made life easier for a lot of folks here. I just want to add that your
indicator is OPTIMIZED for the 15min chart only and for EURUSD in particular!!!
So, folks should be careful!!!
Furthermore, only zones that are younger than 300*24 =7200 bars should be considered valid!!!!

Look at the chart! The rise of EURUSD was partly due to the correction at A. tHAT ZONE WAS
MATURING!!!
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2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817195#post6817195
Ralome
„May I ask why (I mean, in 300*24, do 300 and 24 match the stoch & bb settings)?“

exactly boss!!! So the thing should be stable for roughly 75 trading days!!

tHAT  is  why  similarity(correcting  dis-similarity)  is  FOR  THE  BIG  BOYS/BANKS/
NATIONAL FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS.

All zones must be corrected within that period - almost surely.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817203#post6817203
75 TRADING DAYS!!!!
7,200 BARS ON 15MIN CHART
= 7,200/4 = 1,800 bars on 1hr chart
= 75 bars on daily chart!!!

SO,  a  zone  on  the  15  min  chart  should  close  in  75  days  ALMOST  SURELY.
<3% ERROR.

Now, the mean is 15 days. so we have a large SD.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817208#post6817208
Madmoney
„Just under 4 months!?!?“

YES!!!
But it is still not good for most traders! That is why this is the chessboard for those with money and
patience!!

So, you see the opportunities?
The chessboard is there for you!!! You just need to plan your moves now!!! But since you don't
have  the  exact  numbers  for  all  time-frames,  you  will  need  to  play  it  save  for  now!
I will post 1min and 5min templates later! Bye.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817224#post6817224
Madmoney
„For example 5M would be close to 100x8?
1M would be close to 20x2 (1.6)?“

EXACTLY!!!! Under normal circumstances most zones will confirm the ones on the 15min chart
but you will get others in between and that expands your view into the banking world! Experiment
and you will be surprised at what you will see!
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2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817232#post6817232
Pardy
„Eurusdd, Is there a relationship between the extent of dissimilarity ( eg > 1) and time of price
coming back. In other words, at what level should a dissimilarity be considered valid? Also, if you
are on a chart at a particular price, if there are more dissimilarities above than below, would it be
valid to  prefer  long trades (  going on your  analogy of water  flowing taking the easiest  route).
Thanks.“

Multiply the settings you used for Ralome's indicator and you will get the number of bars (<3%
error). But the standard deviation from the mean is large. Meaning, if you get 100 say, the mean will
be around 10.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817238#post6817238
Forex Lion
„This is the current status...?“

YOUR SETTINGS ARE WRONG!!!!!

You are using 75/24 for the 15min chart!!!

Optimal is 300/24!!! Please follow instructions.

If you choose the wrong settings or something different from the optimal, please blame yourself!!!

CORRECT ONE:::

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817238#post6817238
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2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817255#post6817255
NOTE THAT optimal does not mean: THE BEST!!!
So, you can use whatever settings you want, but there is a reason for the default settings!!!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817322#post6817322
Pardy
„Thanks ralome,  a  pic  would be useful.  However,  the logic  according to  Eurusdd is  we get  a
dissimilarity ( marked correctly by the pink dot). Then we get similarity ( marked correctly with a
green dot.) At a point of similarity onwards, the logic is that we trade towards dissimilarity. The
dissimilarity can be many bars back, in fact even going off the chart. Hence would it not be better to
draw the blue zone from pink dot to green? That way on your chart you would have at the current
moment all the dissimilarities highlighted that have not...“

You don't need all that. Zone fade away with time. There is a way to estimate the number of bar for
which a given zone is potent. Market players have many things to correct but sometimes they can't
correct it all and so, after a period they will forget about it. I think I gave you a rough idea of how
many bars to look out for!!!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817324#post6817324
The whole thing is a chess-game and you need serious algorithms to work out which zones to take
out without creating too many new one far away from your target!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817326#post6817326
At every point in time, there will be zones to clear but price has to move CAREFULLY so that it
does not create a new zone very far away from the one it is targeting. Furthermore, there will be a
valid zone to clear at any given time, almost surely. Since most big guys look at higher time frames,
zones there are HOT!!! Clearing them can also mean clearing those on lower time frames too.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817338#post6817338
stu
„Hi - can I just step back a bit and ask what may well be a naïve question. This complete strategy is
built  around  one  currency pair,  because  of  certain  attributes  peculiar  to  that  pair.  Thinking  of
cause/effect, and as trading in this style becomes more scientific, then the volumes traded based on
it will exponentially increase. There is bound to be an impact that the market/pair will try to deal
with? One person trading (Eurusdd) could get away with it - if all ~70 traders reading this thread
'get it' (then tell their friends) and all start moving...“

THAT IS THE REASON i DON'T LIKE TO SHARE TRADING SECRETS. But this one will
stand strong for a long time because it is based on market dynamics and zones are not supposed to
last forever. If price cannot take out a zone within the estimated time, it will try to spike there or
focus on those that are easier to take out!
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2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817346#post6817346
Madmoney
„So how do we stay up to date with a dynamic market? Getting new ratios?“

NO: I gave the extreme number of days for a zone on the 15min chart: 75(2.5%). The mean is
15 and modes; 2, 4, 8, 6 and 1. The probability for the mean is very small(3.65%). So, most
zones will be corrected within a week!!!

Presonally, I do ignore any zone that has been on the 15min for more that a week(extreme
case; 2 weeks).

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817361#post6817361
ravenclaw
„I'll try this in all pairs... is that ok?“

I am specialized in EURUSD; sometimes AUDUSD.

The theory is good and so it should be adaptable .....
However, I have never tried that!
What  you  need  is  a  stochastic  process  -  market,  price-process  -  that  has  certain  fundamental
properties. EURUSD for me has 8/10 of those properties and that is why I developed everything for
EURUSD!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817395#post6817395
spufuz
„Its really interesting to see how price almost always continues in the same direction when the
dissimilarity appears.“

That,  my friend, is a very important observation. Ralome's indicator almost makes this so easy
now!!!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817396#post6817396
Now, the reason why you can't always tell exactly where to enter is simple: price is finding the
easiest or most significant zone to correct and so, sometimes the nearest one may not be the one in
sight!!!

There is a way to analyze this but I want everyone to find their own stuff, just like you did ^^^^^.

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817408#post6817408
spufuz
„Ok, so price might correct older zones before correcting the latest one, but not older zones than 75
days? Or did I got that part wrong now?“

You, see: most of us on this thread are watching the 15min chart: But there are other charts as well!
So,  at  any given  moment,  price  will  try  the  look for  the  BEST MOVE!!  Just  like  the  way a
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computer chess-engine looks for the best move.........

The best move may be a zone that has been in existence for a while. By taking out that zone, price
would have solve many other positions. So, your chart is a chess board!!!!

For your sake, try and stick to the MODES and the MEAN!!! Don't pay too much attention to zones
that have been on your 15min chart for more than 2 weeks!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817432#post6817432
Days!!!  The  mean  for  15min  is  15days  -  (2  weeks)  with  a  low  probability.
some of the modes are 2days, 1 day, 4 days etc. So, closure within a week is very possible. !!!

2013-07-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6817565#post6817565
I am closed to giving you a perfect way to trade this stuff and I have "laughing-tears" in my eyes!!! 

I am doing some serious tests on the strategy right now and if it passes the test, we will have the
youngest sister of the "holy-grail" everyone has been looking for. This one does not need the zone

to  be  corrected!  BUT  YOU  MUST  BE  ABLE  TO
HEDGE!!!!

AND you must be able to use Ralome's indicator correctly! That is all!

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818039#post6818039
HAVE YOU GUYS NOTICED SOMETHING ABOUT the zones of dis-similarity?
I will post pictures soon!!!
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2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818042#post6818042

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818042#post6818042


 

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818043#post6818043
That can mean only two things. I hope you will figure them out!!

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818076#post6818076

Indicators rely on price but technical analysis is not useless. Most people just
don't have the right theory to base their analysis on. That is one reason I started
this thread. This should get the debate going! I believe that even though the
price process is governed fundamentally by a stochastic process, there are ways
to detect the "signature" of specific price-processes.

There is a top force directing affairs and markets respond to well-defined nodes
even though the participants in the market may not know the effect of their
actions!

Our job is not done yet: Trading this successfully will depend on your GREED
AND MATURITY!!! 

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818339#post6818339

REMEMBER
For the 15min chart, optimal settings are 300(stoch) and 24(bb).
A zone is supposed to close within 75 days with probability 0.97. However, that does not mean that
you can'T use this because the mean is 15 days and this mean occurs with probability approximately
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0.03.  
Some modes (high frequency) are 1, 2, 4,6 and 8 days. Therefore, we can expect most zones to
close within a week. Anything beyond two weeks should be considered dead.

PRICE-FLOW DYNAMICS
Price will try to close as many zones as possible. It will also try to create fewer new zones - to be
corrected in the future. However, the optimal settings we got shows that there will be at least ONE
zone to be correct at any give time, with probability 0.9984. Therefore, you can safely assume that
there will be a zone to correct at any give time!

At any given time, if there is a zone above price and there is another below price, price will stall and
figure out which one to take out without creating a zone far away from the one it wants to correct.
There is a very complex dynamics here and only those with the right algorithms can accurately see
a clearer picture!!!

MORE LATER.....

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818343#post6818343

WHICH ZONES WILL BE CORRECTED?
For those who have the right algorithms, there is a fairly accurate way to know which zone will be
corrected at any given time. However, this is subject on the assumption that price does not create
"opposite zones" (This is not easy to achieve)on its way to correction. Furthermore, when you
extend the idea - correctly - across different time-frames, you should be able to tell which zone is a
target.
A crude way to identify hot zones is the time-factor. Those zones that have been around for some
time are HOT!!! But hot here does not mean they will be taken out within 15 days!!!

2013-07-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6818348#post6818348
We are working on the monthly chart and there are three optimal settings. You already have one -
template on the thread.
The other optimal settings produced the picture below!!!

THIS SHOULD GIVE AN IDEA of what price is trying to do
or will most likely do soon!
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Notice  that  PRICE  has  not  created  new  zones  above  its
current position. That is very good - even though we know that
she will create one soon. This can only happen with a spike-
down or a ZZ move!

2013-07-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6820186#post6820186
Hello: sometimes the indicator does not update the zones in the chart above automatically. So, you
need to check click on the indicator in the bottom window before you will see the zone …

Furthermore, as soon as dis-similarity begins you need to mark that level and adjust your plans.
Remember that when there is a zone above and a zone below, price will go for the one that is easier
to take out and at the same time she will try to create fewer new-zones. So, if there is a trend, then
the zone in the direction of the trend is cool.!!!

It is all about the BEST-MOVE! There are way to know which zone will give you the best move
and this is one of the things I will explain when I return. I am watching from afar and if there is the
need to come on-board, I will.

2013-07-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6820608#post6820608
Each time a new dis-similarity starts, there is a road-block in front of price. That new road-block is
added to the data we have and best paths estimated! So, there is a massive number-crunching job on
this stuff!

Take you time and very soon, it will be easy!

2013-07-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6820836#post6820836
A few days ago I made a BUY -CALL at 1.2894 and 3 minutes after the call, EURUSD went up:
Let me show you one of the ways I did it.
Similarity played her part in the following way:

1: There was an uncompleted zone at B
2: Dis-similarity started at A
3: Due to dis-similarity at A, a zone is expected to appear on the same line as the bar at A. That zone
is C.
4: Price was Hugging 1.2894 at D, confused and quiet.
5: Price cannot go down because the zone at B will meet the zone at Cin the future and create a
mess
6: The zone at E was also maturing.

------
At that point I checked REVOLUTION for the EXACT TIME FOR the call and BOOOOM. PRICE
HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO GO UP!!!
-----

That is one way you should think!!!!
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Use this as a stepping stone.... till you hear from me again!!! 

2013-07-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821109#post6821109
Forex Lion
„ok, so we play at level 8 at the moment...and we have to wait...“

It does not matter whether volume is small or big, when they find the right path they will move
price!! So, we could experience a spike to the upside soon in order to clear the zone!! It is possible!!
1 That zone is in sight!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821109#post6821109


2013-07-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821303#post6821303

The yellow line in the bottom window is climbing. We are heading for a top!!!! Maybe!

2015-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821551#post6821551
When to enter is just as important as where to enter.
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Look at where I entered here.

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821559#post6821559
juhanimi
„i have been busy with CI, but have to study that stoch-bb thing now“

Right now, that is what most people here are following. I support that idea. Because if you want to
be able to pick tops/bottoms using the similarity approach then you must master the bb-stoc-zones
stuff: How to use Ralome's indicator.

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821568#post6821568
Have you guys realized the zones can also repel price, act as support/resistance zones?

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821587#post6821587
eurusd is careful because it wants to take out that zone without creating many new ones or trapping
itself! It has already created a new one right under the current price (@ 1.30283).

That is why price is beginning to trade in a Very narrow range. It is trapping itself. It has to move to
a free area.

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6821777#post6821777
Jeysun
„I'm curious whether USDCHF might also offer some insight into where EURUSD is heading,
since they are almost mirror images of each other. I think the indicator is geared mainly for the EU.“

Every stochastic process similar to the ones that govern the prices of currency-pairs have what we
called a fractal-coefficient.  If the coefficient is close to 1 (ie 0.8 -1), then we can find optimal
settings for the process and apply this method.

if you use the wrong settings, you may have many zones that will never be taken-out. eurusd has a
very high co-efficient, 0.87.

usdchf has 0.82. So, you cannot directly apply the settings for eurusd to usdchf.

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6822020#post6822020
There is a secret encoded on your 15min similarity chart. Whoever can spot it will cry just like I did
the first time I saw it. You will see that this whole thing is not random but psuedo-random or even
deterministic. It is a law that works all the time. it occurs from start of dis-similarity to end of dis-
similarity.

Anyone who sees it should pm me.

Price of $3,000 in sept for the winner. Bye.
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2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6822233#post6822233

All of you should try and solve the following problem!! Price is on the line where
the next zone is expected to occur. Now when the zone appears, do you expect
price to be below it or above it. That will solve your dilemma. 

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6822300#post6822300
The best way to know what price will do is : Start your analysis once dis-similarity starts. Mark the
level where the zone is to appear and with a little thinking you will see the light!

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6822315#post6822315

For other, 1.3025 is the next possible zone. So, where will price be?

2013-07-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6822348#post6822348
Inorbi
„I'd also take into consideration that price tested yesterday's high once, then broke it from above,
now heading up towards it and I expect it to repel from that pivot level. And as the new zone will be
created right below the pivot line, it eventually will go up, breaking through it and clearing the box
that will be created. Maybe. But all the Masters pls. correct me, so that I can learn... Thanks in
advance!“

Always ask yourself : When a zone appears, will price cut it from above or below?

If the answer is above, then check the bottom window for the end of dis-similarity. If you are right,
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price should be above the zone when it starts!!

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826639#post6826639
If price is under this new zone when it starts then it will most likely go to those down there too
because the bar when the current dis-similarity started is quite long.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826654#post6826654
To be frank: Ralome's indicator does not show true dis-similarity but what I will call pseudo dis-
similarity. I think we will have to modified the way the indicator identifies dis-similarities in the
future. This is very important.. However, it is the best indicator we have so far.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826744#post6826744
According to Ralome's indicator, most zones are allowed to grow. That means that price doesn't kill
zones as soon at they start!!! Therefore, if you study the portion where a zone is expected to occur -
relative to other zones, you can tell if price will be above/below that zone when it finally appears!
Most zones act as support/resistance areas.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826786#post6826786
vlady1974
„What is a zone made up of then? The HI/LO of the DS bar or the Open/Close?“

The high and low. That is why if you can hedge, there is a way to take every pips from this market.
1,2,3,4 --- 100 pips surely.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826795#post6826795
Neio
„???  Interested  to  know  the  answer  to  this!  My guess  would  be  if  we  know  at  the  start  of
dissimilarity where the price will end up at the end of the zone (above or below) then we can place
trades based on that as we know the dissimilarity should not last that long. For example if we know
the price is going to end up BELOW the dissimilarity zone after the zone closes...then if the price
moves above it before it closes then we know we can go short. or We need to learn to trade away
from the dissimilarity.“

That  is  the  way I  want  us  to  go!!!  Trading dis-similarity is  for  big  boys  or  people  who have
patience.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826814#post6826814
Right now, we need to analyze what price does in relation to the high/low of the bar. I if she breaks
high/low we can buy/sell and place a sell-stop/buy-stop somewhere inside the bar or at the high/low.
I don't use stop-loss so I cannot help you .....

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6826958#post6826958
On my chart, start of dis-similarity is Green bar and end of dis-similarity is Red bar! Within that
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region mark the high and the low. Now after dis-similarity ends, there will usually be a little gap
before dis-similarity begins again!!!

On the 15min eurusd chart, there is 95%+ chance that during the wait, the 1EMA will not break the
high/low of the previous area. On my charts, I marked those wait-areas with a blue rectangle!!!

 



 

 



2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6827190#post6827190
vlady1974
„I said Price will be below the zone.... incorrect... I forgot that the zone I was referring to hasn't
materialised yet. Eurusdd is referring to the one confirmed early this morning during Asian session.
Therefore, current price is ABOVE it. “

No. We are referring to the zone which we are expecting. Once dis-similarity starts, we need to find
out if price will be above/below the zone when it appears.

2013-07-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6827254#post6827254
MOST zones are ALLOWED to grow to a reasonable length. Therefore, once dis-similarity starts at
a given bar - analyze the chart and other zones and ask try and figure out where price will be
relative to the zone when it materializes.

2013-07-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831575#post6831575

If  you  look  at  your  chart  very  well:  YOU  WILL FIND  that  most  ZONES  live
reasonably long periods. Therefore, once dis-similarity begins, you have to figure
out where price will be when the zone starts to appear. Furthermore, since most
zones live long, they will eventually act as support/resistance zones until they are
taken-out or expires.

True-zones  do  not  appear  any-how  or  randomly  and  so  their  locations  are
important.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831575#post6831575
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2013-07-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831613#post6831613
Dewey McG
„OK, Figuring out where the zone will be and where price will probably be once the zone is full
formed doesn't seem too hard. Pardon me for being slow (it's takes more repetition with me for
things to sink in), but what do we do with this information?“

So, in relation to other zones on the chart; you want to know where price will be once that zone
finally  appear.  If  you  think  she  will  be  above,  the  you  should  expect  the  zone  to  serve  as  a
temporary support area till it expires or is taken out!

2013-07-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831622#post6831622
spufuz
„Sorry  if  this  has  been  asked  or  discussed  before  but  on  what  timeframes  do  you  use  the
StochDifZones indicator? Do you use it on higher timeframes than the M15?“

I use it on all time frames. I chose 15min because it is almost mid-way between what most people
use here; from 1min to daily.

2013-07-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831626#post6831626
If you are in an uptrend/downtrend, you are expecting a zone to appear and the position of the zone
- when it appears - is directly in-front of current price then that is a hint that the trend could turn
around temporarily.

2013-07-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6831664#post6831664
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This is a beautiful case to analyze. A new zone is expected at BLUE and the one above could
continue to YELLOW. The gap will be small for price. If price takes out the top one the we will be
heading into a strong uptrend. Price cannot remain in the small gap for long. CLASSIC!!! We could
be heading into a spike or strong move!!!

Some NEWS must be cooking in the kitchen.

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6832915#post6832915
Inorbi
„With  all  due  respect  sir,  I'm  NOT talking  about  Ralome's  indicator.  I'm  talking  about  your
described method of looking at Stoch + Stoch BB and price EMA + price BB. Either the described
method does not match what you and your team are using, or it simply identifies changes in the
tops/bottoms of the last 300 bars (or X bars, based on Stoch settings). Which can still be a profitable
strategy, simply based on the principle of "what goes up needs to come down".“

I have seen people trying to understand the reason for dis-similarity....... Don't try because what is
have here is not close at all. To identify true dis-similarity zones that will be corrected all the time,
we need more than what we have here!
But  I  am  going  with  the  flow  because  Ralome  at  least  did  something  to  help  us  all.
I have nothing against you - jUST DON'T try to prove/dis-prove something!

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833210#post6833210

signing  off.  I  hope  YOU  can  see  what  EURUSD  IS  DOING!!!  Never
underestimate the BABY! She will dump you!!!

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833210#post6833210
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Technical-corrections  are  more powerful  than whatever FUNDAMENTALS can give  you!
Learn this!!!!

I will not wait for eurusd to get to 1.31583. I will take a good profit!!! 

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833341#post6833341
Madmoney
„Just attached a trade explorer temporarily, prove it can be done! My friend thought it was fake,
now he's interested in the thread!“

Let them keep doubting. You don't know what I went through. HMMMM.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833341#post6833341


THANK YOU! U have added more support to this thread. I admire you.

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833705#post6833705
There is a reason why I TRADE ONLY EURUSD.

1: If you know what you are doing, 1 PAIR is enough.

ALL price-processes are governed by the same stochastic-process.

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6833825#post6833825
Do you know almost 96% of my LIVE trades are done with 10pips risk and I have VERY long
winning streaks.
It will take another thread to explain this: This thread is already a FOREST!!!

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834066#post6834066
What is the meaning of the term "technical-problem" in forex trading? Any price level of price
range where the market shoots itself becomes a worm-hole. Technically those wormholes attract
price and can also SWING price right through into another part of the forex-universe. 1.31583 is
one of such price-levels.

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834122#post6834122
juhanimi
„here is another one clearly dissimilar, but no action from indi“

Hello: did you read the part where I said :"the indicator does not identify 40% of true dis-similarity
bars"?

Anyway, we are trying to make sense of the 60%. So relax and chill. Ralome did a good job: Use
what we have!!!

2013-07-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834346#post6834346
cfdtaleong
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„PRICE WILL ALWAYS CLEAR THE FREAKING ZONE FROM THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION
THAT CREATED IT“

Very good observation. That is a good probability there.  Remember, this  is a probability game.
When I tell people I move EURUSD, they don't understand what I mean. I know where she is
going! Keep it up friend!!!

But this will not ALWAYS be the case because the indicator we are using is not the "best".
There are cases whereyour claim will fail:

However, what most of you have FAILED to learnr is this:

The orIginal principle states that price MUST return to the level where the dis-
similarity was FIRST DETECTED. So, even if price returns there and the zone
has not yet  appeared (according to Ralome's indicator),  the CONDITION IS
DONE!!!!!

GET THIS RIGHT!!!!

2013-07-20
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834815#post6834815
I  am putting together  a setup for the CI-similarity strategy.  I  have also created a modified CI-
indicator and it is very stable. This new system should work extremely well.

2013-07-20
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834881#post6834881

CORRECTIONS TO THE CI-SIMILARITY PROBLEM

It is clear that the CI-indicator repaints badly and is normally unstable especially if you use us the
setting 1-X-4. The setting X-1-4 is also difficult to work with. Therefore, I changed the code of the
CI-indicator in such a way that we can use the same setting on the original CI and my version and
get a picture like the one below:

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6834881#post6834881
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DAILY CHART!!! 

My version is  in  Yellow and the original  CI is  in white.  The setting is  the same for both
indicators. However notice the difference. Therefore, we are able to cut down NOISE/FALSE-
FLAGS by 70%+. This is good!



HAHA.

How to trade this: Treat a spike of the original CI-indicator as important if and
only if there is a corresponding spike on my version! 

2013-07-20
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6835355#post6835355
burnssss
„So knowing dis-similarity (which is where you should not operate)  and the subsequent area,
and the point where they will produce rotation, it is easy to get very many winning trades. Currently
I think we are in  a hybrid system, ie  a  system that  is  based on waiting for  the price to  price
monitoring system. From my point of view, without offending anyone,   I think we are perfecting a
system which is still a little behind and the consequent degradation of the accuracy.“

YOUR first point is good!!!

We are not perfecting any system. The principle is already PERFECT. We are only trying to adapt it
to the indicators we have right now! Furthermore,  I  made it  clear  on page 1 that what  I  have
presented here is THE LEAST of the tools available and I am presenting them in a random/chaotic
fashion. Only those who want to go further will get there.

2013-07-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6835553#post6835553

I bought at A because I expected price to be above the zone at B. haha. 

2013-07-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836112#post6836112
smallcat
„Hi Eurusdd, Could you please explain more about this ? Thank U.“

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836112#post6836112
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A price-process like that for EURUSDD has to satisfy certain fractal-similarity properties across
time-frames.  It  does  not  matter  how  "random"  or  "pseudo-random"  the  process  is.
In the case of the EURUSD you can say that  1.32038 is  an isolated point  that  causes lack of
similarity on high timeframes. Price has to flow there in order to correct the problem. So - in the
mean time :BULLISH is the way.

Don't worry about all  the background calculations: just watch the number and plan your trades
carefully. If your signals are telling you to sell, seriously- remember "you were WARNED"!!!

On 2nd July, 2013 I gave a hint about EURUSD: I am sure she took a lot of people by surprise
when she jumped above 1.3200.

2013-07-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836140#post6836140

THE SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE!!!

Let  X(n)  be  a  random/pseudo-random  process  that  satisfies  -  certain  well-
defined conditions (known as the fractal-conditions). Let F and G be functions
that satisfy the Black-conditions and agree almost surely on the set {X(n)| n>0}.
Then the set  of  values on which F and G do not agree is  a  predictor of  the
process.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836140#post6836140


One has to construct F and G, continuously as the process evolves or use the
back-door approach to extend F and G. This is the hardest part!!!
If you can construct good candidates for F & G, then you are close!!!
------------------------------------ --------

This  principle  is  good  and  applicable  to  forex-trading.  The  price-process  of
EURUSD satisfies  8/10 of  the fractal-conditions! I  will  not  recommend it  for
stock-trading.

2013-07-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836146#post6836146

The similarity-principle is not applicable to the raw-data of lotteries. In fact, you
need to massage the data before you can apply the principle. However, you will
find it extremely difficult to construct F and G or anything close!!!

The  main  reason  for  this  difficulty  is:  the  lottery  process  is  a  sequence  of
identically and independently distributed random variables.
However: I can massage the data in such a way that we can zero in on a very good set of
possible outcomes. The first time I succeeded was the time I realized I could CRACK the forex
problem!!!!
Forex is the best.

2013-07-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6836159#post6836159
I DID not give you a precise way to apply the principle - . I only introduced the idea in the crudest
way possible. It is up to you to see the little light......

2013-07-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6838369#post6838369
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2013-07-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6838845#post6838845

The Cycle-Identifier Indicator: what you should know!!! 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6838845#post6838845


There are two parameters you should pay attention to:
1:   Length. This one can be used to pick TOPS/BOTTOMS. But most people use it in the wrong
way and then complain that the indicator is useless.
This  one repaints  a  lot  because it  is  supposed to  appear  after  a  new high/low is  established!!!
However,  you can trade this very well if  you understand one little point!  If you have the right
settings, the LENGTH is supposed to produce a spike only when price is on the right side of the
correct corresponding EMA. Picture below: (Notice an up/down spike is valid if and only if price is
above/below the correct EMA) Any spike that does not agree with price correctly is suspect!

2:  Priceactionfilter  : This is sensitive to the EMA and cannot be used to pick tops/bottoms but
confirm them with the passage of price over a selected EMA.



If you use the setting X-1-4, then the CI will show a spike when price is about to cross the X-EMA,
almost  surely.  The  CI  will  re-paint  if  price  fails  to  cross-over  and  goes  on  the  take-out  the
immediate past high or low. Therefore, if Length is set to 1, you cannot pick tops and bottom with
PAF but confirm them. When price crosses over completely, then the probability that the spike will
repaints reduces by 50% because any major cross-over the EMA again will create a new spike most
of the time!

Therefore, do not use the PAF to pick tops/bottoms.

The two settings are chosen so that the spike for PAF always appear after a spike for LENGTH.
This is a delicate set-up.

Notice that the EMAs in the two pictures are different but the SPIKES for PAF and LENGTH are in
perfect sync!!! You need to construct such a setup in order to establish proper windows!!!

Notice in the second picture that LENGTH produces spikes that are in sync with the DOTS
and the EMA!!! Similarity that will give away windows at the right times.  In this history,
there are 342 dots and spikes in agreement like this. There is NO disagreement. That means I
was able to let the dots and spikes agree almost 100% of the time: I hope you know what that
means!!!

So, it is possible to know which spikes MUST-REPAINT with
certainty!!!

2013-07-23
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6838972#post6838972
Pictures above for illustration purposes only.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6838972#post6838972


2013-07-23
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6839885#post6839885
Have you guys noticed something? I am not just giving you price targets but in most of my posts, I
am actually telling you the way price will move! I don't watch fundamentals at all or work with any
bank/financial institution. I can do this till I die and almost surely get it right.
I am trying to force you to sit back and ask yourself some questions. I will stop posting at some
point but by that time ........

Moral:  You can  know where  price  will  go  -  without  listening  to  NEWS ......  Forex-trading  is
possible. turn the 95% failure upside down.

The secret is on your chart!!!

2013-07-23
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6840025#post6840025
burnssss
„In letters this all, but EURUSDD is on another level. I guess what I mean is, the indicators to be
operated on, and always operate in similarity, when both TF are agree. Is that EURUSDD?“

Hi Burnssss, nice name. There are three levels that I work on: Similarity(mis-pricing), Delay(worn-
holes, entries) and Revoluton(timing, exactness).
Now, Similarity is the least of the three but the fundamental step.

It is so powerful that if you use the principle properly you can laugh at news releases..... There are
many ways to apply similarity and YOU must understand the concept well and then construct setups
or algorithms to identify good windows. Most traders can only create setups using MT4 and that is
ok too. The power I have is great and If I use it to the fullest, a lot can be done!!! I am still testing
and modifying the beast!

2013-07-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6850165#post6850165
Madmoney
„So this  is  what  you see!  This is  the external  software you were talking about?  Also why the
ohm/omega symbol, any reason?“

Alpha and Omega. First and Last. It is the final predictor for the similarity principle. The best!

2013-07-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6850171#post6850171
This master predictor is responsible for the decay-numbers I have been posting here! This is just
another reason for people to consider the similarity principle. You could discover something good!

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6865796#post6865796

TIME for some theoretical "non-sense".
To make money in this game, you need to win pips and for most currency pairs; a pip equals 0.0001
points.

So, how can you gain a pip - almost surely ? If you have a method that allows you to gain a pip
almost surely, will you take it seriously? For example, if I know that any buy/sell I make will give
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me 1 pip almost surely then I can trade big lots and grow my account......

To gain a pip or trade 'without emotions' you must rethink your notion of a trend. The following
picture is about identifying a trend.

You can identify or find something if and only if it exists and you know what you are looking for.
You must have a clear understanding of the characteristics of the entity you are looking for.
For most traders, a trend is 'visible' on their charts only after after a certain number of bars into the
life of the so-called-trend. It is extremely difficult for most traders to spot the birth/death of a 'trend'.
The reason for the difficult lies in their 'unclear' definition of what a trend is.



Now, please try and think about this for a moment. Is there life on other planets in the universe?
Some of you will say "yeah"...... You cannot answer this question correctly if you do not have a
clear definition for life. For example, maybe there is life everywhere on mars but we think mars is
dead.  Our  idea  of  what  life  should  be  like  is  the  foundation  of  our  mistake!!!  Maybe  every
intelligent being or life on mar is invisible to our life-detecting-instrument(s).

The point I am making is simple: Unless you have a clear definition of what you are looking for in
this forex-universe, you will always think you are alone! This post is supposed to help you identify
a very important feature of the graphs of 'all' stochastic processes. TREND!

There  are  ways  to  identify  a  trend  -  early  enough  -  and  ride  it  till  the  very  last  moment.
Unfortunately, I cannot release my most sophisticated methods since most of you will not be able to
use it properly. You don't have access to the tools I have. However, there are cool tricks that any
serious person with a trading platform can use.



The simplest trick is based on the similarity principle. I will discuss this trick (basket of tricks) very
soon.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6865863#post6865863
Madmoney
„The problem is with most traders will have to completely eradicate what they have learnt about
trading (conventional) and adopt your concepts (unconventional), that is why traders struggle to get
their heads around this TRUTH. All of us have to OPEN our minds in order to digest this.“

That is true because my definition of a trend will be different from the traditional one but contains
the traditional definition as a special case. The tradition definition of higher-highs and lower-lows is
the very reason most people fail to catch such patterns early enough. This is because they will have
to see a series of higher-highs or lower-lows before they can say that a particular type of trend is
active, and this is dangerous because one is tempted to assume the 'trend' will continue..

I do not think you must throw away your methods of trading if you want to see the market through
my lenses. There is a serious reason why 95% of traders lose! Aside bad money-management; most
traders do not know 'what they are looking for'. They do not have a clear definition of what they are
looking  for.  Almost  all  buy/sell  trades  are  based  on  one  particular  assumption;  a  certain
pattern/trend must continue or develop fully.

----------

There is a simple fact that no random/pseudo-random process can hide from the serious eye.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866142#post6866142
I am interested in forex-trading because
1: The market is close to a perfect competitive market and so - it is the best financial market you
can get if you really want to test your financial theories
2: It is a difficult market and I love to work on difficult problems

I know that there are people here who don't want the majority to win because of ....... and so they
will always try to spoil things.
But then, that makes me wonder - is it wrong for people to win?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you accept the belief that you will not win and like the 95%, you are doomed; then I am sorry for
you!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you want to be like the 5%, you must do things differently!

I cannot help someone who doesn't have the right mindset.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So,  I  am sorry for  trying  to  show a  different  way to  trade.  I  am sorry for  going  against  the
belief/statement: "95% lose their money".

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866142#post6866142
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Never judge a man by the way he looks. Never say, this guy looks so simple: he can never be the
owner of that company or have the knowledge to do this or that. If you continue like that - you will
be disappointed someday!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is your money and so you can continue in the old things.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866342#post6866342
If you assume that price has equal chance to go up/down at any given time then right there you have
a tool!

Think about this: If you toss a fair coin 100 times, what is the probability that you will find a string
of 5 1s in any linear sub-sequence? The existence of that string and the probability associated with
it every time a new bar comes into existence is a hot deal.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866346#post6866346
consider the sequence of 1s and 0s below

1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,X
X is the next thing we are waiting for. If 1 and 0 have the same probability of occurring then you
should not favor any number.

But suppose you really do have to make a choice? How will you make an intelligent choice?
---------------------------------------------------------

Label the sequence as follows

1(1), 1(2), 1(3), 0(4), 1(5), 0(6), 0(7), 0(8), 1(9), 1(10), 1(11), X(12).

This very short sequence ends on the 12th term. How many short 4-string linear sub-sequences end
on X?

1: 1(9), 1(10), 1(11), X(12) [1,1,1,X]
2: 0(6), 0(8), 1(10), X(12) [0,0,1,X]
3: 1(3), 0(6), 1(9), X(12) [1,0,1,X]

Only three 4-string linear sub-sequences end on X.

How many short 4-string linear sub-sequences ARE there?

1: 1(9), 1(10), 1911), X(12)--- [1,1,1,X]
2: 0(8), 1(9), 1(10), 1(11)--- [0,1,1,1]
3: 0(7), 0(8), 1(9), 1(10) --- [0,0,1,1]
4: 0(6), 0(7), 0(8), 1(9) --- [0,0,0,1]
5: 1(5), 0(6), 0(7), 0(8) --- [1,0,0,0]
6: 0(4), 1(5), 0(6), 0(7) --- [0,1,0,0]
7: 1(3), 0(4), 1(5), 0(6) --- [1,0,1,0]
8: 1(2), 1(3), 0(4), 1(5) --- [1,1,0,1]
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9: 1(1), 1(2), 1(3), 0(4) --- [1,1,1,0]
10: 0(6), 0(8), 1(10), X(12) --- [0,0,1,X]
11: 1(5), 0(7), 1(9), 1(11) --- [1,0,1,1]
12: 0(4), 0(6), 0(8), 1(10) --- [0,0,0,1]
13: 1(3), 1(5), 0(7), 1(9) --- [1,1,0,1]
14: 1(2),0(4), 0(6), 0(8) --- [1,0,0,0]
15: 1(1), 1(3), 1(5), 0(7) --- [1,1,1,0]
16: 1(3), 0(6), 1(9), X(12) --- [1,0,1,X]
17: 1(2), 1(5), 0(8), 1(11) --- [1,1,0,1]
18: 1(1), 0(4), 0(7), 1(10) --- [1,0,0,1]

18 4-string linear sub-sequences. This is the 4-string DNA of the sequence above. The original
sequence has length 12, excluding X and the 4-string DNA has length 15 excluding X. Notice that
the 4-string [1,1,1,0] has occurred twice at (9) and (15). The value of X, will have to solve the
expressions in (1), (10) and (16). In addition, new sample probabilities will be calculated as a result.
What is the probability that [1,1,1,0] will exists at three different locations in the DNA of the string
above?

As the sample size increases and since the two distinct realizations of a random process will most
likely differ, one can make very intelligent guesses using the DNA process.
You need a very powerful hardware and algorithm to crunch the numbers and keep up with new
bars.

Let me ask you this questions. Suppose you came across a realization of a random process that has
accurately predicted values of a certain process you are interested in 90% of the time, will you
throw this string away?

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866377#post6866377
There will always be windows in this market. It is up to you to find them. When I say windows; i
mean opportunities where you will most-likely get it  right. The system is not perfect and those
windows exists. I will not post rubbish again.

But I want to leave you with a quote : One man's foolishness is another man's wisdom!

--------------------------

I said the thread was supposed to be a thought-provoking thread. I will going to give you accurate
prediction and let you try and figure out how I did it. I was not going to teach you how I did it! You
are  supposed to  hit  yourself  hard  and  convince  yourself  that  "something  is  possible".  Without
accurate predictions, you will continue to defeat your spirit's attempt to be free and you will see
nothing good in my posts..

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866388#post6866388
The first step to understanding the price process for eurusd is : process all relevant k-string linear
sub-sequences for all time frames. This will give you a universe of possibilities and you will be able
to fully understand all that has ever happened in the life of eurusd.

This dna-data will then form the basis for future analysis. Do that first and then I will proceed to the
next step!
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You can assign 0 for bearish bars  and 1 for  bullish bars.  You will  also need to  know how to
calculate probabilities because each new bar will add a string of data to the current DNA. Each new
bar will solve a series of expressions.

------

The amount of data you will have to deal with is huge. 100 bars will create a huge dna if the string
size of the linear sub-sequence is small, i.e. 3 or 4.  You want to see the truth! Now, walk the
walk!

MT4 is not enough to join the 5%. Furthermore, you don't need to be rich to prove that you
know how to do something. you just have to live a comfortable life and use your knowledge
when you really have to.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866397#post6866397
If you have data of length 2M then you will have to process the dna for all k-string linear sub-
sequences, where 3<= k<= M. This is a lot of work because the history for the 1min time frame
alone is over 20,000 bars. You need to do this for all time-frames in order to have the complete dna
set for the eurusd universe.

To get to where I have got to, you will need something more than just mt4! I explained how to
create the 4-string linear sub-sequence dna for a certain sequence in my previous post. That should
be a good start.

Once you have the complete picture for the eurusd dna, given the current information, we will then
move to the step of calculating probabilities. If you cannot process the dna for all time-frames, you
can restrict yourself to 1hr and higher tfs.

2013-08-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866410#post6866410
cfdtaleong
„Sorry to interrupt but  is  this  related some how to the pair  having a  high coefficient  rating as
mentioned in the sim thread?“

No: You are creating a blue-print for the pair. is there a 20-string linear sub-sequence of 0s on the
1min timeframe? What is  the probability? Notice that if there is only one 19-string linear sub-
sequence of 0s on the 1min tf and the probability for a 20-string linear sub-sequence of 0s is 80%
then if we do not get a 20-string now, we will have to wait a very long time and the probability next
time could be very high; i.e. 98%.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866508#post6866508
If X(n) is a sequence, a linear subsequence is any subsequence of the form X(an+b) where a>0, b>=
0.

The idea of strings is useful in many other places. Just a lot of work involved! If you do your
homework well, and I mean very well you will be able to give an intelligent guess concerning the
color of a daily/weekly/monthly bar and you know what that means.
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This is just the first step: If you cannot create a system to process these strings or the DNA, then
you will not be able to understand how delay and revolution works! There are 4 main components
and this is the first step! You now understand why I decided to give signals first? People give up so
easily and they need to be encouraged.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866541#post6866541
There is one important information that most traders ignore. The forex market and for that matter
the price quotes you see on your charts are a little different from outcomes you will get in a casino.
it is possible to toss a fair coin and get 100+ heads in a role since each time you toss the coin - the
conditions for h/T are still almost the same.

The bars on your charts do not have the same support. Ten green bars and the probability the next
one will be green - conditioned on the ten greens you already have is smaller. That is because the
resources needed to produce a green/red bar are finite. You cannot continue to produce green bars
for a very long time. The color of the next bar is not exactly independent of the colors of the
previous bars - as in the case of tossing a fair-coin!!! So, there is that little room for intelligent
guesses.

If the resources that support the color of a bar are always the same or infinite then we will be
dealing with a different monster.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6866576#post6866576
If we assume complete randomness then with 10,000 bars on the 1min chart, we should expect to
find at least ten 12-strings of only-green or only-red bars. the probability that at least one 12-string
of 1s or 0s should exists is almost 96%. But guess what? There is no red/green 12-string in the
DNA. the next 1min bar increases the probability to 96.77%.

So, it is clear, we are not dealing with a pure 50:50 process. 

This fact on the 1min chart holds for the rest too.

------------------------------

Understand what this information can do for you. If there is an 11-string subsequence of red bars
that ends on the current bar, then you can intelligently expect the current bar to end green. Since
there is roughly 1% chance that it will end red!!!

It  is  clear that this  information is  really useful when everyone does not know about it.  This is
because - no one will know exactly what you are looking at. Nevertheless, the sheer amount of
work needed to process a complete dna will keep most people indifferent to the trick.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867050#post6867050
Eurusdd
„For the purpose of this thread, we will process the 4-string dna for the last 20 bars on the weekly
chart. The raw data is 1(1), 0(2), 1(3), 1(4), 0(5), 0(6), 1(7), 0(8), 0(9), 1(10), 1(11), 1(12), 1(13),
0(14),  0(15),  0(16),  1(17),  1(18),  1(19),  0(20).  Can  anyone  list  all  the  4-string  linear  sub-
sequences?“
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so now we want to consider X(21). What are the 4-strings that end on X(21)?

1: 1(18), 1(19), 0(20), X(21)---[1,1,0,X]
2: 0(15), 1(17), 1(19), X(21)---[0,1,1,X]
3: 1(12), 0(15), 1(18), X(21)---[1,0,1,X]
4: 0(9), 1(13), 1(17), X(21)---[0,1,1,X]
5: 0(6), 1(11), 0(16), X(21)---[0,1,0,X]
6: 1(3), 0(9), 0(15), X(21)---[1,0,0,X]

6 4-strings.

The value of X will have to solve these expressions, conditioned on the sub-dna of the 20-sequence
we used above.  PLease note that we are not dealing with a completely-random system with
independent components. This thing has memory as a result of limited resources. Since the
total amount of resources can decrease or increase with time; it is possible that for a given
period - maybe 10 years - the resources available will never be able to produce 12 green-only
bars in a row. However, when the total resource base increases, we could get 12 green-only but
never 14-green only bars in a row.

If X = 1, we have
1: 1(18), 1(19), 0(20), X(21)---[1,1,0,1]
2: 0(15), 1(17), 1(19), X(21)---[0,1,1,1]
3: 1(12), 0(15), 1(18), X(21)---[1,0,1,1]
4: 0(9), 1(13), 1(17), X(21)---[0,1,1,1]
5: 0(6), 1(11), 0(16), X(21)---[0,1,0,1]
6: 1(3), 0(9), 0(15), X(21)---[1,0,0,1]

If X = 0, we have
1: 1(18), 1(19), 0(20), X(21)---[1,1,0,0]
2: 0(15), 1(17), 1(19), X(21)---[0,1,1,0]
3: 1(12), 0(15), 1(18), X(21)---[1,0,1,0]
4: 0(9), 1(13), 1(17), X(21)---[0,1,1,0]
5: 0(6), 1(11), 0(16), X(21)---[0,1,0,0]
6: 1(3), 0(9), 0(15), X(21)---[1,0,0,0]

How will these affect the probabilities we already have?

Another important thing to note is this: the probability that the 20-sequence we have above exists as
a sub-sequence somewhere on the chart is very small. Therefore, this could be the first time we are
dealing with this particular sequence.

I noticed that since the resource-base that supports the system is rigid for extended periods, if you
are working with a long sequence now and it exists again somewhere in the dna, then you can use
that previous outcome to help you predict future values of the current sequence. The sequence has
be long though.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867060#post6867060
1: 1-1-1-1
2: 1-1-1-0
3: 1-1-0-1
4: 1-1-0-0
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5: 1-0-1-1
6: 1-0-1-0
7: 1-0-0-1
8: 1-0-0-0
9: 0-1-1-1
10:0-1-1-0
11:0-1-0-1
12:0-1-0-0
13:0-0-1-1
14:0-0-1-0
15:0-0-0-1
16:0-0-0-0

All you have to do now is calculate the relative frequencies for each of the 16 outcomes above from
the data Ralome produced. We will then compare that with the expressions produced by X=1 or
X=0.

It  is  never easy to do this  but when you have done it  and you see how the result  you get are
validated each day - the feeling can be really good and you just want to share.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867236#post6867236
stt
„Interesting stats. I see this method is trying to match the recent pattern with what happened in the
past  after  similar  pattern.  While  theoretically  this  seems  reasonable,  it  still  may  not  produce
significant prediction power. If you take a long history of prices, the probability of each of these 4
digit sequences will come about the same. Granted, a very long sequence of all 1s or 0s will have
lower probability but that sequence also will happen rarely and give few trading signals in a year.
On its own this method boils down to, bet on...“

Hello: This is not the end of the story. It is the first step towards Delay. We need the dna for the next
step! So, stop jumping to conclusions at this point.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867275#post6867275
If the color of each bar is independent of the colors of previous bars, then we will be dealing with a
different monster. But this is not the case. Each currency pair has an inherent signature (just my
term). There is enough data to process the dna. You have to have a sophisticated algorithm to put it
all together and so far I can see that many of you can do it.

The workload will put most of you off. Nothing good comes easy! Look at the data we got from
starry concerning the 20 sequence - eurusd weekly chart.
[1, 0, 0, 0]: [1, 57, 0.017543859649122806]
[1, 0, 0, 1]: [7, 57, 0.12280701754385964]

1 vs 7. The k-strings give us all possible linear patterns within the data we choose to work with.
That is serious information and you will find that the probabilities you get when the sample
size increases are very different from what you would expect!!!
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2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867279#post6867279
Ralome
„A1: "However, when the total resource base increases, we could get 12 green-only but never 14-
green only bars in a row. " So, I guess we don't remove it. A2: Nope, it's 12. When I said "we have
these", I was referring to the existing combinations, which we can add the X bar to. There were 6
such combinations, and X can be 0 or 1, so it's 6*2 = 12. A3: Probability-wise, we were only asked
so far to calculate the frequency of existing 4-string subsequences. Starry did that a few posts ago.“

Ralome is right. We will not remove it. We are building a sub-DNA starting with this 20 sequence. I
have the full dna produced from all available data I ot from FXPRO.COM since eurusd started as a
pair. Huge amount of data but the reward is great. I can see the soul of the pair.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867288#post6867288
The kind of k-strings we get and the number of times they occured is directly related to the amount
of resource supporting the currency-pair at that time. With scarcity of resources, the patterns do not
have equal probabilities.

If you process all possible k-strings, you will have a clearer picture.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867297#post6867297
stt
„I will let  eurusdd explain the next step but one way to calc probability of x =1 is to sum up
probability of all sequences which match the first three digits and end in 1. Then compare that to
probability of x=0 by doing the same with sequences that match first 3 and end in 0. If one is
significantly bigger than other then statistically we can say one has higher probability.“

In the case of our sample sequence, X=1 or X=0 will add 6 distinct 4-strings to the dna. We need to
analyze how that will change the relative frequencies. 

The power of this dna rests in longer strings. strings of length 7 or more.

Think about this: if you consider the last 10,000 bars on the 1min chart, there is no 12-string of 0s
in the dna produced from the 10,000 bars even though we expect to find at least 10 - assuming the
colors of two bars are independent.

What does it means: The resources supporting the pair during the period of the 10,000 bars were not
able to produce a 12-string of 0s as a pattern anywhere in the dna. If the resources remains the same
for the next 10,000 bars then we may have to expect more of the same!

Why??? The existence of at least 1 12-string of 0s in the dna has supporting probability close to 1
(>99%); yet there is none!!! This defies the assumption of the the general public that the system is
completely random.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867318#post6867318
Think about the power you have this way too:
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Suppose the support remains almost the same - it will be most of the time since money-supply
worldwide can be managed. then if I have a 10-string of 0s that will end on some bar 5 days from
now, I can safely tell you that on that day - expect that particular bar to end 1. When the times
comes people will argue about whether or not I will be right. But after it happens - they will want to
know more.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867327#post6867327
Since the 10-string in the case above ^^^ possibly started deep within the dna, no one will know
why I made the claim. That is why you should develop the entire DNA for the time-frame you
choose. It is not easy!!!

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867359#post6867359
cfdtaleong
„Hmm...so I  am assuming what  the  math  people need to  do now given they already have  the
algorithm is ... 1) Increase the string size to 7 and above. 2) Increase the data base to accommodate
the increased string size. Doing this they will be able to obtain K-strings with statistical values that
are much more closer to 1.0. With this level of data they will now be able to 1) Estimate the value
X. 2) Somewhat identify the start of a trend. Assuming the beginning of time the probability of
subsequent 1s happening is low but it increases over time till...“

Hello cfdtaleong.
Think about this for a moment:

if you consider 30,000 bars on the 1min tf, the probability you will find a 13 string of 1s on your
chart is (0.5)^{13} =0.000122, assumming independent bar colors. Therefore, with this assumption,
you should expect to find at least 3 such strings on your chart and 9 in the dna.

Guess what? There is no such string on my fxpro.com 1min chart and none in the dna produced
from the 30,000 bars. The probability that this will not be the case is mind-shattering : 0.999876!!! I
am sure there will no such string on yours too! think about what that means???

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867382#post6867382
cfdtaleong
„Erm... i think so...based on what you explained earlier. Because things are not random. If it was
random we should see instances  of  it.  We do not see such a  thing because there is  simply no
resource to support such a move. Price therefore has its "limits" and these resources will not change
much over another 30,000 bars. Fundamentals here..money supply economic balance and all that
here. You mentioned about it and I agree. Therefore even though mathematically it should happen it
will not thus I ASSUME we can simply ignore those...“

Great: someone is getting the picture:

One of the truths I intend to expose is this. At least for 70% of brokers.
The key numbers are 11,12,13 etc

11 has probability 1%

12 has probability 0.75%
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What do I mean? You will most likely never find a 12-string of 1s in the dna on any chart. If you
put all the bars in all time-frames together, the probability that you should find one is greater than
99.9% - assuming independent coloring of bars.

------------
If you find a 10-string of 1s on your weekly chart then you can safely project that into the future and
say that one of the two bars that will increase your string to 12 will be 0. And since we are dealing
with a weekly-bar, you know what that means.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867399#post6867399
Furthermore, it is not just 12-strings of 1s or 0s. You will most likely never find 12-strings of any
pattern.

For example :

1-0-1-0-1-0-1-0-1-0-1-0
1-1-1-0-0-0-1-1-1-0-0-0
1-1-1-1-0-0-0-0-1-1-1-1

etc. Such things are almost forbidden as patterns in the dna. 

My point is , with the large number of bars and the wrong assumption of independent coloring of
bars, we should expect to find certain patterns in the dna but you will be shocked......

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867403#post6867403
xixi
„Eurusdd, Could you explain why you don't count non-linear k-string into the DNA? Thanks!“

It is possible, but for the sake of this thread, linear pattern are easier to work with.

2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867414#post6867414
stt
„I agree the probability of another 1 after 10 1s in a sequence is low (limited resources in your
terms - trend exhaustion in other words). however i am still trying to understand why would it
matter if there is large gaps between these successive 1s. in your dna sequence, you create sequence
of X(an+b) so one of your sequence could be 1(week1), 1(week 10), 1 (week 19)........, 1 (week 82)
now how much effect this will have on bar for week 91? it is unclear to me that it will have much
effect. but if the week 91 is also 1, then it will create...“

Generate the entire dna and you will have the answer you want. Then maybe you will run away
from your computer screen because you simply can't believe what your eyes are showing you.

That is why I called this sequencing a dna. It will shock you that this monster has memory... and
certain patterns are forbidden even though we expect them to be there.

Just like in the lotteries, every outcome a-b-c-d-e-f- has equal chance but no wise person will play x
- x+1 - x+2 - x+3 - x+4 – x+5...
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2013-08-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6867667#post6867667
Success favors the bold. The fact that someone could process the strings fast enough is good. Those
strings are needed for something else but already we have a problem. Alot of people asked me on tis
forum how I was able to produce those decay numbers and how revolution work; allowing me to
make failr good predictions concerning eurusd and I thought that - for once - I should take you
along the same path I walked before to get to where I am now.

However, it is clear we should just go back to what each of us know and forget about this project!!!!
If I  ever make a claim here,  concerning price - I  will  not expect you to ask me to justify my
claims. !!!

2013-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6888225#post6888225
Strong top!!! Watch it. (Revolution) 

EURUSD respects those yellow omegas very very well. Notice that the omegas shows limits for
price. Price can touch but not re-paint the omega (error <2%, due to price-feed differentials).

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6898404#post6898404
I tired to explain how the principle of similarity works within the frame-work of revolution
but that did not turn out well so, I will simply post pictures and analysis of my views of the
market and those of you who understand how the similarity principle works can compare my
analysis with yours and make pips!

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6898429#post6898429
So, let me explain how the principle of revolution works as an indicator of market direction! All the
computations we make - within mT4 and external softwares lead to the creation of certain arrows
that are marked on the chart! Sometimes, these arrows will meet price and sometimes they will not!
When the arrow does not meet price, we check it with other arrows on higher time-frames and if all
is well, we should have a strong resistance level.
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When price meets an arrow, it usually means that direction is preferred! This is Revolution. I
said on my 4th thread that I will not try to explain the algorithm again!



2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6898669#post6898669
vlady1974
„I  think my brain has exploded.  Eurusdd I've just  done a  "quick" 30 minute scan of your  4th
Thread..... OMG. It's beyond me for the time being. DNA Sequencing!?! Lord Almighty! I can see
the power in it though. But I will probably have to team up with someone here who can help me
with the logic and then perhaps a spreadsheet. LOL. If I understand it correctly, you are picking a
timeframe then taking as much population (ie bars) and assigning 1 or 0 for UP or Down From my
Daily Projection Method... what I found was you need 3.... UP/DOWN/DOJI. so...“

The DNA sequence is necessary to establish the algorithm behind revolution and is not a predictive-
indicator in itself. Anyway, forget about it.

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6898748#post6898748
A new trend begins if and only if there is a revolution arrow on all time-frames and there is at least
one off-arrow on the 1min/5min time-frames.
That is why I said that top way a temporary halt!!!

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6898772#post6898772

SEE that?

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6899140#post6899140
Nice thread.
But first I need to shed more light on something.
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THERE is no precise definition for true randomness.
Therefore, we tend to use the word random in a very loose manner. Be careful there.

is the string 1-0-1-0-1-0-1-0 less random than the string 1-0-0-0-1-0-1-1-0? Both were produced
from the process of tossing a coin.

If randomness to you mean - no discernible pattern - then you could be wrong too because there
could be a pattern in the data that you can't see.

So, please show me a truly-random data!!!

For  me,  one  of  the  few sources  of  true-random data  will  be  the  emission  of  particles  from a
decaying radioactive material. But even in this case, the data may look very much "non-random".

Therefore, maybe we should say that "price is not totally unpredictable".

2013-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6899644#post6899644
Alexone
„You're kinda contradicting trend theory here...You dont believe in trends?“

He is perfectly correct!!! Why?
The resources needed to produce a green/red bar on any given chart are finite and so the more
green bars in a row you find on your chart, the closer you are to the next red bar!!!

This is not the same - in the case of H/T - with tossing a fair-coin. Each time you toss a fair
coin, it is most likely that the external conditions are the same and so, you can have very long
streaks of heads without getting closer to the next tail at all.

The value of the next toss is independent of the previous results you got! This is not true in the
case of forex! the color of the next bar is directly dependent on the colors of the previous bars
because of finite resources!!!

The strength of buyers decreases with every successive green bar produced!!!

2013-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=6900089#post6900089
A trend on a 1min chart can be a combination of red and green bars. However, if you transform that
trend into bars on a DAILY chart you may end up with just ten green bars. If those bars are all green
then the color of the eleventh bar is NOT independent of the colors of these bars because of finite
resources. Therefore, on the daily chart we are getting closer to a red bar and that red bar will
appear as a major/minor downtrend on the 1min chart!!!

2013-11-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=457033
It's been long!!!
I am going to show you that forex-trading is  not for the big-boys alone.  If  you have the right
mathematical strategy and you stick to simple rules you can make money consistently in this game.

I introduce the X-plan. You are free to consider variations of this simple idea, however, you must
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make sure the over-all principle is the same.
The idea is to look for a "signal" that does not fail X times in a row and the entry levels given by the
signal is ALWAYS a fixed number of pips(Preferably less that 20-pips) from the market-price.

DO THE MATH!!!

I have a simple one for you and it works. It does not fail X consecutive times in a row and every
arrow appears 10 pips away from the current market rice!!!!!!!! A sample of pictures are attached
and I will let you know the value of X. Unfortunately, I will not give the code and when I am ready,
I will share the price level with you - in real time - each time a signal appears. Just verify the
efficiency of the signal if you can and look for similar signals or compare my price levels with
yours.

I will not get involved in the business of teaching people how to trade!!!

 



 

All that I said in the other threads are part of this thread. All those ideas went into the signal is I will



be using here.

2013-11-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7095257#post7095257
When i inverted the X-plan into one that gives an arrow at the current price most of the time, I got a
powerful entry-signal. If the arrow does not meet the current price, we have a great opportunity to
cash in.  Sample pictures below!!! In all  cases the arrow appeared at  a  fixed distance from the
current price. When it does, we have the remaining life-time of the current bar, to place our trade!!!

 

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7095257#post7095257


 



 

 

2013-11-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7095260#post7095260
Kilian19
„Are you sure you got a big enough sample size? You also said that there wouldn't be a string with
10 consecutive 0's and there were ... Looks like this thread died before it even started.“

I will not go into matters concerning large numbers. Since, the gap from the current price will be
less or equal to 20pips, all signals here will be VALID with a stop-loss less than 20 pips. Verify the
efficiency, with real-time calls.

I don't care much about the theoretical part right now.

------------------------------------------------------

This is how I trade this: I will never enter the market, if there is no gap arrow!!! When I do enter the
market, the arrow will tell me where to place my stop-loss! Since there gap is fixed every time, you
can do the math.

This is good to go too, if you can HEDGE because some of the gap-arrows will send price 500+
pips away from entry.....

2013-11-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7095392#post7095392
Let me explain one of the ways I am able to get these high-precision entries. The idea is still based
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on the similarity-principle.

1: Choose your preferred time-frame. I will use 1-min for this post.
2: Create duplicates of your current window.
3: Let your template be as simple as the picture below.

This is just one window. Notice that at A, B and C, the stochastic and price curves look alike.
Furthermore,  the  stochastic  curve  is  close  to  a  critical  values,  0,  100  or  50.  When  you  have
similarity like that, get ready for entry and the gap from the STOCH to the critical value should
determine the gap of your stop-loss - based on the assumption that the stoch and price curves will
behave the same for a while.

You will need to duplicate your windows using different values for stoch because sometimes, in a
give window, price and stoch will be out of sync.

Goodluck!!!

2013-11-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7096331#post7096331
When stoch and price are out of sync and stoch is at 100 or 0, waiting for the pressure to drop, stoch
and price back in sync again before you can be certain that stoch will back of that area.

2013-11-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7113604#post7113604
Hello: The value you choose for STOCH at any given time will give a curve whose shape is exactly
the same as the 1EMA in the main chart. As time goes on there will be a moment when the curves
do not look the same anymore.
"Look the same" means exactly what it means - look the same in shape, slope etc....
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When the two curves are not similar, it means there must be another value of STOCH that will give
a curve similar to the 1EMA, currently. search for that value and discard the current one ... Continue
this process and you will be right there with price. There are ways to do this successfully.

To get perfection, it is advisable to make the stoch-window and the price-window equal in height.
You must ONLY study a stoch-curve that is currently perfectly-in-sync with the 1EMA!!!!!
THE 1EMA and the current stoch-curve will start to look different as soon as there is a strong
underlying force AND stoch is very close to one of the extreme values.

2013-11-26
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7113846#post7113846
mksmith31
„Hi EURUSDD, is there a method you suggest in finding the value to match the curve, or do you
randomly choose values until you find the correct one? Thanks!“

For  the  ordinary  trader,  I  am  sorry  he/she  will  have  to  search  for  the  right  value  manually.
Furthermore, it may advisable to use the bar-chart in the background and let the 1EMA be in the
foreground.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7132680#post7132680
Omega appears first on 4hr, 10pips from price. then within 30mins it should appear sequentially on
the rest. once it appears on 1min, price is ready to go. by that time, price should have closed right
above/below a certain level. this is what appears are consolidation to many. I know what they r
doing. Most of the time. for a buy, 1hr must close above the number I gave.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134845#post7134845
If you are using the stoch-1ema sync method then remember that stoch is an oscillator. Therefore, to
really have an idea of the enderlying strength, put XEMA on the chart, where X is the period you
chose for the stoch. When the XEMA is almost flat, stoch will work perfectly. When is is steep,
make adjustments for the slope!!

Remember to only work with stoch which is perfectly in sync with price in every possible way.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134897#post7134897
5mins, stoch (1000,1,1), chart and separate windows half. seems to be good right now.

1min (2000,1,1) same stuff.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134914#post7134914
Ralome
„Same thing, but this time I applied a window having the same size as the stoch itself.
So, in case of a 1440 stoch, I needed 2880 bars. I don't know if this is useful at all, just felt like
doing it. Although, not having a nice extra GPU, it's kinda slow for me“

Important.
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2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134934#post7134934

Take note: The 1EMA is SET to close and the stoch is taking the shape of that
EMA. Therefore, the high or low if a bar cause cause a little problem. Henece,
add that to your analysis and focus on the closing price!!! 

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134944#post7134944

There will always be a moving average which is almost flat(over a long period) on your chart! The
value of that MA gives a good value for stoch and a perfect sync for forecast!!!!

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7134961#post7134961
Ralome: a wise thing to do in this game is to play according to the power of an oscillator. Find an
EMA which is beginning to turn flat on your chart and has a large period and then choose that
period for the stoch. You will find that the stoch will give you good entry for a long while.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7135134#post7135134
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2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7135141#post7135141
BlueSoCoool
„Hi, I see level 61.8 and 38.2 at your stoch, so anything to do with Fibo on price chart? Thanks.“

Fibo and stoch are basically the same thing!!
There is a way to prove that.

2013-12-04
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7135373#post7135373
Waez
„Hi,
would one easy way of finding a good correlation between stoch and price to find a large number of
stoch values that overlap? In the pic below you see stoch value from 300 to 1225 that perfectly
overlap and the price and stoch graphs look the same.
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“

Good contribution. But you must always pay attention to the slope of the EMA whose period is the
period of the main stoch you chose. If the slope is tending to flat, then you can pick good trades.

The 300 value for stoch that you chose will not last long because the 300-EMA cannot remain
relatively-flat on your chart most of the time. It is easily affected by a strong move. In that case, the
stoch will kiss the top/bottom many times and easily fall out of sync.

On the 1min chart chose at least 1500

2013-12-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7136289#post7136289
BlueSoCoool
„Let me try,

If stoch's period = X, then set a Fibo with high/low of the last X bars

At the moment, with X = 1000 on M1, we have this

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7136289#post7136289


So we take an entry near the high/low and SL should be just few pips above the high/below the
low?“

You are 99% right. The problem though is this: stoch is calculated on the close of price therefore,
you must fix your fibo on the highest and lowest closes for the period X. You will then find that the
value of stoch and the 1EMA will be the same.

2013-12-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7138177#post7138177
Jackub
„EURUSDD please, I have problem to folllow this thread so started with "Similarity", to gain some
bases, is this right explanation what happenes today with eur/usd?? circle is out of similarity, (A),
square (B) is back to similarity (sync), and C price final destitation??“

This thread is not about similarity or dis-similarity. The stoch in this case is used to pick tops or
bottoms and that is all.

2013-12-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7141866#post7141866
The secret is in the closing price. Anything else is likely to deceive you and get your money. When
is bar forms, three things happen 

2013-12-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7141874#post7141874
When a bar forms, 45% of the clicks or entries will rush into the first 30% of the life-time of the
bar, 10% within the next 30% and the remaining 45% within the last 40%. Therefore, the best time
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to know where price will go is the middle third. That is where decisions about closing takes place.
Why: There is a massive derivative market based on the spot price you see on your charts........

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=478671
The  world  of  forex-trading  is  governed  by information.  The  one  who  has  access  to  the  right
information at the right time and can process them quickly will normally be ahead of the pack. It is
also a world full of people who don't try hard to survive but sell their organs everyday. I have seen
many people post systems here and some will attck you if you don't give out your indicator. What
you don't understand is that: it is better to click buy/sell without the next person knowing exactly
why you bought/sold. That make it impossible for anyone to know exactly how you will react to
market conditions.

Some of you will say, "it does not matter. The big boys don't care about you." That is silly. In fact,
they really care about you. Your collective failures add up to their collective gains. The more they
know about other players, small or large, the better their .......

So, in this thread I am not going to give you an indicator. But, I am going to show you that no
matter how random the market looks, not matter how difficult your trading is, there is an underlying
truth that exists. I will show it in pictures. It is up to you to look at the market differently and if you
can uncover the truth for yourself, KEEP IT TO YOURSELF.
Don't waste your time trying to teach others because they will only end you calling you names.

SO, what is this fact. I have been in this industry for a while and my background is 90% technical
and 10% fundamental. On the pictures, posted below, are two indicators. One orange and the other
white. The law I managed to uncover is really really deep but in simple terms can be stated as
follows.

When an orange arrow appears on a bar, up/down : usually price will work it way back to hit a level
above/below the high/low of the bar.

I  will  show you  that  this  principle  worked correctly  for  many months  on  the  4hr  chart.  It  is
amazing!

Before you think this concept was discovered after one day in the industry then
you are wrong. It is a product of many efforts. I just want to show you, all is not
lost. Look hard and you will see what is hidden. I don't need to know your idea.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=478671


 

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385827#post7385827

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385827#post7385827


 



I can go on and post the past 10 years data and the result will be the same. I guess you got the
idea. If you have a solid idea, I will not advice you to post the indicator or mathematics here.
Rather you can give your idea of where the market will go and add the probability of success. 

Indicators only play into the hands of  people ready to insult  you or those ready to trade
against the signal your indicator provided. Keep the key reason to yourself.

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385835#post7385835

There is ONE major observation. PRICE always went back to the top/bottom on
the same screen. Look at all the lines I drew. They are on the same chart screen.
So, looking on your 4hr chart, you should get back to the marked level before
the bar completely vanished from the screen.

The powers-that-be, know that. 

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385866#post7385866
Oghix
„Ok. We'll see. What you mean by "... to look at a specify direction, you can choose to ignore it"? I
undrestand that you advise to ignore the direction you are going to point but it is our decision to
follow your advise or not. Am i right?“

I  belong  to  a  small  trading  group  of  five  persons.  We  have  been  analyzing  the  forex  market
:EURUSD: for a while now and each person has a probability of success p (o<p<1) obtained from
averaging his past calls.
So, if X says eurusd will rise to 1.23 within the next 3 hrs and his current probability of success is
45%, the group will identify his call with that number.
The more correct calls he makes, the higher p will be. In that way, he is motivated to make better
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calls and the group advances ....
We are not really interested in how he came about his decision, our group position is based on his p.

If I make 100 calls here and 90 of them are right and you place 10 pips stop loss each time and
follow the simple rule above, you will benefit from my presence here more. But if I just give you an
indicator and vanish.

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385987#post7385987
Oghix
„No offence but you did not give an answer for my questions. I did not ask you about your indicator
or if people understand it or not.Could you just give me a straight answer? If you do not want to
answer them then simply say that you do not want to answer them. My questions were: 1. What is
your probability of success based on your trading using this system? 2. Are you going to post calls
based on analysis of the whole group or just based on your own analysis? 3. Are you an initiator of
the group that you mentioned?“

Hello: Concerning the probability the best way to find out is look at a large number of data. I can't
post them here and I don't even want to. I am not saying you should follow my system but I will
post calls  here based on the system above. You can calculate my success rate for yourself  and
determine if following my leads is profitable.

I am going to make calls based on my analysis which has p = 87% currently.

I am not the initiator of the group.

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385993#post7385993
There are many ways to profit from my leads.

1: If you look very closely at the pictures I posted, you will find that all levels were hit on the same
page. Therefore, when a level is created, before the 4hr bar vanishes from your chart : zoomed in
like mine : we should expect price to hit the level again. It is up to you to determine how and when
you want to play that.

2: There will be cases where I will give precise probability for success. For example, the pictures
above support a very high probability of success. When the probability of success is extremely high:
>95% I will say that those using SL should not spend more than 15pips. 

This is a high-probability trade thread. Targets will be hit before the bar-in-question vanishes from
your chart. Forget the noise!!!

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7385999#post7385999
smash1820
„Hello, I am a strong advocate of price action and the technical approach (NOT fundamentals), but
it seems to me this post (the first one) is just another way of saying support & resistance. It exists on
all time frames, whether you know it or not. Good traders just observe the levels more frequently,
imho. Would I be wrong in saying this? And if so, what is the difference between your argument
and basic support and resistance?“
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Hello: The calls I will make here are based on the chart I posted above 70% of the time. However,
before I post a call, I will employ many other techniques in my arsenal. Do not pay attention to
what created the call but the success of the calls as time goes on. After 20 or so calls, you can then
make up your mind above whether you can learn something from me.

2014-04-05
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386014#post7386014
Robertk
„As a sidenote, if you have that much control over the time factor I assume you are working with
barrier options.“

Time is extremely important in this business and so, yes.

2014-04-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386124#post7386124
On the 4hr chart I am calculating how far away price can move before snapping back.

On the 4hr chart the average is around 50pips,  for 80pips and above, the probability is low
<5%

That is not a problem though because before the bar leaves the screen, price will rush back to
the target. There is nothing better....

2014-04-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386160#post7386160
In order to cater for day-traders: most of us day-traders anyway, I have a plan to reach target within
a day.
A modification across all time frames can have target reached within a day. The following pictures
show that.
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2014-04-06
On the 4hr chart:  5days or a week:  5pips  to  50 pips  with 40 pips  standard
deviation.

 



 

2014-04-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386174#post7386174
Trader X
„question EURUSD...does this work on the lower TF,s as well...say the 5M?...could/would you post
a screenshot if so..best regards...X“

Let me tell you something about nature. To understand everything, understand
the very small things. The things you most likely cannot see. The one who will
rule the world tomorrow or the universe is the one who conquers the world of
the small.

most  Random  processes,  abstract  or  real,  are  directly  related  to  physical
processes and therefore, if you really want to understand the very basic laws,
you need to go to the basic units of the process.
In other words, if you create a system that does not work on all time frames,
even 0.0001min time-frames, then there is a problem. What I present here will
work  on  even  0.00000000000001min  time  frame.  Therefore,  even  if  you
aggregate these into a major timeframe, there laws will still hold. I present 1min
TF. 

2014-04-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386175#post7386175
5MINS
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2014-04-06
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7386194#post7386194
Trader X
„ok...thanks for for the responseand the charts ....best regards , X I read what the orange arrows
represent...but what of the white and yellow arrows?“

Orange and yellow take care of micro-time-frames. Everything below 4hr. Any division is included.
The white takes care of macro-time-frame. everything above 1hr, including yearly timeframes .....
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When you choose a time-frame : 5min say, we find the present-value of arrows on higher tfs and the
future values of arrows on lower tfs. We the put all that into the 5min tf.
Hence, whatever you see on the 5min tf is in agreement with any time frame, no matter the unit you
use.

Some bars will not have arrows. Some will have two and some one. That is a result of present and
future values differentials. the only drawback is this. you need to decide which time frame to stick
to. that is why i chose 4hr and below for this thread.

2014-07-31
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7643233#post7643233
vlady1974
„I've got my pending short just below that“

CLOSE is the key word!!! So any serious buyer should wait....

2014-07-31
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7643453#post7643453
I leave you today with this simple idea>

You cannot leave you house without closing your doors. Why? Fear of the unknown.
The farther away from your house you go, without closing you doors, the greater the
fear-factor. In fact, at some point you may run back to your house to close the doors..

That is how arbitrage windows work in this game. If eurusd closes above 1.33916,
she will have to run back below it soonest - killing any possible buy-momentum.

2014-07-31
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7643558#post7643558
ryder950
„Which way then? Do you know? That is the question.. : )“

The key is an minimization+optimization problem.
What is the BEST way to move from point A to B, given that you must past through every dot on
your way. EURUSD is faced with the T, U trap right now!!!!
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2014-07-31
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7643850#post7643850
The  next  arbitrage  window  is  at  1.34028.  After  EURUSD  has  complete  the  current
one(1.33916), she will aim for that one. But the condition for that to happen is this:

THE HIGH of a 4HR bar must be below 1.33916!!!!!!

2014-08-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7665890#post7665890
tbird2121
„Hm ... this is a long time ago post, but i try to answer ... Eurusdd told in a post ( i forget which post
is it ), that he has about 5 tools : similarity, delay, revolution, and 2 others. He will make an order
NOT based on similarity only,  but based on his 5 tools. He just explain similarity at  the most,
because it is easier for us to follow, and we can apply it with any other indicators. He share the
principal  of  Similarity  -  which  is  a  powerful  tool,  and  we  can  combine  it  with  our  own
tools/indicators. That is what i got so far ....“

You are right1 Thank you!!!

2014-08-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?t=498965
I am not on this thread again but I just want to leave you with a comment. Someone said I used
semaphor indicator to judge mis-pricing bars. Well We checked semaphor against our algorithm and
semaphor performed well 67% of the time. Furthermore, our algorithm always give only one B
omega after the A omega. Semaphor can show many hints after the problem and that is dangerous!
That means you can get stuck in the correction process for a long long time!

I am warning you. As usual most of you will not listen.. The end result will be yours to swallow. I
sign off this thread completely now!

2014-08-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7668266#post7668266
Robertk
„This confuses me a bit. When a small TF's leg end does not back up a larger TF leg end, it will
create miss pricing. Isn't this what sem(MTF) is doing in the first place? I dont see how another
variable/indicator can create more triggers than sem, since the value input can be whatever you
prefer.“

The algorithm I am using to identify mis-priced bars is NOT semaphor!!!

That is the truth!!!

2014-08-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7668330#post7668330
Robertk
„Just one last question, as far as research in order for you to create your indicator goes, what part
did DNA of price, in particularly for EURUSD, play a part?“

Now you are talking. I gave a hint when I said, we used 24 time frames. DNA, helps with the
probabilities. Similarity and DNA contribute towards the problem bars. You can'T put all that on
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MT4. That is why I said, we found a crude way to do it and that was the omega.
However, when I make a call, the OMEGA is not the sole reason.
That is where those guys are WRONG!!!!

2014-08-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7670071#post7670071

Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!!

1.34340 = 0.02
1.33900 = 0.36
1.33686 = 1.00
1.33495 = 0.85
1.33382 = 0.75

What do these numbers mean?
At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 1.
To have an idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or
below  the  current  one.  It  is  clear  that  price  levels  below  1.33686  have  higher
probabilities. Therefore, I will call Ranging-market with inclination towards down for
EURUSD(If you are buying, be careful and keep your eyes on those numbers).

There is a minor problem at 1.33465!!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7670697#post7670697
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2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7671129#post7671129

If you are new to forex trading, forget about everything you know and try to master
this:

choose a price level and a given time and see if price hits your level within the time
you specified. In other words, master the art of setting GOOD stoplosses. When you
are good at that, you will make money even if you enter your trades randomly!!!

So, start now!!! With time, choose levels VERY close to price and longer periods!!!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7671256#post7671256
I need to know where to place a stoploss because that will help me know when and where to enter.
once you answer the where and when questions, you will know where and when to enter!!!

Knowing where to place a stoploss does not means you have to place one. My explorer proves this.
look at the huge lots I used sometimes!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7671412#post7671412
Our first lesson will be to look at candle sticks again, not in the way people look at it around the
world. We will focus on the spacetime component!!!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7671681#post7671681
hepsibah
„Ok, I will give this go. I am not mega confident but feel we need to contribute something back so
I'll start the ball rolling. The current H1 bar needs to close above 1.33561 so I would buy if it drops
sufficiently below to cover the spread and my SL would be a close below 1.35561 at the close or
1.33451 if hit before.“

Thank you Hepsibah. However, remember the most important thing I said. Price lives in spacetime.
Always give position and time of validity. so it is not enough to say this:  The current H1 bar
needs to close above 1.33561

because your H4 bar may be different from another person's.

You can say "at the end of the next xxx mins, eurusd should close below/above xxxxx"

and make sure you did some analysis.  because  if  you are  right  you can go back to your
analysis and make it better.

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672382#post7672382
vlady1974
„That's actually fine... Bolliner Mid currently on 15M is 3369! One of the "rules" developed in this
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thread for the bollinger strategy was to treat the break of the mid as a lower/higher/bounce indicator.
I'm currently short,  so  I  can  use  the  mid  as  the  TP.  In  terms  of  the  probabilities,  is  there  an
"evolution" during a TF you're looking at of certain prices/times as new prices trickle into your
feed? This is an analogy from Formula 1, where track temperature affects speed of cars via tyres.
Over time, the track goes faster as...“

Beautiful. The problem is just for the next 360mins! 1.3340 will be hard due to the probabilities I
am seeing now. Even if she goes there, BUYING WILL COME IN STRONGLY!!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672397#post7672397
vlady1974
„Similarity is about parity or equivalence across all measuring sticks. If you have a ruler, 100cm =
1meter,  no  matter  what  ruler  you  use.  With  market  prices  though,  it's  a  moving  object:  Price
changes value Duration of value changes via Time Prices are dependent on Source (Broker) The
theory then is that if you grab a price graph on a 5M chart, and then add any indicator that matches
the swings of Price (you must change the settings) In theory, the price and the indicator should be
the same. The theory must also hold true for different timeframes. So the 5M / 15M / 1H and 4H
should  have  the  same  swings  relative  to  their  larger  timeframe.  The  moment  you  have
DISSIMILARITY  is  the  trade  opportunity  because  this  is  arbitrage.  Once
SIMILARITY is restored, then the trading window is closed.“

That is why I love VLADY1974. You are super. That is the whole truth.

This is why when someone asked me what happens after similarity is restored, I refused to fall into
that trap!! Thank you vlady1974..

A perfect example is the arbitrage window below.. There is a white on 1hr but none on 30min. That
is why I said, UP is coming. We saw how high she went.
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2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672536#post7672536
stt
„Can you say what does that white X represent on the hour chart? Is that an indicator - if so which
one? TIA“

It is an indicator modeled on the MAs on the charts. It is supposed to identify windows for the
30min 1hr pair. I said at the beginning of the thread: you should try to use your own indicators,
those you are very ok with.

and eurusd is entering into dangerous zone now. She has to fight to close above 1.3368; so buy
oppo....

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672623#post7672623
EURUSD just created dis-equilibrium at 1.33663. Now watch, if she hits 1.3354 before 1.33663,
she will spike up! This type of window will be corrected 100% of the time.

In theory, efficient markets should close these kinds of windows. therefore, eurusd
must go above 1.33663 before hitting 1.33547, IN THEORY!!!

FOREX IS efficient? CLOSE !!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672706#post7672706
Money managers around the world know that leaving this window open will cause problems.
They finally corrected it. Now, they can continue downward.

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672746#post7672746
Robertk
„I would like to a link a more practical approach to this matter; the why and how to deal with it.
Dissimilarity is created by bigger money in the market / causing the market to go out of sync. Price
needs to move in a way to remove this "out of sync" proportion.. To then have price in sync again /
similarity. A very simpe practical approach that reflects above theories would be to trade towards
dissimilarity  (pull  factor),  and  trade  away(push  factor)  from  the  source/once  similarity
appears. Let me know if this is correct pls...“

You are not right Robertk.

There are different kinds of windows depending on the indicator you are using. some times you
may have to trade away from the dis-similarity in order to create similarity. for example, we bought
today (away from dis-similarity).
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2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7672924#post7672924
Robertk
„Yes. interesting theories for sure. The reason I have so much problems figuring out how to react
( and I assume many have ),  is because this topic, among with other topics of EURUSDD are
mostly reverse engineering. Personally the only way to go is to first find out the "why" , to then
make solid strategies based on this. Despite simple similarity practical approaches are described on
page 1 onwards, people dont know what makes them effective.  They need to know underlying
fundamentals first, explained in a clear way. Once people have this...“

Markets exist because of incomplete information to participants. So, i am ok if you don't know what
exactly is going on. i don't need windows closing before they open! I need windows to remain
opened for me to make money. So, i gave you just what is enough!!!

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7673042#post7673042
samaralala
„5 tools : similarity, delay, revolution what are the other 2?“

similarity is for spotting market mistakes - the form you use is important though. My similarity tool
may be different from yours and I won't give mine to you.

Delay is what allows me to tell you precise times. Can give you very good times for a certain level
to hold..

Revolution is all about precise probabilities and you have seen it in action many times. Revolution
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is built on 24 time frames. It is the most powerful of all because it depends on the available DNA of
price history.

Then we have two more ideas. but that is not for public ,,,,

Similarity is powerful enough and can stand alone!!!! But never fool yourself into thinking it is the
sole reason for my calls here.

2014-08-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7673052#post7673052
samaralala
„Did you build these tools or is similarity something that is available ( I haven't cheked)?“

Similarity applied to forex the way we use it  here originated with me but the theory exists for
fractals and random processes.

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678349#post7678349

1
Forex traders are basically dealing with stochastic processes.
Therefore,  your  success  in  this  game  depends  on  your  understanding  of
stochastic processes, especially discrete ones. It is not necessary that you know
these ideas in order to be successful but, if you want to see what people like me
see, then you must understand what you are fighting against. Know thy enemy.

Now, since almost everyone on the planet believes, the path of currency prices
are random, we shall  follow them and use stochastic  processes to model our
probabilities.

In fact, we shall assume that any two bars on your chart are independent, that is
the process has no memory. Even in this case, you can still beat the process.
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In the case of forex trading the random variable are the bars on your charts.  The
feature of the bar you are interested in gives the value of that random variable. So, if
you are interested in the close values of the bars, then the process is defined by the
closing prices of the bars.

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678372#post7678372

Now that we assumed a random process, what is the best way to win on average?
Well, there are many methods on the internet and yet most people struggle to be
successful. Well, you don't have to be in that group anymore - if you change your
focus.
There are basic features of every stochastic process that can help you get an edge
against the process -even if you have no idea of the underlying factors that drive
the process : (you are 100% a technical analyst).

It is clear that we are dealing with time-dependent processes, where the feature of the
bars you are interested in define the value of the process at any given time.

We can also  define the relationship between consecutive bars.  It  is  generally
believed that there is no relationship. Let us assume this is true, even though that
is not the truth.
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Hitting probabilities are very important. In fact, I have demonstrated that here many
times. Once you are good at calculating hitting probabilities, you are one step ahead
of the rest! You must have a fair idea of which numbers are likely to be hit within a
given period.

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678390#post7678390

$1 million question
Since there are many different    stochastic    processes,  which one is
very simple and generally believed to represent forex rates?

Generally,  since  most  people  believe  that  the  market  has  no
memory - the past has no say in the present, technical analysis is
nonsense - we will follow them and assume we are dealing with 
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2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678404#post7678404

So, we can assume that we are in the world of Markov chains and according to most
people, that is a dangerous place to live. But, believe me, when we are done with this
study, you will wonder what happened to yu all these years.... Why didn't you see it..?

In the world of forex trading, the transition probabilities are used to understand how
we move from one price state into another.

Remember, I said you don't need to know what process drives the price!

There will always be loop-holes. No matter the underlying process.

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678411#post7678411
We do not need to understand everything about markov chain: What we need for forex trading are
the following.
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1: It is clear that NO state(price) is absorbing!!!
2:  But,  and this  is  important,  At any given time,  there  is  a  set  of  states  that  are
transient!!!, we can find them.
3: NOT all forex prices are recurrent.

So, those problem bars are the ones that contain the KEY transient states(price).
Once we calculate the the time-interval, we can make a call  that the process will
return to those prices within the time period!!! 

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678420#post7678420
Now this is the KEY secret: I will help you understand next time:

No matter the currency pair you are trading, no matter the
state  of  the  market,  trending,  sideways  WHATEVER,  there
will always be problem bars. There are easy ways to find at
least 10 recurrent states per day..

That is why I can place so many trades and get them right!!!! I
have record of 1,000 trades no LOSS!!

2014-08-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678423#post7678423

Now that you have an idea of where I am coming from, next time, I will adapt
this theory to trading!!! Stay with me. Bye.
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2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678590#post7678590

Now In the next few minutes, I am going to show you the first of 7 steps to
making price-action your biatch!

This fact works with any currency pair. In order to get it right, I introduce the
following definitions.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678605#post7678605

This is the heart of the matter and it works on any time frame. I will prove this to you.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678610#post7678610
Right now, I will just choose random numbers for h and k and apply it to the pair USDCHF.

Let us choose h=5 . So I will draw a rectangle of length on the daily chart, T=DAILY.

We can then identify the h(T,k)-transient prices!!!
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2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678612#post7678612

The 5-transient prices are represented by the yellow/red zones. Very few of them.

The 5 means that within the bars where those prices occur, none of the next 5 bars, behind or
in front of the bar in question, passed through those prices.

Now, if you get the h and k right, you will find that transient price-zone occur with very LOW
-probability. That is prices are h-recurrent almost-surely for some positive h.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678623#post7678623

Now if you get the h right for a given time frame and at the current price p, the
previous bars never hit p, then probability is on your side for a hit within the
next h bars because the probability that p is h-transient is very low.

If your h is right, this probability should be about 3%. That is 97% of the time,
at least one of the next h bars should hit p.

This works in theory and in practice for any stochastic process similar to the
ones that govern currency prices!!!

Very important: If your h is correct, then the height of your rectangle should be
very small. This means that most prices choose to be h-recurrent!
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2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678626#post7678626

If you consider what this means theoretically and practically, you should see how
to rake in the $$$ quickly.

I leave you to think about what it means!!! bye.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678631#post7678631
LiquidGenius
„I believe I see where this is going... I must say I was planning on something similar to this but
didn't quite work out how to approach it. You mentioned something interesting about the h/k values
which I pondered. Then for a second my mind was blown. Well done hehe“

GOOD liquidgenius. Let me blow your mind now! If a bar has you rectangle then the probability
the next  one will  have a  rectangle is  0.00005463% on any time frame.  NOW think what  that
means.....
ONE THING: $$$$

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678639#post7678639

One way to use this to your benefit.

since transient rectangles have small heights in general,  if  price falls into the
region A, we can assume we are in a recurrent zone. So prices within the zone A
will be hit by at least two bars or price will pull back into the rectangle above!!!
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2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678923#post7678923

Let me explain one way you can trade this fact. I borrowed this picture from a post
above. Now at the current development, he placed a ? mark at the red spot because
we do not know if the zone developing will be transient yet. But this is where you can
beat the market. Let us suppose that A will be a transient zone, then we can expect
that the region just above A must be recurrent. Therefore, once price gets into that
region, we are in for $$.
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So, all you have to do is estimate a constant value for k or let is depend on the current bar. However,
in general K should be small!!

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678986#post7678986
Freefox
„Thanks for the reply vlady ... I understand what you are saying that sometimes you don't have to
fully  understand  sometimes  to  benefit.  But  I  do  understand  what  Markovian  states  means.
Markovoian means that bars are totally independent and they have NO consideration of the past.
But  therein  lies  the  discrepancy  which  I  highlighted  in  my  previous  post  ...
www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7678820#post767882 0 EURUSDD's similarity system
is about identifying DS zones that are in the PAST, yet Markovoian processes have..“

Freefox, what I am presenting here is not related to the similarity system. I am trying to open your
eyes to the fact that even if you assume the market is random and bars are independent, you can
beat the market and there are ways to calculate probabilities for hitting times.

So, this addition is to help you calculate which prices are likely to be re-visited within a specific
period!

I said we should assume the systems is Markovian just so I can show you that assumption
cannot prevent us from beating the market!!!

Let me make this point clear. All markets depend on the past. Don't mix theory with practice.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679004#post7679004

It is very important you know how price got to its current state before you buy or sell.
In other words, the HISTORY of price does matter.
There are three possibilities.

Consider A. Price was increasing before it got to A and the probability it will continue
in that direction is greater than 50%. WHY?
Because top and bottoms like B occur with probability less than 1%, if you define a
period  which  is  greater  than  three  bars.  Check  it  yourself.  Therefore,  since  the
probability that B is a turning point is less that 1%, price is expected to continue to do
what it was doing before it got to B.
Price was decreasing before it got to C and since the probability that C is a local
maximum or  local  minimum is  less  that  1%,  price  is  likely  to  continue  in  that
direction.

Now, if you do not know what price was doing before it got to A or C, you are silly to
buy or sell.
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2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679048#post7679048
Northtrader
„Interesting observations hepsibah, and a nice clear chart. But I don't think we can assume that price
will return to point B. That price is recurrent because of point A. It doesn't mean it will be recurrent
in the future too. Take the bar after the first red down arrow as an example. The bottom part of that
bar is recurrent, yet the price never goes back there. Just my take on things anyway, I could be
wrong!“

Yes you are wrong. That region was a possible recurrent region but because price never went there,
there is nothing to trade. If price had gone below that red-region, then we can assume the red-region
is transient and below it is recurrent. In that case, we expect prices below the red region to be re-
visited almost surely.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679053#post7679053
davinci15
„If i got this right we're looking for transient zones. Once one bar brakes transient ZONE A then
price should return and touch ZONE A to enter long position.“

Everything before the bold is correct. You are not guaranteed longs. What you are guaranteed are
re-visits. That is what you should trade!!! If you suspect a zone to be transient and price moves to a
region which will then be recurrent, you can then trade the re-visits. But don't try to buy when price
hits the top of the suspect zone because the zone is still forming!!!

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679105#post7679105
vspatrick
„Do I get it right?
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“

You are  wrong.  You do not  know if  that  region is  transient  or  recurrent  yet  because it  is  still
forming. What you do though is wait. The moment price goes above that region, you can assume it
is transient and then prices very close above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones you will expect a
re-visit within at least one of the remaining h bars.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679109#post7679109
Dewachen77
„Hi Eurusdd, Vlady and others ... I try to understand this. Is my image right ? If price goes up
through transient rectangle A, and landed at the top of Recurrent-Area, the price will goes down to
A again ? Thanks Edit: because of transient rectangle at the left (the level is the same as the top of
dark green Recurrent-Area) is very thin, it has big probability the price will go there?
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“

If price goes above the region before it is done forming, you can assume it is transient and the prices
above it recurrent. Those prices are the ones you will expect to be re-visited, not the prices in the
region.

2014-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679127#post7679127
Dewachen77
„Thanks Eurusdd. Another question: Lets say the white candle is the candle on next Monday (not
closing yet). The price goes through region, and the region is now transient (even the candle is not
closing yet). The area above it (dark green) becomes recurrent area, right ? So, we are waiting for
the price goes far enough (up or down), then we put order with target some where in recurrent area?
Thanks

“

Exactly but only the region above is tradeable. Let the probability be on your side.

http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679127#post7679127


2016-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679132#post7679132
davinci15
„which statments bellow are correct: - once h is calculated for a currency pair and time frame is it
always  valid  or  needs  to  be  calculated  every day/week/month  -  h  is  always  the  same for  any
currency pair for same time frame - h is always the same for any currency pair for any time frame“

If the forces of demand are very close, almost equal then there is a way to find the optimal value for
k.  That  is  why I  trade  only eurusd  because  demand  and supply are  almost  equal.  That  is  the
strengths of bulls and bears are almost equal in every state of the market.

How you calculate k is up to you. That will differentiate you from another person applying the same
principle. Keep that secret.

2016-08-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679151#post7679151
Dewachen77
„Wow, it is difficult for me to close my eyes ... I hope this is my last question before sleep .... I think
i got it now. But, if there is only 1 region at upper, and 3 or 4 region at lower of current price. We
must take each upper and lower, or ?? Thanks

“

No!! focus on the zone price is concerned with. the current price should guide you. The whole thing
is simply. This and the DNA are the two tools one needs to develop revolution! I gave you people
just the idea. You can modify it the way you want. But there are even more powerful things. That i
keep for heaven. Nice weekend.

kprsa
„From the looks of it, the proposition 1 appears to be correct. The problem is just that the involved
positive integers could be quite large in case of a trending market... See below a possible "black
swan event" for EURUSD on H1 chart.
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“

Look at your chart again and you will see there is something wrong. This is the problem and reason
i try to be careful sharing some things. Please get the concept right before you start making such
errors. Thank you.

Pay attention to the words(phrases) almost surely and   there exists. in the proposition.

So, the existence of h and k is an almost sure event meaning apart from some exceptional cases, you
should be able to calculate optimal values for h and k.

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7679406#post7679406
LiquidGenius
„Ok! Last one for me for a little bit, I think I need to start looking at some of the other things
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eurusdd has posted about while I was sleeping. If my calculations are correct (and very often they
are not unfortunately) I think I can verify the 97%/3%, although not the 0.00005463% figure he
listed. In any case the number is still quite small.

“

Sure the 0.00005463% is an error. Intended 5.463% or 0.05463. my typing sometimes ooh. sorry

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680058#post7680058
I have read your posts and I must confess many of you don't get the key trick yet. However, the way
you are approaching the idea is also good. That is what I want. I want you to adapt the idea to your
own style. But when you see it the way I do, you will get your Eureka moment.

All the best!

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680220#post7680220
Once you expect a zone to be h-transient, then as soon as price goes above it, assuming the zone is
developing at the top, you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then
look for a sell.

The following things will happen.

If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win.
if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER way, you will win!!

I leave you to figure this out.

That is why I can win many times without a loss, even if the pips are small. I can kill it on every
time frame because whatever the state of the market, I am guaranteed a win, except in exceptional
cases, those sample points in zero-measure sets.

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680276#post7680276
Freefox
„Is your use if the word EXPECT important here? When you say EXPECT, does that mean you
don't wait the h bars for the transient zone to be confirmed, you act as though it already is one even
though subsequent bars with the next h bars may invalidate it?“

You don't wait. once the previous h bars, give you a hint that a transient zone
may be forming, you act assuming that will be the case and act. (This is where the secret is)
Riskless profit in most cases.
you can declare the area immediately above the zone as h-recurrent and then look for a sell.

The following things will happen.

If your zone turns out to be h-recurrent, your sell will still win.
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if your zone turns out to be h-transient, your sell will still win. EITHER way, you will win!!

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680293#post7680293
Let us supposed we know the yellow area but the market has not develop the blue area yet.
We can then assume that when the region B is matured, it will be transient. So, we declare the
area A as recurrent. We then move ahead to find sell position above B.
Now, if the market pulls back into B, we win. If B turns out to be transient, our assumption of
A as recurrent will give our sell a profit.
Both ways, we will win!!!

2014-08-17
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680310#post7680310
feline207
„Thank you for that post. I understand that h-bars are before and after current bar, and the blue area
is still unknown. What I dont understand is how do we calculate the height of the ractangle area,
and how do we make difference where B actually ends and zone A begins. As it is still forming,
how can we be sure about the span/height of that area?“

On average the height of a transient zone is less than 10% of the window size or
the  price-active  region.  That  is  left  to  you to figure  out!!!  I  will  not  go into
optimal values!!!

97% of the time, the current price going forward wants to be h-recurrent for
some h!!! So, there lies you key to $$$.

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680532#post7680532
Sciurus
„As I see it, there are three and a half options. First, price pushes through the zone and then returns
some time later to create a recurrent zone. Second, it pushes up and the pushes down in the same
bar (it creates a pin bar), and then the pin on the pin bar becomes a transient zone. The third option
is that price pushes through and does not return. The other half option is that price pushes through
and then returns to the zone, but does not return all the way back to "complete" the zone. In the first
two options, as well as the last half option,...“

Prices does not have to return back into the zone. Since you assumed it is transient you are not
selling with the intention of price returning into the zone. You are selling with the expectation that
price will re-visit the area above the zone. So, the third option you will still win because price will
visit the area above the zone. The other options, you will get more pips because price will not just
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visit the area above the zone but go down into it as well. This is my last comment on this issue.
Thanks people nice week.

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7680934#post7680934
feline207
„Looks like a scary opportunity to me

“

Look carefully at your chart again and you will find that the next bar hit recurrent prices in the
recurrent zone below your transient zone!

Lol: Condition satisfied!!!

I will urge you and others to understand the implications of that key proposition properly before
trying to use it. If you understand it well, you will get your EUREKA moment. Otherwise, it will be
a nightmare for you.

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681023#post7681023

PROBABILITIES PITFALLS

1: Just because an event has zero(0) probability of occurring does not mean it
cannot occur. So those who don't understand probability on the eurusd thread
called me names when i said an event will occur with probability 100% and it
did not occur immediately. I laughed at them because immediately i knew their
level of intelligence in these matters.

For example, on the positive real line, the probability that a randomly chosen
positive number is  prime is  zero(0) almost-surely,  but we all  know there are
infinitely many primes. The set of primes is a non-event: forms a set of measure
zero. Therefore, almost-surely, every positive number is not a prime.

That does not mean there are no primes or if you run down the positive real-line
you will never meet a prime. So, just because there is a prime does not mean the
statement is false.
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Furthermore, how can you use this fact in business?

When they were laughing at me on the eurusd thread, I was also laughing at
them in my house because I knew most of them were going to lose. They were
fooled by their mis-understanding of probability

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681102#post7681102
Neio
„Do you always enter on the next candle past the h-transient zone? The problem for me is knowing
when to enter to avoid too much drawdown. The exit is virtually guaranteed but how best to enter.“

Hi Neio, I do not know your trading conditions, but there is a way I trade these setups and in fact, it
is the reason behind 50% of my trades on my demo explorer. I am just interested in catching those
sure little pips by finding the riskless setups. Where there is confusion, I trade very little lot, i.e. 0.1.

You will have to figure out entries and exits yourself, assuming you want to trade these setups. That
will be your secret!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681148#post7681148
Someone once asked me if i trade binary options and I said yes. In fact, i find it easier than spot....

Just placed two trade for today

rate of success is >95%

So if anyone is doing binary for eurusd, i can help you here, when I return. !!!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681181#post7681181
I leave you with something to thinK about: it will form the basis of your success with probability
and business.

Suppose I have a fair coin, we all know that the probability for Head is 50% and that for tail is 50%.
Now supposed I tossed the coin 6 times and I got

H-H-H-H-H-H
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after this i tossed the coin once and got

H-X-X-X-X-X

The X positions are for the remaining 5 tosses. Will you bet that the remaining five positions will be
H or be on the safe side and expect at least one T?

That is what you need in this forex business. You need to look for very rare events and then when
you find one, bet that the next instance which is STILL DEVELOPING will not be that rare event
that just occurred!! SIMPLE!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681226#post7681226
jurn_e
„ok my brain is officially fried by markov and all the theories and equations. lol Demo-ing on the
indi posted. Long in EU betting this area will be transient. I think i am getting it wrong.

“

I now see where you are coming from jurn_e but that is a dangerous way to apply the principle.
Why? Transient zones have small probability and even if you assume that region is one, that is not
where to trade it. The right area is below!!!!

What you are betting on has very small probability. so, don't be happy even if you get it right!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681265#post7681265
normtold
„Hello again Eurusdd, I have been following since your return but this is the first post I felt I could
comment on. Say you toss the coin 4 times and you get H-H-H-H, that is a rare event then another
H even rarer and another  H very rare.  So applied to trading Forex one could have bet against
another H after the 4th toss.“

I have not gone yet, so i haven't returned.
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And that is not what I meant. 6 Hs is a rare event with probability 0.5^6= 0.015625. So, if the
probability you will meet a mad person on your way to school is 0.015625 and you just met one,
then it is safe to say that the next person you meet will not be mad. That is a safer bet because if the
next person is mad then you just witnessed and event with probability 0.5^12 = 0.00024441 of
occurring.  How many people do you have to meet on your way to school on average for this
event to occur? 1/0.00024441 = 4091

So, in the game of forex you need to play this type of safe bet. Each trade with a safe bet is better
than trades without a sound reason

The point is : play the strategy of rare events do not immediately follow rare events
on average!!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681286#post7681286
Neio
„Do you only hold out for those trades (beyond the transient zones)? Or do you also take the 97%
ones towards what are likely (but not guaranteed) to be recurrent zones?“

I am trading this microscopically on the 1min 5min tfs..

Once price is above my h bars, I label that zone a suspect transient zone and start looking for my
SURE 1-10 pips above it, assuming it is forming up...!!

2014-08-18
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7681717#post7681717
Neio
„If you read Eurusdd's posts he said you adjust h for each time frame so that you only see a very
low number of transient zones (around 3%)“

This is important. For example, if your k is constant, i.e. k=5, and there is a pin-bar with tail = 10
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pips, you are supposed to declare only 5 pips of whatever part is left as transient in your trading
process. Don't extend the transient portion to the whole tail. so even though the light-blue part was
not really recurrent, your sell still worked!!!

2014-08-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7684633#post7684633
It is clear that most people still cannot see the massive opportunities they have with transient or
recurrent prices. Please do not think of this as S/R because you will lose!

2014-08-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7684653#post7684653
This is the whole idea. At any give time, the current price or price range wants to be recurrent(97%)
rather than transient(3%). There lies your money. If you can see it, take it!!!

2014-08-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7684722#post7684722
At any given price, ask yourself, will the price be transient/recurrent h-bars into the future?

Use the probability to your advantage.

Most of the time, in fact almost always, I trade these without SL because i don't jump at every
price. I TIME the market in order to pick out recurrent prices!!!

2014-08-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7705667#post7705667

This  point  most  people  will  never  believe  because  it  is  counter-intuitive.

Price move news/fundamentals and not the other way round.
The  news  that  will  be  released  tomorrow is  based  on  the  current  price  and  the
sequence of prices before the release. The nature of news releases are designed to
have a particular impact on price. Most of this effect is measurable and successful.
So, Technical analysis can give you a lead into the kind of news release you should
expect!!!

The data is KING!!!

2014-08-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7705681#post7705681
For example: if certain powers that be, after studying the history of price, believe that the current
price/trend is not desirable; they will set into motion certain events that will lead to a particular
news outcome, which they hope will set price/trend in the right direction.
These guys have mastered this art of market mechanics.

So, it is the price which is king.

I have never really looked at economic calendars because I know the secret is not there. The secret
is in the price action dynamics.

Plzzz, I am not against fundamentalists or Economists. I have a degree in Economics and I know
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that no trader will ever place a trade(manually) without looking at least one step back into price
history, unless the trade is meant to hedge a position or meaningless!!!

That should tell you that history matters. DONE!

2014-08-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7705733#post7705733

Price movement and closing probabilities going forward.!!!

>1.32300 = 0.60
>1.32155 = 0.80
=1.31870= 1.00
<1.31700 = 0.30
<1.31590 = 0.10

What do these numbers mean?
At the time the numbers were calculated the current price always has probability 1.
To have an idea of where price will go, One has to look at other price levels above or
below  the  current  one.  It  is  clear  that  price  levels  above  1.31870  have  higher
probabilities. Therefore, I will call UP for EURUSD with main target 1.32155+.

2014-08-30
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7707146#post7707146
How I trade probabilistically. This is important because a lot of people misunderstand why most of
my  contributions  to  trading  are  associated  with  probability.
When I say that my calculation gives 1.xxx 90% chance of occurring and 1.yyy 10% chance of
occurring, THEREFORE, I call 1.xxx. It does not mean that 1.yyy can never happen. I am just
trading rationally.
Of course,  10% events can happen and so as a trader you have to design your trading money-
management blueprint in such a way that those rare events do not take you out of profit when they
happen.
This is the most difficult part of sharing your thoughts with others. People usually do not see things
the way you do. Furthermore, they may not have seen the many other times you got it right but just
that 1 or 2 10% events.

Well, I am a little tired and really need a break. I believe I affected some people and they will gain
from my time here. I am not hiding my true identity because there is nothing to hide.

I lost yesterday's trade on the first attempt but my loss was only 10pips!!!! Like I said, 1.31700 was
the first number with probability below 50%. That is where I bought and took 15 pips when it when
up. Then it came down again and I bought again, but this time it didn't go up as expected but one
the 1min chart,a candle closed below 1.31700. I lost 10 pips then. But once it closed below 1.31700,
I knew then that the 10% event was likely and so I sold! That is one way to trade probabilistically.
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2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732389#post7732389
Strawbale
„knight would be a secret trading system“

That  allows you  to trade  in  a  way no one,  even if  they are  looking at  you  place  trades,  will
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understand what you are doing. They never really know your targets, till your pips come due!!!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732439#post7732439
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2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732497#post7732497
Strawbale
„Ok update on my thoughts on chess-forex components: King: Capital Queen: Volatility Knight:
Secret trading method Bishop: Trend Rook: Hedging“

Most forex traders do not know that they have to think and trade like empire-biulders. They need to
identify the key component  of  the forex empire or  it  will  collapse.  How you you deceive and
dominant your traders, BIG OR SMALL, with your trades?
Banks do it, why can't you?

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732543#post7732543

YOUR  KING should  be  your  forex-trading philosophy!  Once,  that  collapses,
your empire is gone. Everyone should be able to identify your king and other traders
will fight to destroy your king. Your forex-trading philosophy  should not change
every now and then and every other piece in your empire should be designed to
protect your king!

his is my KING : forex-trading philosophy: If you can get me to abandon this, my current empire
fails.

The market  is  like a sub-atomic particle.  When you are watching, it  behaves like a wave
(adapts to your strategies). When you are invisible (market not aware of your existence) it
behaves  like  a  particle,  revealing all  her flaws  to  you.  To win against  the  market,  be  an
invisible  observer,  trader.  Once  your  strategy  is  out  there(known),  you  are  finished(like
everybody else)!
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2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732604#post7732604
vlady1974
„They key component is trust. What wealth was once backed by gold or precious metals/gems has
now been replaced by fiat money which is not real. It is a paper "contract" between two parties to
exchange value for something... this is entirely based on trust that both will honour that contract.
Armies will defend the "trust"-worthiness of a nation empire. Religion or Education Systems will
teach the structure of the "trust"-worthiness of the nation empire to its people Corporations and
Entertainment will exploit the benefits of people surrendering...“

Yes, but for an empire it is not really important in the long run because the empire can simply make
you realize the Resistance is Futile! You have no other option. So, trust cannot be identified with
any  of  the  components  on  the  chessboard  but  it  is  a  sub-sub  component  within  the  rook
(entertainment and media).

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732643#post7732643
Because the rook moves directly, not indirectly like the bishop, and the rook is closer to the bishop
and the king. In fact, the rook can swap places with the king. TRUST is within the rook. The rook
moves in a direct manner saying "trust me as I come to you.

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732690#post7732690

You queen should be a forex trading blueprint that works on every pair, trading platform or time-
frame. Just like the monetary system, she must be able to help your empire anytime, on any time-
frame and on any pair. If your strategy does not work on certain pairs, or on some time-frames, then
you do not have the right queen. Your empire is not the ultimate!!!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732735#post7732735

You knight should be the MANNER in which you execute your trades! It should help your empire
defeat  other  trades,  the market.  It  should be designed in such a way that  even if  some one is
watching you trade or captures your queen, they will NEVER know exactly what you are doing.
They cannot understand you by just looking at the way you place your trades. remember, military
has a deception component.

Therefore, most traders who broadcast simple trading methods like, "when price is ... buy, when
price is ,.... sell". Normally lose in the long-run!!!
If you have the right Knight, you are good to go! Deception and stealth!!!

For example, you can buy, price goes up and everyone expects price to go another 100 pips, but you
took profit. You close your account.
Another example: you can place small trades ten times in a row and all of a sudden a BIG one. Out
of the blues. Sometimes too you can choose to lose willing just to make people believe you are
"human after-all".

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732804#post7732804
burnssss
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„5 large pillars that form a universal system. If you look, these movements apply to the gravitational
field. eurusdd, I consider these posts as a great Pointview to beat the market.“

Sure, if you do not get your empire blueprint right before you set out to build it, your empire will
collapse just like others before you did!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7732921#post7732921

Your  bishop should  be  ONE  particular  trading  instrument  or  one  particular  basket  of
instruments.  Remember bishop stands for  RELIGION in empire building.  It  represents  indirect
faithfulness.  So,  stick  to  one  instrument  faithfully  and  build  your  empire  on  that  instrument.
Understand the playground and approach other competitors indirectly. Traders who trade hundreds
of instruments at the same time for their empire do not have a strong empire.

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733075#post7733075
The ROOK: I have said nothing about the rook yet! Remember, the rook move straight, far and
wide, can sway places with the king, has trust as a sub-component and is close to the king and
bishop. What then should be your rook. In the current empire rook = entertainment and corporate
media.
Consider the your rook to be Right broker and trading platform.

Both are the domain the houses your empire, similarly in the way rook = castle houses the king.
right  broker  and  platform  has  trust  as  a  component.  without  trust,  your  empire  cannot  work
properly. The rook is directly connected to you, since you chose them and you trade yourself on the
platform but it can swap places with you by ....... 

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733092#post7733092
For most people, the queen is difficult to produce. so here is a simple test! go back and check what i
proposed for queen. If it does not work on EVERY time-frame or pair, you not have the RIGHT
queen!. Your empire is not the ultimate!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733121#post7733121
smallcat
„Nice to see you again buddy. I can learn a lot again here, thank you very much. Try to understand
your posts as below : King : Your secret great system, only for you alone,  because it  is secret
Knight: In your secret system, you have some method (some logic or sub-system behind your great
system). Some time you use method A, some time B. So no one can predict your move, jump from
one method to another Bishop: You must have a faith to your system. If your system gave you
wrong signal, repair it. Until you are fully faith to it. Do not chase...“

Thank you smallcat: But correct this: For a good empire I propose that the king be not a system but
a trading philosophy. The queen is the trading system that complements the king!!

Remember, on the chessboard, the KING does not move often. even if it moves, small increments.
Therefore, king should be identified with trading philosophy. one that is stable and does not change
often.

Queen should be versatile trading system/blueprint. She must be powerful enough every time.
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Rook = broker/platform that houses your empire.

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733173#post7733173
vlady1974
„King = Idea / Philosophy
Quen = Plan or Blueprint
Knight = Execution (Strategy & Tactics)
Bishop = Belief & Focus (Markets and Study)
Rook = Infrastructure & Platform (Brokers, Systems, Records, Bank)“

Exactly my Lord.

Do you realize, I left out the pawn???  Every empire is out to get one things
alone. Control over its inhabitant, resources, followers. In the case of the forex trader you aim is
PIPS! That is your pawn.
You can sacrifice pips to get more pips and everything you do is focused on owning pips!

PIPS = pawns!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733199#post7733199
You can lose pips and still survive or win. But the key thing to notice is this: every pawn has the
ability to become every other member of the empire, except the king. a pawn can be transformed
into  a  queen,  knight  etc.  so,  pips  can  help  you  get  back  your  queen,  bishop  etc.  I  hope  you
understand.

That is all for today!

2014-09-11
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7733304#post7733304
shiva
„Great posts. I would like to point out the following with regards to chess. 1. The player who
controls AND occupies the center has an advantage. 2. Initiative is very very important 3. Have a
plan - Even if it is defective plan. 4. There are two aspects to planning - a) Short term b) Long term.
But, I don't know how these are applied to trading“

That is easy. The center of the board is a position and any piece on the board can control or help
your empire control the center. In trading the center is a position in the market. A price level that
allows you to control the market even if it acts silly. If the market wants to attack you, it has to past
through this point/price: and there you will have pips/$. So, you will win .....

For example the market can decide to move away from the center that you control but like the
chessboard, your opponent cannot really win without crossing the center into your half. So, if you
choose the right price, the market will have to come to you! That is why most of my setup says,
choose this price and wait for the market to realize how silly it is and run back to you!. The problem
is how long your can endure the wait. 
For example, the opponent chess player can play in his/her own half for long but soon, he/she will
have to come to you!
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2014-09-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7734014#post7734014

95%  of  traders  blow-up  their  account  is  something  you  will
normally  hear.
Well,  let  me tell  you something.  If  you really want to  be a  successful trader  in  theory and in
practice, forget about those failures before you. Do not include yourself in that group even though
you should expect  tough times ahead.  Speak success into your  work and success you will  get.

For example, before the current American Empire, all empires eventually failed but the USA is
getting it right simply because she took her time to choose the right components of her empire and
she has access to information none of the empires before her had. She knows the Earth is round and
limited and God does not sit above the clouds. She has a powerful Knight(military), a Flexible King
(democratic government),  A powerful Queen (FED, fiat  monetary system and intelligent money
managers), a powerful Bishop, and a powerful Rook (entertainment industry and media group).
America should rightly be envied because she is smart and she did not allow the failures of empires
before her to stop thinking!
In  my  opinion  theoretically,  she  will  last  a  very  long  time  unless  she  DECIDES  TO  SELF-
DESTRUCT!

Now that is how you should treat this game! Be like the USA. fORGET ALL those who failed
before you and choose the right components of your forex empire. In a few years you will rule! 

2014-09-12
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7734117#post7734117
Similarity in my opinion is one component in the queen system. Any forex system that does not
apply similarity in a way is not the TRUE queen. Similarity, when applied correctly, should work on
every pair and on every time-frame. It all depends on how you apply it.

The way most people apply it her is not the ultimate form of application. That is they look for dis-
similarity  and  then  trade  back  towards  its  correction.  I  am  sure  that  cannot  be  applicable  to
everyone because not everyone has the right type of indicator/tool.

There is another way which is the smart way in my opinion.
1: Create a setup, where even if the indicator repaints, it does not do so once a bar closes. For
example, if you are using an arrow indicator and an arrow appears on the current bar, it does not
repaint once the bar closes, even if it can repaint when the bar is still active.

2: create a system where when comparing two different charts, your arrows should agree about 99%
of the time and most important one time-frame calls an arrow a little earlier than the other.

In that way you will get some serious pips!!!

For example, consider the chart below. The arrow indicators are different. completely different set
of indicators based on different principles but they agree more that 99% of the time. The arrow on
the right normally leads the one on the left and these arrows do not repaint once the bar they are
focused on closes or satisfies a certain condition.
Now, on the right there is an arrow pointing downward but there is no corresponding arrow on the
left. That means down is still valid because the probability that the arrow on the right will repaint is
0% currently and the probability there will be similarity is 99.5432%
Furthermore, for the arrow on the left to appear, price must go down further.
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This is a smarter way to trade similarity.
The BUY in the photo has nothing to do with this setup. it was there to hedge a position.

The nice thing about the setup above is this: arrows meet a bars 80%+ of the time. Therefore, that
arrow which has not touch a bar yet is expect to touch one and that can only happens if price falls
down a lot!

2014-09-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7737143#post7737143

Whenever  a  concept,  like  transient/recurrent  zones,  is  presented  here you  should
NOT always stick to exactly what you read here but find a more sophisticated and
high-probability way of applying the concept. The idea of transient/recurrent zones
presented here is in its most basic form as a theorem. However, there are VERY high
probability modifications to the simple trading trick I presented here. That is what
makes me different from everyone else. It is also up to you to apply it uniquely.

If I lose or close a trade negatively in this world, it will be because I want to be
human like everyone else,  the trade was just  to hedge a position and not needed
anymore or I am playing a trick.

Trading is not impossible!!! So, think of a modification to TZ that will never fail you
three times in a row. NOTE: Such a technique exists!

2014-09-14
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7737531#post7737531

Four  days  ago,  I  gave  a  friend  a  huge  assignment.  Create  an  indicator  that  can
identify recurrent prices based on 14 conditions, I gave him. The guy sent me some
pictures that i want to share here. He is supposed to finish in three months time, just
an idea of how big the assignment is.
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So, far the probabilities are looking good simply because the fourth condition is that
the signals should not repaint!

Under the current settings.  price cannot deviate more than 40 pips from the
transient price mark!



Modified version shows past marked levels.

2014-09-15
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7738356#post7738356
burnssss
„Hi eurusdd, how much to time previously tested this principle to assume this deviation? 1 year, 2
years, 10 years ... Calculate areas transient / recurrent limit in areas of indicators? You calculate a
convergence in the price, but maybe not statistical convergence.“

P may not understand your ststaement exactly, so I will leave you with pictures, going back into the
past, to make up your mind if the guy has done a good job so far!
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2014-09-16
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7740361#post7740361
Reason for up! notice first arrow, 

These arrows are based on the principle of recurrent prices. I used certain properties to identify
recurrent prices and work is still  in progress. Notice that price has already returned to the first
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arrow. However, we are expecting a second arrow on that level, accompanied by strong movement. 

2014-09-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7750880#post7750880
All  charts  have  self-similarity  properties  and this  feature  is  what  I  have  been trying  to  use to
uncover the market. And it is possible but I cannot share this one. However, what I have seen is this:
From the 1min chart to the 4hr chart, it is possible to construct a similarity setup that shows that
"there is  only one path -  maybe pre-determined but chaotic  that  price is  following.  Using this
technique it is possible to know exactly when a given trend will change and at what point. Infact,
trends and their turning points are determined precisely. The conditions for turning points are so
precise that the following statement is true:

A given time is good to start trading in the other direction IF AND ONLY IF the X-conditions are
satisfied on the 1min - 4hr time-frames.

So, this means that the exact time for a trend-change happens on all time-frames simultaneously. 

In the future, I will prove this with calls here but there will be no secret release!

Finally, just because you are a good trader does not mean that every trade you place on your real
account should be a winner. Remember the deception component.

2014-09-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7750895#post7750895
Some turning  points  are  inflexion-points.  So  even though  the  times  these  points  occur  can  be
determined precisely, if the point turns out to be an inflexion point then price may still continue in
the previous direction till the next turning point which we can also determine precisely!!!!

Inflexion  points  are  the  only  black-holes  in  this  strategy.  However,  using  other  methods  it  is
possible to nail them down.

2014-09-19
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7750943#post7750943
Strawbale
„In my opinion you're saying too much, the world is not ready for all these queens“

The world is about to end: lol. so we better release what is there.

What I have released so far, forms the basis for the next thing. The key system. But first we have to
make sure a lot of people are familiar with the basic concepts first. So, far there are exceptional
guys here, applying things in different ways. Now, it is time to put it all together.....

2014-09-21
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7752278#post7752278

Thing about this proposition!
Consider the lottery, a game of pure chance! For example the 6/49 lottery. What is the
odd of the combination A-B-C-D-E-F as winner in the next draw?
Surely that is 1 out of 49.48.47.46.45.44 = 1 out of 10,068,347,520. small indeed.

Now take all the 6/49 lotteries in the world, and go through all their past draws and if
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you find the combination 1-2-3-4-5-6, you are a very lucky dude. 

The combination 1-2-3-4-5-6 is equally likely but there are technical reasons why in real-life you
may never experience it across the world for a millennium.

If  I  woke  up  one  morning  and  someone  said  one  of  the  combinations
2-43-35-12-32-14 or 1-2-3-4-5-6 played somewhere in the world, I will bet on 2-43-35-12-32-14. I
hope you get the .....?

Randomness is a relative concept and whatever definition you assign to it, there will still be hidden
structures that only a sharp eye may see.

Some say, eurusd prices are random, I say fairly enough. So, does it mean we shouldn't play?

The trick is simple: LOOK for rare events. play the probability game the smart way!

Finally, what we call probability here is not really the true probability since we do not have access
to the entire data.
We are dealing with relative freqencies or assumming we know the true probability.

However, the law of large numbers assures us that if we gather more information, example from
more time frames or combine the data of more pairs, we should be close to the true probability.

2014-09-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7752764#post7752764
Some  people  think  too  many  different  ideas  are  presented  on  this  thread.  That  is  not  true.
Everything will eventually lead to a similarity system. In order for you to be able to link 1min to
4hr,  add  probability,  add  sieve  and  have  a  sound  similarity  system,  you  need  to  understand
everything introduced here! You cannot construct a meaningful similarity system connecting 1min-
4hr, robust enough and correct without incorporating TZ. Because TZ will help you identify key
return levels for correction.
Just flow along. in time the entire picture will be clear!!!!

2014-09-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7752829#post7752829
All  time-frames  in  sync!!!  trend  change  confirmed.  every  down  now  will  just  be  minor
retracements. direction is up till next synccc......

2014-09-23
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7756899#post7756899
The guy working on my indicator project just sent me the picture supporting the 1.2857 number!!!
As you can see, he is perfecting the art of identifying recurrent prices/zones!!! Once the arrow color
went red, he said, that price level will attract and it did!!!

The 14 conditions i gave him seem to model the market VERY WELL!!!
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He will be done with final product in 2 months!!!

2014-09-23
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7757019#post7757019
vlady1974
„Wow this is a great result! And presumably, this is working on all timeframes? Can you imagine
the damage this would cause the monster on 4H, Daily, Weekly!“

There is only one line. That is why I believe there is a pre-determined level for eurusd and daily
transactions around the world do not cause much deviations to this line. The line you see on that
chart is the same for all time-frames with just +/- 1/2 pips deviations.

2014-10-20
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7812829#post7812829
I am waiting for the end of the year for everyone to get a hold of the basic concepts discussed here.
In January, Heaven willing, we will introduce another idea which is inherent to random systems
governed by Human emotions.
What you will see is that, FOREX is risky but beatable! So, get ready for the TZ-WAVES. This is
how we will refer to it. Keep trading in the Uneven zones for now. Lol.

2014-10-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7816111#post7816111
The way you choose to display the realization of a stochastic process is important. For most of our
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chart, the time component is what is used to display changes in price. That s why we see so much
randomness. Now, if you replace the time component with a space component, you will get a renko
chart, which in most cases show less randomness. There are other ways to display your data in order
to see exactly what price is doing!
As far as the time component is concerned, recurrent prices rule and I will prove that rigorously
soon. Little technically.

2014-10-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7817611#post7817611
The problem is how you deal with transient prices, in a ranging or trending market. There are some
things that must remain secret. If you can figure it out, good for you!!!!

You have the theory, build your trading model! Bye.
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2014-10-22
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7817711#post7817711
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2014-10-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7827008#post7827008
Some of  the  responses  here  are  misleading!  You have  to  pay a  lot  of  attention  to  Definition.
The idea  of  a  recurrent  price  is  a  global/universal  concept  with  respect  to  a  given probability
measure. However, h-recurrent or h-transient is a local concept.
Therefore, please do not mix recurrent with h-recurrent.
If price is not hit-again with the next h-bars, price becomes h-transient. The story ends there. So,
there is no need for people to talk about waiting forever or .....

It all depends on the h you set!

EVEN if price is hit after(not within) the next h-bars, it is STILL h-transient!!!!

2014-10-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7827069#post7827069
The proof of proposition 1 is very technical and I do not believe it is important for us, unless you
want to understand the math. What is important is this: the statement is independent of the PAIR
you trade. Once the process is governed by human-emotions and bounded is a certain sense, the
proposition will hold!
Therefore, as more and more data .... in, we should get closer and closer to the truth!

If you think it is wrong, disprove the proposition!
Applying a theorem is a different matter all together.

2014-10-27
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7827085#post7827085
If you have a problem with k.
Use this simple strategy:
martingale.

Go small first, if your k is wrong, get it right the second time in a recurrent zone!

On most time frames, the actual k is not too large. so if your martingale strategy is
good, you can recover within a recurrent zone!

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831163#post7831163

The sub-sequence theorem:
When you have  constructed a  partial  DNA for  your  currency pair;  the  following
theorem is extremely useful for spotting market trends embedded within the DNA. In
fact, what it actually reveals to you is the following truth: Trends exist everywhere.
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It will hold and so you can analyse each bar....

You can choose what your sequence of real numbers will be : value of HIGH/LOW.CLOSE/OPEN
maybe. I am sure you can see the gold in there.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831262#post7831262
The subsequence is the key step to revolution. The subsequence theorem can allow you to zero in
on the market, if you have the time to look for those sequences.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831298#post7831298
This theorem is not mine. There are about 22 different proofs of the theorem. If it is true - I cannot
say till I prove it myself - then it is the most powerful tool apart from TZ that I have presented here.
This theorem means MONEY, if true!

The truth of the statement depends on what they mean by subsequence. If they mean a sequence
defined linearly on n then I will say there are cases where it is not true. If they allow any possible
sequence on n then, yes it is true.

So, if the latter is the case then there is one more option for the example I gave. Still it is a powerful
tool.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831360#post7831360

My version applicable to trading:::
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NOTE: The theorem is most powerful if subsequences - in the definition, is defined linearly on n.
But in this case I have a problem with a theorem for which there are 22 different proofs. 

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831437#post7831437
DavidRP
„When you have 0 1 2 3 4 5 , and n=2 you always can find a subsequence of 3 either increasing or
decreasing but it doesnt have to be 0-1-2 or 2-3-4 or 3-4-5 it can be 0-2-5 or 1-3-4 or 0-4-5 so you
can  not  predict  that  high  must  finish  below or  above  something  because  a  different  unsorted
sequence can be found without the need of the last point going below or above something“

The power of the theorem lies in this observation.
For a given n, look in the DNA for a set of n^2 distinct real numbers forming some
sequence that ends on the current number you are interested in. That is, if we include
the current number, we should have n^2+1 distinct elements. Now, if you set does not
have  an  n+1-increasing  or  n+1-decreasing  subsequence;  find  the  lowest  and  the
highest  value in your set.  The number you are interested in should be above the
highest or below the lowest value!

The problem reduces to finding that n^2 set of distinct numbers with no n+1-increasing
or n+1-decreasing subsequence. The if your current number is different from the n^2, it should
create the sequence you are after.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831489#post7831489

The real reason for submitting this is to find a probabilistic statement for a listed
sequence where all sub-sequences in the statement are also listed.
If the probability is high enough, game on!!!
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2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831558#post7831558
I will come back in the future with my findings. Thank you all.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7831903#post7831903

So for 10 consecutive highs if the theorem is not true for the first five, then the probability it is false
for the second five also is 0.3%

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7832038#post7832038
cfdtaleong
„Ok I assigned random number from 0-9 into x1,x2,x3,x4,x5 and see how the theorem works.  So
replacing the set of numbers 0-9 instead with the last 5 high prices, one of the conditions
should be valid 93.75% of the time. If we encounter a failure then we can assume a 0.3%
chance of the theorem failing for the next 5 high prices.  Which means the high we see in that set
is likely indeed the high and we can sell?“

Right.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7832070#post7832070
xixi
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„Let me try to prove this theorem: From the 5-length sequence above, we could have the following
3-consecutive sub-sequences: 1 2 3 (*) 1 2 4 1 2 5 1 3 4 1 3 5 (*) 1 4 5 2 3 4 (*) 2 3 5 2 4 5 3 4 5 (*)
So, it's 10 ones. And for each one, for ex: 1 2 3, we could have 4 cases: 1 < 2 < 3 1 < 2 > 3 1 > 2 > 3
1 > 2 < 3 There're 2 cases the sequence is increasing or decreasing (1 < 2 < 3 and 1 > 2 > 3) . So,
prob. of the event in your theorem is: 4*2 / 10*4 = 2 / 10 = 20% or I missed something? Thank
you!“

Sure your proof is not correct.
Start with a given state and then look at all the branches of the tree coming out of your state. 1 for
up and 0 for  down.  there should  be 32 branches.  only two will  not  have those conditions.  so
probability of 30/32.
One of those 6.25% cases.

2014-10-29
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7832388#post7832388
stt
„I think it is futile to use sub sequence theorem for any prediction of next bar as that would clearly
be violation of the theorem itself. As the theorem says, no matter what the sequence is, the theorem
holds. this implies price can be anywhere in the next point and theorem still holds. so clearly the
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theorem can not put any constraints on where price can go. I think you cant beat the market from
pure numbers properties. Any theorem which works on random numbers is basically saying market
prices can be random and will still satisfy the theorem so...“

Sure, you are right. The sub-sequence theorem itself does not raelly give you an edge
against the market, because it includes subsequences that are not defined linearly on
n. Where you got it wrong is the argument I put forward. What happens when we
restrict ourselves to subsequences defined linearly on n?
For the case of five points, I gave a result! There will be a 3-subsequences defined
linearly on n 93.75% of the time.
That allows you to make money! Think deeply about it!

Defined linearly on n means what?
if you have a sequence listed as follows
x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6),x(7), x(8),x(9),x(10)
The the following are 4-subsequences of the sequence above
x(1),x(3),x(5),x(7)
and  
x(1),x(2),x(7),x(9).

x(1),x(2),x(7),x(9) is not defined linearly on n because 1-2=-1, 2-7=-5, 7-9=-2: -1, -5 and -2 are not
equal.

x(1),x(3),x(5),x(7) is defined linearly on n because 1-3=-2, 3-5=-2, 5-7=-2.

2014-10-29
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Now in the picture below, on any branch of the tree you move up/down depending on whether the
next value is higher/lower.
Apart from the two fails, all branches give you one of those conditions. therefore, if we stop here,
we should have probability 14/16=87.5%.
But if we look at the two fails, notice that in the top one x(1)<x(3) but x(5) can be lower or higher
than x(3). The reverse is the case for the branch below. If x(5) is higher than x(3), we have to split
the remaining probability into two.
Now, 1-87.5%=12.5%.
So, we are interested in 87.5%+1/2(12.5%) = 93.75%. 
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The idea of similarity that I presented here is simple for a lot of people to understand. But that is not
real  similarity.  The  real  idea  is  rigorous  and  beyond  the  scope  of  most  traders  here.
However, if you really get it you will realize that just the way two distinct algebraic systems can be
isomorphic, two random systems can also be isomorphic, almost surely.

How  you  construct  such  systems  is  the  secret  of  isomorphism  applied  to  trading.
There will be bars where both systems do not agree but the measure of the set of those bars will be
ZERO!!!!

fOR EXAMPLE, the following sequence of positive integers is randomly isomorphic to a psedu-
random sequence which is well-known. The set of dis-similarity is empty, so of measure zero. Yet if
you meet this sequence for the first time and even after studying it for years, you may never be able
to predict the next term with certainty.

6-7-9-11-15-17-21-23-33-35-41-45-47-51-57-61-65-71-77-??????

For random systems, the set of dis-similarity may not be empty or of measure zero:
you have to quantify that set to have a secured similarity system. Too technical to
explain here so people should just stick to the basic ideas.

For those interested we can communicate privately.
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kprsa
„83. Interested k“

You are right!!! The sequence I provided is exactly randomly isomorphic to the sequence of prime
numbers. I have not defined what "randomly-isomorphic " means precisely but i believe most of
you can see through this.
Now, suppose you do not know the sequence of prime numbers, you will never know that there is a
simple function that can show the relation.

Look at the following example: The sequence of prime numbers is pseudo-random, very uncertain
in its distribution but do you know that despite this uncertainty, given any integer K, there is a prime
in the interval [k, 2k]?

So, yes we may not know exactly where the primes are, but we can know how long to wait to HIT
ONE where the sequence of integers develop.

The same applies to trading. I can defined functions that can link me to eurusd IN A WAY THAT
ANYTIME my function takes a value, I know how long to wait for eurusd to respond in a certain
way. More privately later.
How I construct these functions is secret but I am finalizing my blueprint for after december when I
am back to trading!!!

2014-10-31
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7836224#post7836224

I leave you with the concept that started the thread. The similarity principle.
Technical but I tried to present it in a way that most people can understand. This is
my creation!
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The lambda serves as the waiting time. Therefore, this principle is applicable to TZ
too. For two lambda-isomorphic systems, there is a minimum value for lambda that
works almost surely.

You will see this in action next year!

2014-10-31
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Let me state this clearly as possible:
1: choose your time-frame
2: choose your currency pair
3: choose any price level, p and a value for h.

The proposition says  that  the  relative  frequency  of  the  number of  times  the
market reached p and p was h-recurrent will approach 1 almost surely as time
goes to infinity.
Now, since we cannot experience infinity, what about the short run.

The theorem predicts that there is a minimum value for h such that 97% of price
levels - hit in the past - will have h-recurrent relative frequencies close to 1.

Therefore, focus on price. On rare occasions you will have an h-TZ zone at a
given price p. That h-TZ zone has 97% chance Of been h-recurrent when price
gets to p the next time.

Therefore, use h-TZ zones to find h-recurrent zones!!!!

Probability will be on your side.

For example, you can look for an h-TZ zone that was h-TZ twice in a row. That
is a rare-rare event. The next time price gets there, you have a high probability
h-recurrent zone.

This works in every condition of the market, ranging or trending!!!!

2014-11-03
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7843683#post7843683
This is another way to understand the theorem..
For any price p, there is a minimum value for h such that the relative frequency of h-recurrent states
associated with p goes to 1, almost surely, as time goes to infinity. Therefore, even if the relative
frequency is  around  85% currently  or  even  50%,  it  does  not  change  the  ultimate  probability.
Now, if in the long run, the relative frequency does not go to zero, then the theorem says, that price
should belong to a set of prices with that same feature and that set should be of measure zero!!!

Now, notice that a price is a real number, NOT A ZONE!
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It does not matter what sample size you guys use or whichpair you use. One thing will be true. The
relative frequency of any price been h-transient will go to zero as time goes to infinity, almost
surely.
The rate at which this relative frequency goes to zero will depend on the h you chose!!!

So, do not let sample data fool you. In the long run, all h-transient probabilities will go to ZERO,
almost surely.

2014-11-13
http://www.forexfactory.com/showthread.php?p=7869255#post7869255

For those of you who do not understand probability and therefore post silly comments
always, let me help you understand what this picture means.

The period is 480 mins for closing prices. Therefore, if your time frame is 1min say,
then you are looking at 480 bars. 97% of the time, a bar will close above 1.24322.
It does not mean that a bar can never close below 1.24322 within the time period. The
statement  says that  97% of  the time,  a  bar  on your  1min chart  will  close  above
1.24322.
Now, if the last bar on your chart, for the time given, closes below 1.24322 it does not
make the call wrong! That event has 3% chance of occurring! On average 3% means
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that out of 480 bars, 14 of them are expected to close below 1.24322. If you are
lucky, none of them will.

The same idea applies if you choose timeframe 1hr say. In this case you are looking
at 8 bars.......


